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A b stra c t
An inductive learning capability is generally acknowledged to be crucial to  artificial 
intelligence in machines. This work investigates learning by an autonom ous agent th a t 
continuously interacts w ith the environment in which it is embedded. A novel domain- 
independent learning algorithm  is proposed.
Learning is viewed as the incremental revision of a  developing theory of m ultiple in­
terdependent concept definitions. W hen an observation of the environm ent reveals an 
error in the present theory, the reason for the error is located by diagnosis and exper­
im entation. To correct an error, alternative generalizing or specializing revisions are 
investigated. Revision hypotheses are evaluated by experim entation leading to further 
theory improvement by discovery.
The theory itself is the source of dom ain-dependent background knowledge directing 
hypothesis formulation. The environment is the source of observations of concepts 
and the testbed  for hypothesis experim entation. The environm ent also generates un ­
expected interruptions imposing arb itrary  tim e lim its on learning.
The learning model is developed in the Inductive Logic Program m ing framework in 
which logic program s are used to represent theories. New theoretical results based on 
logic program m ing concepts underpin the key components of generalization by absorp­
tion and specialization by generalization of exceptions. The investigation of alternative 
revisions proceeds by a staged heuristic search through partially  developed hypotheses, 
enabling graceful performance degradation when tim e is short.
The algorithm is implemented as a software agent called Minerva. The environment is 
modelled by a parameterised random sampling tool called SAMPLER. Empirical results 
demonstrating the learning performance of Minerva in several domains modelled by 
SAMPLER are reported.
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1In tro d u c tio n
1.1 T h e P rob lem
How do intelligent beings learn? How is it possible for an agent to  use observations of an 
environm ent to reason about events which are not observed; to  predict the  consequences 
of actions; to form an internal model of its world?
These questions have been asked many times in m any fields of hum an endeavour. Be­
havioral psychologists like Piaget have studied childhood learning [Flavell 1987, Gins- 
burg and O pper 1979]. Philosophers including Hume, Popper and Peirce have a t­
tem pted  to explain the concepts they have called induction and later abduction as 
well as scientific theory form ation [Gregory 1987]. C om puter scientists, recognizing 
the im portance of learning to  intelligent behaviour in m an-m ade system s, have studied 
machine learning.
The study of machine learning is usually focused on one or more of three m ajor goals. 
The cognitive science approach aims to discover and reconstruct models of hum an 
behaviour as a way of gaining greater insight into the workings of the  hum an brain  
[Van-Lehn 1990]. The second goal, encompassing most machine learning research, 
deals w ith “knowledge discovery” : the form ation of predictive rules from a large bu t 
finite num ber of empirical observations. The th ird  m ajor goal is to  equip robots w ith 
the ability to  learn from their environm ent as they  work in it. This would enable them  
to function effectively and adaptively in environm ents which are not highly restric ted  
and well understood in advance by the hum an designers of the robots. Thus an off-the- 
shelf robot could adap t to  different working environm ents or a  special-purpose robot 
could work in dangerous or rem ote locations abou t which little is known.
The prim ary aim  of this thesis is to contribute to this la tte r goal, although it is mo­
tivated  by a fascination with the rem arkable learning ability of hum ans. P opper’s
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account of induction, which provides a clue to the hum an ability to learn from a very 
small num ber of observations is particularly influential:
Without waiting, passively, for repetitions to impress or impose regularities upon 
us, we actively try to impose regularities upon the world. We try to discover 
similarities in it, and to interpret it in terms of laws invented by us. Without 
waiting for premises we jump to conclusions. These may be discarded later should 
observation show that they are wrong. [Popper 1969b]
The thesis describes an algorithm  which might underpin the learning com ponent of 
an “intelligent” active learning agent. W hen executed, the algorithm  interacts in a 
restricted  bu t well-defined m anner with a sim ulated environment. It dem onstrates the 
ability to  acquire a predictive theory of the environment. In the course of developing the 
theory, the algorithm  performs experiments, thus actively seeking learning experiences. 
It is interruptible — always aiming to learn as much as possible as soon as possible, and 
assim ilating the best of what has been learnt when in terrupted. W hen observations 
indicate errors in the  developing theory, the algorithm  revises the theory to correct 
them . It can develop useful, if sometimes incorrect, inductive hypotheses from very few 
observations, enabling it to continue to work in pursuit of other goals while waiting for 
new experiences from which to learn. This algorithm  is called MINERVA. An extended 
example of its behaviour is given in chapter 2. Comprehensive experim ental results are 
reported  in chapter 8.
1.2 R esearch  Fram ew ork
The thesis is developed within the framework of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP). 
In th is framework knowledge acquired by machine learning is represented as a logic 
program. The name was coined by Muggleton [1991] to refer to the study of the au to ­
m atic construction of logic program s from examples of the behaviour of the (unknown) 
program s. He describes the framework to be at the “intersection” of the fields of m a­
chine learning and logic programming. ILP research draws heavily on the results of 
logic program m ing research which is concerned with understanding the representation 
and in terpreta tion  properties of logic programs. It benefits from the com bination of the 
formal foundations of logic programming and the experim ental approach of machine 
learning. C hapter 3 includes an introduction to the basic principles and techniques of 
ILP and logic program m ing and chapter 4 describes several ILP and other learners.
1.3 R ole  o f  th e  Learner
Minerva is a component of a learning agent: figure 1.1 places MINERVA within a 
possible architecture for an intelligent agent. MINERVA is responsible for developing 
the knowledge structure which may be used by other knowledge-based components of 
the agent. The knowledge is modelled as a theory — a set of facts held to be true or false.
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examples
planning,
goal generation,
natural language ...
interruptions
MINERVA
questions
answers
perception and action
Agent (MINERVA’s environment)
External world
Figure 1.1: Architecture of an intelligent agent
M inerva includes an interpreter which translates from the internal representation of 
a theory as a program.
MINERVA receives input, or observations in a formal language and perform s experi­
m ents by asking questions in the same formal language. We say th a t the observations, 
responses to  questions, and interruptions come from the environment. In a practical 
im plem entation they will be sourced from the external real world, provided by teachers,
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natu ra l events and the actions of the agent. They will be in terpreted  through the agen­
t ’s sensors and reasoning components before presentation to MINERVA in the formal 
language. Similarly the formal language of experiments produced by Minerva will be 
in terpreted  by the agen t’s reasoning components to formulate real world experim ents, 
observations, and occasional natural-language questions.
Goals for learning are externally generated: by the environment or by another compo­
nent of the agent and com m unicated to  Minerva by way of observations and in terrup­
tions. These other reasoning components of the agent could have access to the theory 
developed by Minerva to aid their reasoning.
1.3.1 T h e learner in th e  environm ent
Provided that the environment presents occasional examples of concepts, learning pro­
ceeds autonomously through experiments designed by MINERVA. These experiments 
are self-directed observations of the environment and, subject to time constraints, Min­
erva will perform as many as necessary to aid the search for inductive hypotheses. The 
experimental results (answers to questions) are assumed to be inexpensive to obtain as 
they are satisfied by observations of the environment in which MINERVA is embedded.
In th is work the environm ent is modelled by a novel software tool called Sampler, 
suitable for interaction w ith an a rb itrary  co-operative learner. SAMPLER is prim arily 
responsible for drawing facts from a target theory to present as examples to a learner; 
for providing the observations which correspond to the results of a learner’s experi­
m ents; and for enforcing tim e limits on learning. These actions can be m odulated by 
user-controlled param eters.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the role of Sampler in modelling the environm ent for Minerva 
and chapter 7 describes Sampler in more detail. The empirical evaluation of Min­
erva’s learning performance in chapter 8 uses Sampler for environm ental modelling.
1.4 K ey  F eatures
The m ajor contribution of this thesis is a strategy for revision, incorporating both  
generalization and specialization, th a t is suitable for a learner having the following 
key features. Taken together these features distinguish Minerva from other learning 
algorithm s.
1. F irst order predicate calculus knowledge representation
2. Domain independence
3. Increm ental revision prom pted by incremental input
4. Learning from background knowledge
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sampling
parameters
Figure 1.2: Modelling the learning environment
5. M ultiple interspersed concept learning
6. Simple input language
7. Active experim entation
8. In terruptib ility  for anytim e learning
9. Theoretical foundation
1.4.1 F irst order pred icate calculus know ledge rep resen tation
In keeping w ith the ILP framework the theory acquired by M inerva is represented by a 
logic program . The term  “logic program ” is applied to a wide range of representations 
in ILP, loosely m eaning a set of universally quantified Horn clauses. The program  
struc tu re  of M inerva is particularly  expressive com pared to  o ther ILP learners. In 
particu lar, MINERVA supports function symbols, negation (not restricted  to  ground 
atom ic predicates), non-determ inate clauses, existential variables in clauses and direct
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and indirect recursion. There are some syntactic restrictions on full norm al programs: 
there may be only one negative literal in the body of a clause and th a t literal has 
a  predicate symbol which occurs in no other clause body; and every variable in the 
head of a clause also occurs in the body. Nevertheless, the language of Minerva is 
considerably more complex (and expressive) than  is customary. The expressive power 
of Minerva’s representation is the source of three problems addressed in the thesis: an 
increased space of possible inductive hypotheses; undecidability of logical entailm ent; 
and the logical and com putational difficulties associated w ith negation-as-failure.
A precise characterisation of Minerva’s knowledge representation language is given in 
chapter 5.
1.4.2 D om ain  in d ep en d en ce
Like m any other learners Minerva is dom ain-independent. There are no prior assum p­
tions about the term s of the language of observation: it is generated entirely by the 
environm ent, all term s having equivalent status. The environm ent is only assum ed to 
be able to provide input of the syntactic form required by the learner and to tru thfu lly  
answer questions presented in the same syntactic form.
1.4.3 Increm ental revision in response to  increm ental input
M ost experim ental work in machine learning, and particularly  in the ILP framework, 
assumes th a t the input is presented as a batch. T h a t is, the input to  a learner is a finite 
set of observations or examples. This enables a learner to make learning decisions with 
sim ultaneous consideration of their effect on the full input.
This model is appropriate  when the goal of the learning algorithm  is to discover pa tterns 
in the  input, bu t it is inappropriate for a long-lived learner operating in a complex 
environm ent. We would like Minerva to  be able to jum p to inductive hypotheses from 
partial inform ation, even a single example, so th a t the agent can use the partial theory 
to  make decisions and to  guide further learning. This requires modelling input as a 
(possibly infinite) sequence of examples, allowing repetitions.
The term  incremental is usually applied to this notion: of input being a sequence 
ra th e r th an  a set. However, it is clear th a t a batch learner can be made increm ental 
by simply allowing it access to one example a t a tim e, having it keep a record of every 
example, and having it re-learn a theory from the complete example set each tim e a 
new example is supplied. Similarly, an incremental learner can be viewed as a  batch 
learner by giving it all the input a t one tim e and allowing it to order it internally.
F inite  memory availability for a long-lived learner prevents it from perm anently  record­
ing all observations. Tim e constraints suggest it cannot revise a theory to account for 
an error by removing the entire theory already constructed and starting  again from the 
observations m ade thus far. Such a learner is forced to value the “epistemic entrench­
m ent” of the theory it has already made even when it is known to be faulty, and to
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adjust th a t theory to account for the observed errors.
It is a tenet of this thesis th a t an increm ental learner working with tim e lim itations 
m ust incrementally revise a partial theory when an error is exposed. This requires 
diagnosis to  blame a part of the theory for causing the error, followed by revision to 
correct the  error. A suitable strategy for revision, incorporating bo th  generalization 
and specialization, is a m ajor contribution of this thesis. It is described in chapter 5.
1.4.4 Learning from  background know ledge
The term  background knowledge refers to  inform ation abou t the learning problem  which 
is not directly represented in the input. The need for learning mechanisms to take 
account of background knowledge has been apparent for a  long tim e. This recognition 
leads im m ediately to the desire to empower a learning agent to  learn its own background 
knowledge [Sammut 1981b, Stepp, W hitehall and Holder 1988, Russell 1989].
MINERVA implem ents this notion by having a uniform  knowledge representation for 
any initially-provided background knowledge and the knowledge it acquires by learn­
ing. Inductive hypotheses constructed by M inerva are assim ilated into its theory 
and become available for use in further learning as background knowledge for the next 
learning task. M inerva uses ILP techniques, particularly  inverse resolution to support 
learning from background knowledge. C hapter 9 presents theoretical results, especially 
regarding soundness and completeness properties, th a t underpin the inverse resolution 
operator used in M inerva .
1.4.5 M u ltip le  in terspersed  concep t learning
Unlike m ost learners, MINERVA can learn a theory about more th an  one concept. Ex­
amples of each concept may be interspersed in the  inpu t, although some sequence 
orders will enable be tte r results th an  others. M inerva constructs concept descriptions 
in term s of other concepts represented by input examples.
Some of the  special difficulties of m ultiple concept learning are discussed by De R aedt, 
Lavrac and Dzeroski [1993].
1.4.6 Sim ple input language
In common with most ILP and many other increm ental learners the input to  MINERVA is 
a sequence of simple facts, each classified as true or false. This places m inim al dem ands 
on the environm ent: other increm ental learners require prior declarations of the  names 
of all concepts and objects, mode or other bias declarations, relevance annotations, 
strong ordering constraints, or answers to “difficult” questions. This inform ation can 
be very helpful for learning when it is available, bu t M inerva makes few dem ands on 
its environm ent in order to  support autonom ous learning. Nevertheless learning w ith 
a benevolent teacher is also possible and usually beneficial.
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MINERVA does require th a t the environment is consistent at all times. The tru th  sta tus 
of any fact m ust never change. A consequence of this is th a t noise in the input is not 
supported: M in er v a  makes the perfect data assumption  [Brazdil and Clark 1990] in 
order to  enable deeper investigation of other aspects of the revision problem. Despite 
this, the design of MINERVA lends itself naturally  to the incorporation of noise handling 
mechanisms.
1.4.7 A ctive  exp erim en tation
R ather th an  passively waiting for examples of concepts to come along, we would like 
a learner to actively experim ent. A learner endowed with this capability is known as 
active.
The role of experim entation in childhood learning was identified by Piaget [Ginsburg 
and O pper 1979]. Experim entation is also fundam ental to  scientific theory form ation 
[Klahr 1994]. Indeed, Popper’s [1969a] philosophy of science dem ands th a t scientific in­
quiry proceeds by a ttem pting  to discover counter-examples to  unlikely bu t explanatory 
hypotheses.
Experim ents can be used to distinguish between alternative hypotheses, each of which 
is satisfactory w ith respect to experience. They can also be used to diagnose and correct 
m istakes in w hat has already been learnt. Established techniques for debugging logic 
program s are useful for this purpose.
M any learning system s assume the existence of an oracle or a teacher which can an­
swer questions asked by the learner. Alternatively, these questions could be seen to 
represent the carrying out of an experiment or the making of a particu lar observation 
by an autonom ous learner, in which case the answer is assumed to be given by the 
environm ent.
MlNERVA asks questions to aid diagnosis and revision, described in chapter 5. We prefer 
the experim ental/environm ental view of the questions because for a learner embedded 
in an environm ent such directed observations could be inexpensively answered. In 
practice they could be answered by a combination of a teacher and the environment: 
the  capabilities required of the question-answerer and the example-giver are the  same. 
The questions asked by MlNERVA are of a very simple form: is some fact true or false? 
The fact is expressed in the same language in which the environm ent has expressed 
examples. The environm ent m ust give either a yes or no response and th a t response 
m ust be consistent w ith earlier examples and answers.
However, experim entation cannot normally be exhaustive. The environm ent naturally  
imposes restrictions on the tim e and m aterial resources available. Some difficulties 
w ith constructing experim ents, including availability of m aterials and suitability  of the 
current s ta te  of the environm ent, are beyond the scope of the environm ental model 
used here. These issues are addressed by Cheng [1991] and Hume and Sam m ut [1991a].
M any learners ask questions which are more expressive th an  those of M in e r v a . These
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questions tend to be more demanding of the environment. The questions of Minerva 
are at least as easy as those of any other active learner. This means that the information 
gained from answers is limited and the learning task is harder for Minerva than for 
other learners which ask more expressive questions.
Angluin [1990] shows th a t theoretically, allowing a learner to  ask questions improves 
the learning tim e and example complexity performance of a learner. Indeed, if ques­
tions for which the learner can correctly guess the answer are regarded free of cost, 
example complexity performance is rem arkably improved [Goldman and Sloan 1994]. 
As explained by Shapiro [1981], asking questions need not affect the theoretical com­
pleteness of the learner provided th a t the environm ent is assum ed to  supply all possible 
examples eventually (or, more precisely, an enumeration  of the environm ent).
1.4.8 In terru p tib ility  for anytim e learning
MlNERVA is designed to be a learning component of an agent which usually functions to 
satisfy goals unrelated  to learning. W hen the agent is unable to  satisfy a goal because of 
an observed failing of its knowledge, MlNERVA is invoked. Minerva considers m ethods 
to  correct the error in a best-first m anner, allowing it to be in terrupted  a t any m oment 
w ithout warning. It is un im portan t w hether the in terruption  is generated externally 
by an environm ental occurrence or teacher comm and, or w hether the agen t’s own goals 
require a  shift of a ttention. The interruption is assum ed only to  happen unexpectedly 
and beyond the control of MlNERVA.
Minerva’s support for in terruption  in th is way is unique am ongst ILP learners. G en­
erally, intelligent agent components designed to improve results w ith increased tim e 
availability are called anytime algorithms [Dean and Boddy 1988, Poole 1993].
The m ajor challenge of anytim e learning is the  allocation of tim e in the  best possi­
ble m anner. Minerva’s consideration of alternative revisions supports increm ental 
improvement: easily evaluated revisions are investigated before more complex a lterna­
tives and inform ation gained during the evaluation directs the following investigation. 
The best revision determ ined a t the tim e of in terruption  is made and MlNERVA awaits 
further input. C hapter 6 describes how this is done.
1.4.9 T heoretica l foundation
The key components of Minerva’s learning strategy are analysed in a formal m anner 
in the thesis, especially in chapter 9. Drawing on results from bo th  machine learning 
and logic program m ing research, particular a tten tion  is paid to the formal m eaning 
of generalization and to establishing a completeness property  for the generalization 
strategy employed in MlNERVA.
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1.5 S tru ctu re  o f  th e  T hesis
The succeeding chapter illustrates the behaviour of MlNERVA by way of an extended 
annotated example of a learning sequence.
Basic concepts from machine learning and logic program m ing, needed for discussing 
the learning problem  in depth, are introduced in chapter 3. C hapter 4 surveys other 
relevant research work to  provided a context for the work of this thesis.
C hapter 5 outlines the architecture of MlNERVA and deals in depth  w ith in terpretation , 
diagnosis, experim entation and redundancy. C hapter 6 describes the integration of 
these techniques under a  heuristic search control strategy in MlNERVA.
A tool for environm ental modelling called Sampler is described in chapter 7. This tool 
is used in chapter 8 to empirically evaluate the performance of MlNERVA: the evaluation 
procedure is described and the results of empirical tests reported  and analysed.
C hapter 9 provides a supplem entary theoretical definition and analysis of key compo­
nents of MlNERVA underlying the generalization strategy.
C hapter 10 concludes the work w ith a comment on its achievements and the opportu ­
nities it creates for further progress in machine learning.
Learning Illu strated
2.1 In trod u ction
In this chapter the learning behaviour of M inerva is illustrated  by an extended example 
based on family relationship concepts. The example represents a  complete, unedited, 
learning sequence from a starting  point devoid of background knowledge. It is intended 
to  give the reader an idea of the power and range of the capabilities of MINERVA before 
presenting them  in more depth. Some formal term inology is used informally in th is 
chapter before definition in the succeeding chapter. Some readers m ight prefer to read 
chapter 3 before th is one.
Figure 2.1 describes the family tree for the three families of the example. A generally 
descending line connects a m other or a father to  each of his or her offspring. The 
families are not conventional, bu t they have been chosen to dem onstrate particu lar 
features of MINERVA in a small domain.
The order of presentation and tim ing of the examples is also deliberate. Normally these 
would be controlled by the environm ent bu t the user-guided presentation given here 
enables a dem onstration of M inerva’s m ajor features. Normally, too, the  hypotheses 
would be verified by experim ents in the environm ent ra ther th an  questions posed to  a 
user; all experim ents are indicated here to aid the explanation.
N o ta tio n
W hen M inerva is idle, awaiting input, the prom pt m ark “> ” is indicated. Exam ­
ples presented to M inerva as observations are w ritten  as an atom  prefixed by “ -f” 
for a positive example (true atom ) or ” for a  negative example (false atom ), and
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Mark = Cathy
John = Sally Andrew = Alice Matthew
James Mary Simon
Emily Alison Andrea Mia Michael
Richard = Robyn
Paul
Bill = Kim Peter Tom = Paula
Kate Kris
Figure 2.1: Example Families
Philip Betty Karen Rowena Sam Tim
term inated with a full stop. When M inerva asks a question it is written as an atom 
preceded by a question-mark (“ ?”) and followed by a full stop. The answer provided 
by the environment appears as “y” for yes or true, or “n” for no or false. Sometimes a 
hypothesis being considered by M inerva is noted for illustrative purposes within the
dialogue as a clause preceded by the mark “..........” , although it would not normally
be displayed by M inerva. When the deliberations of M inerva are not perm itted to 
continue to completion but are interrupted, this is indicated by an exclamation mark
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2.2 D iscovering  N ew  Facts
Initially the program  representing Minerva’s theory is empty. The first few examples 
observed provide no opportunity  for learning anything beyond the examples themselves, 
which are simply adopted as unit clauses in the program.
>  +person(john).
> +person(mary).
> +person(peter).
> +person(james).
> +person(simon).
> +per son (cathy).
> +fother(john, mary).
The last example does provide an opportunity  for the first ten tative induction step. 
MINERVA already knows something about bo th  john  and m ary , and this background 
knowledge provides the opportunity  for generalization of those people to  others like 
them . Knowing th a t john  is one of several instances of person, the feature john  is 
replaced by the more general feature person, and Minerva asks a question to tes t the 
hypothesis fother(X, mary)-fr-person(X).
? father (cathy, mary). n
Because the answer was negative, the alternative hypothesis which replaces mary by 
any person, father (john, X)<r-person(X), seems im m ediately more interesting and is 
tested  next.
? father(john, cathy). n
W ith  another negative response, Minerva returns a tten tion  to the first hypothesis, 
testing it further.
? father(james, mary). n
Again, a tten tion  is tu rned  to the second hypothesis. This tim e there is a  positive 
response, so work on this hypothesis continues further. The encouragem ent of the 
positive response is not outweighed by the succeeding two negative responses and the 
testing of the  hypothesis continues to completion.
? father (john, james). y 
? father (john, john). n 
? father(john, peter), n 
? father (john, simon). y
There is nothing further to be done with that hypothesis although time remains, so 
MINERVA tests the other hypothesis further in case there is more to be discovered.
? father (mary, mary). n 
? father (peter, mary). n 
? father (simon, mary). n
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Now all possible generalizations of the example are fully tested and MINERVA chooses 
the best one to  assim ilate into the program. In addition to the best hypothesis, MIN­
ERVA adopts unit clauses for each of the newly discovered facts which are not covered 
by the preferred hypothesis. In th is case M inerva chooses simply to adopt the example 
itself as well as the newly discovered facts. Here is the program  at th is point.
person(john)*— 
person(mary)*— 
per son (pet er)*— 
person(james )*— 
person(simon)*— 
person( cathy)*— 
father(john, mary)*— 
father(john, simon)-<— 
father (john, james)<—
2.3  L earning from  B ackground  K now ledge
Now we’ll allow M inerva to  quickly build up its theory w ith some more facts. Although 
MINERVA can and does develop inductive hypotheses from these examples, we do not 
allow the tim e for developing the hypotheses and so the facts themselves are adopted 
as unit clauses.
> +father (mark, john).
!
> +father (mark, andrem).
!
> +father (andrem, emily).
!
> + father (andrem, alison).
Now M inerva uses the background knowledge it has built up to learn a clause de­
scribing a new concept, grandfather. Here, as before, a negative answer for the first 
hypothesis test causes the focus of a tten tion  to shift to an alternative hypothesis.
> + grandfather (mark, alison).
..........  grandfather(X, alison)*— father(X,Y)
? grandfather (andrem, alison). n
..........  grandfather (mark, X)*— father(X,Y)
? grandfather (mark, andrem), n
The next hypothesis tried  is a specialization of the first one which has been rejected: 
grandfather(X, alison)*—father(X, john). But this hypothesis can only account for the 
same fact as the  input example, so there is no need to test it. Some other similarly 
uninteresting hypotheses are considered by MINERVA w ithout generating any questions 
until:
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.......... grandfather (mark, X)<— father (andrew, X )
? grandfather (mark, emily). y
The positive answer here confirms every fact covered by this hypothesis, so the hypoth­
esis is generalized further, using the background knowledge father(m ark, andrew)<r~.
..........  grandfather(X,Y)<— fa ther(X ,Z ), fa ther(Z ,Y )
? grandfather (mark, jam es). y 
? grandfather (mark, mary). y 
? grandfather (mark, sim on). y
These answers confirm all the facts covered by th a t hypothesis. F urther hypotheses 
are investigated by MINERVA bu t no further questions are required to evaluate them . 
Eventually MINERVA chooses to adopt the la tte r hypothesis.
2.4  R etu rn in g  to  an Earlier C oncep t
Earlier, M inerva learnt some facts about the concept person. Here M inerva observes 
some more examples of persons, and finds a way to describe them  in term s of other 
concepts learnt in the intervening period. Several hypotheses are investigated by MIN­
ERVA bu t shown here is the  only one which gives rise to some questions and which is 
eventually adopted.
>  +per son (emily).
.......... person(X)*— fa ther(Y ,X )
? person(alison). y 
? per son (andrew). y
2.5 In terru p tion
Now we aim to build up some more of the theory to prepare for dem onstration of 
some more interesting behaviour. The search by M inerva for hypotheses to  cover each 
of the following examples is prem aturely term inated  by external in terruption , so each 
example is simply added as a fact to the program . We can assume th a t the  in terruption  
corresponds to an inability or unwillingness of the  environm ent to answer the  question, 
or the need of the agent in which M inerva is embedded to  focus resources elsewhere.
> +mother(sally, jam es).
f
> +mother(sally, mary).
I
> + married(john, sally).
/
> +married(andrew, alice).
/
> +mother(alice, mia).
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> +mother(alice, andrea).
2.6 L earning a S ym m etric  R elation
The next example prom pts a simple sym m etry hypothesis to  be generated using the 
background clause married(andrew, alice)<r~.
+married(alice, andrew).
..........  married(X,Y)<— married(Y,X).
? married (sally, john). y
MINERVA would continue to generate and test other hypotheses if not for the inter­
ruption here. Instead, the hypothesis married (X,Y)<—married(Y,X) is adopted. This 
hypothesis is an example of a clause which can contribute considerably to the concise­
ness of the program representation of a theory — for every married couple henceforth 
only one side of the relationship need be presented as an example and Minerva imme­
diately recognizes the dual fact — but which can create difficulties for interpretation 
of the program by standard logic program interpreters. Minerva’s interpreter has no 
difficulty with it.
The following sequence gives the first example of error diagnosis in action. In this case 
missing answer diagnosis is employed, b u t we will suspend the explanation of diagnosis 
until we have a more complex program  and hence a more comprehensive example. For 
the present the reader should note th a t the symm etric relation is easily handled by the 
diagnoser, although conventional declarative diagnosis techniques would not term inate  
in diagnosing this missing answer. Again, we in terrupt learning prem aturely here to 
keep it brief. In the following, the questions asked before the first inductive hypothesis 
is indicated by “ .......... ” are employed in the diagnosis stage of learning.
>  + mother(robyn, kim).
> + mother(robyn, peter).
/
> + married(richard, robyn).
? married(robyn, richard). y
..........  some uninteresting hypotheses
1
> + married(cathy, mark).
? married(mark, cathy). y
..........  some uninteresting hypotheses
/
> +mother(cathy, matthew).
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2.7  L earning E xcep tion s
So far, negative answers to questions have caused inductive hypotheses to be rejected 
outright. In the following sequences we see two ways th a t Minerva can modify a 
hypothesis to exclude counter-examples discovered during experim entation (or even 
previously observed). F irst, the second-last hypothesis in the next sequence is special­
ized to generate the last one.
>  + father(richard, peter).
.......... father (richard, X)<— person(X)
? father (richard, cathy). n
.......... father (richard, X)<— mother (Y,X)
? father(richard, andrea). n
.......... father (richard, X)<— mother (robyn, X)
? father (richard, him), y
Next we see how counter-examples can be handled by inventing an exception predicate. 
This is done in preference to rejecting a hypothesis when the next best hypothesis is 
so poor th a t working around the exceptions results in a be tte r hypothesis. The ability 
to adopt a hypothesis even in the presence of counter-examples gives Minerva some 
resilience to  noise in the  environm ent and to errors in its background knowledge. In the 
next sequence the previous hypothesis, having been fully tested  is generalized further 
using the background clause married (richard, robyn)<—.
.......... father(X,Y)<— married(X,Z), mother(Z,Y)
? father (andrem, andrea). y 
? father (andrem, mia). n
A negative answer to th is last question causes a tten tion  to be tu rned  to o ther hypothe­
ses. After investigating others, w ithout need for further questions, Minerva returns 
to test th is further:
? father (mark, matthem). y
Now it is fully tested and one counter-example was discovered. But there are still some 
other less promising hypotheses to be investigated in the available time.
.......... father (richard, X)<— mother(Y,Z), mother(Y,X)
? father(richard, james). n
!
At interruption, Minerva has not exhausted all possible inductive hypotheses, but the 
best one so far, comprising two clauses, is adopted.
father(X,Y)<— married(X,Z), mother(Z,Y), ~  father®(X,Y) 
father® (andrem, mia)<—
Minerva has invented an exception predicate father® to describe the exception to the 
clause.
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2.8 R em ov in g  R ed u n d an t C lauses
Two more examples will enhance the illustration of redundancy detection.
> +mother(sally, simon).
!
> +mother(cathy, john).
I
Now Minerva has constructed the following program to represent a theory of families. 
The clauses marked by are redundant in the sense that every fact they contribute 
to the theory is also covered by another clause.
* per son (john)<—
* person(mary)<—
* person (peter)<—
* person(james)<—
* person(simon)i— 
person( cathy)<—
* father (john, mary)<—
* father (john, simon)<—
* father (john, james)i—
* father (mark, john)<— 
father(mark, andrew)<r- 
father(andrew, emily)<r- 
father(andrevo, alison)<—
grandfather(X,Y)<r- father(X,Z), father(Z,Y)
person(X)i— father (Y,X)
mother (sally, james)<—
mother (sally, mary)<—
married(john, sally)<—
married (an drew, alice)<r-
mother(alice, mia)i—
mother(alice, andreaji—
married (X,Y)<— married(Y,X)
mother(robyn, kim)<r-
mother(robyn, peter)<—
married(richard, robyn)<r-
married(cathy, mark)<—
mother(cathy, matthewji—
father(X,Y)<r- married(X,Z), mother(Z,Y), ~  father® (X, Y) 
father® (andrew, mia)<— 
mother (sally, simon)<r- 
mother(cathy, john)<r-
MlNERVA can detect and remove such clauses in the program, in response to an external 
instruction to do so, called sleep. Minerva will check as many clauses of the program
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as tim e allows — sleeping may be in terrupted  a t any time.
>  sleep
The program  representing the theory of families is simplified by removing each redun­
dant clause from the program. These comprise several unit clauses abou t person and 
father as the facts they describe are also covered by other clauses in the  program .
2.9 D iagn osis
MINERVA has a short-term  memory for facts d istinct from the memory for a program . 
W hen examples are observed or questions are answered the facts and their validity 
are stored in the finite fact memory in a first-in-first-out allocation scheme. These 
facts are typically (although not always) consistent w ith the theory when M inerva 
is idle. The purpose of the fact memory is simply to reduce the num ber of questions 
required in diagnosis and experim entation — a question is not asked if the answer is 
found in the fact memory. The fact memory is only short-term  because the facts are 
also represented in the theory, usually in a more compact form, and so they  do not 
contribute to the knowledge of the learner. The size of the fact m em ory affects the 
num ber of questions asked of the environm ent by Minerva, b u t otherwise does not 
affect learning performance.
Here we illustrate diagnosis — when an error in the theory is not due to  an error in the 
definition of the concept of the example bu t ra ther to an error in a concept on which the 
definition depends. This example particularly  dem onstrates contradiction backtracing 
diagnosis, invoked for an error in a negative example. F irst, two more examples make 
ready for the diagnosis example.
>  +mother(alice, michael).
f
> + stepfather(andrew, michael).
At th is point we have th a t grandfather (mark, michael) is true in the theory, using some 
unit clauses and the rules
grandfather(X,Y)<— father(X,Z), father(Z,Y) 
father(X,Y)<— married(X,Z), m other(Z,Y), ~  father® (X ,Y )
> — grandfather (mark, michael).
C ontradiction backtracing diagnosis commences by verifying each of the  antecedent 
facts which contribute to the false conclusion of the first rule: father(mark, andrew) is 
confirmed to  be true in the fact memory and father (andrew, michael) is checked w ith 
a question.
? father (andrew, michael). n
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B ut the second rule implied th a t the answer should be “y” . So now the diagnosis pro­
cedure checks the antecedents of th a t rule, married(andrew, alice) and mother(alice, 
michael) are each confirmed true in the fact memory, father0 cannot be asked about 
because it is an internally invented concept and has no meaning in the environm ent. 
Minerva m ust conclude th a t either the rule is wrong or there should be another ex­
ception to  the  rule: father0 (andrew, michael).
2 .10  G enera lizin g  an E xcep tion
Because of the  utility  of the  rule in question in accounting for several true facts in the 
theory, in th is case Minerva chooses to  retain  the rule but to record another exception 
to it. So father0 (andrew, michael) is assumed missing from the theory and Minerva 
goes on to  generalize the concept as for any learning example. Indeed, Minerva 
finds and adopts a  good generalization w ithout any need to ask further questions: 
father0 (X, Y)^—stepfather (X, Y).
Now Minerva will learn some more about stepfathers, firstly by an example of a 
stepfather.
> +stepfather (andrew, mia).
At this point the unit clause corresponding to the example is adopted, and as a conse­
quence father (andrew, mia) is false in the theory. MINERVA may also be prompted to 
generalize stepfather by a negative example of a father. In this case only one question 
of the diagnosis phase is apparent because the other answers are available in the fact 
memory.
> +mother(kim, kate).
!
> +mother(kim, kris).
!
> +married(bill, kim).
? married(kim, bill), y
I
> —father(bill, kris).
? stepfather (bill, kris). y
.......... stepfather (bill, X)<— mother (Y,X)
? stepfather (bill, andrea). n
.......... stepfather(X, kris)<r- married(X,Y)
? stepfather (andrew, kris). n
.......... stepfather(bill, X)<— mother (kim, X)
? stepfather (bill, kate). y
..........  stepfather(X,Y)*— married(X,Z), mother(Z,Y)
? stepfather (andrew, andrea). n
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? stepfather(john, james). n
The best hypothesis found before in terruption is stepfather (bill, X)<— mother (kim, X). 
This hypothesis is adopted because it is useful in the present environm ent —  if MINERVA 
later learns of o ther children of kim  and bill it may be revised or removed.
2.11 M issin g  A nsw er D iagn osis
Until now the examples of diagnosis have focused on the identification of a  false rule. 
Here missing answer diagnosis aims to find whether the missing atom  of grandfather 
is due to  a missing atom  in a concept on which it depends. Only one clause of the 
program , grandfathcr(X,Y)<r-father(X,Z), father(Z,Y) could account for the  missing 
atom  through missing atom s in sub-concepts.
> + grandfather(richard, kris).
? father (kim, kris). n 
? father (peter, kris). n
There is no substitu tion  for the variables in the clause th a t would have the antecedents 
being true  facts in the theory and implying the desired consequent. There are, however, 
two possibilities for the first antecedent: father (richard, kim) and father (richard, peter) 
are true in the theory. B ut questions show th a t the second antecedent cannot be 
satisfied in each case. M inerva  is unable to ask an existential question of the  form 
“Is richard the  father of anyone else?” and so is forced to  assume th a t  th is  rule is no t 
appropriate  for concluding grandfather (richard, kris), and thus th a t atom  is diagnosed 
as uncovered. MINERVA proceeds to generalize it.
.......... grandfather(X, kris)<— married(X,Y)
? grandfather(andrew, kris). n
.......... grandfather (richard, X)<— mother (Y ,X )
? grandfather (richard, andrea). n
.......... grandfather (richard, X)<— mother (kim, X)
? grandfather (richard, kate). y 
1
The clause grandfather(X,Y)<—father(X,Z), mother(Z,Y) would be considered, and 
eventually adopted, if MINERVA were perm itted  to continue further b u t a t th is  tim e 
the less general clause grandfather (richard, X)^—mother (kim, X )  is the best found and 
is adopted upon interruption.
2.12 R ep lacin g  a R ed u n d an t R ule
An inductive hypothesis which is adequate at some tim e in the  learning sequence may 
be adequate or even ideal w ith respect to the language and knowledge available to
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M inerva at the time of its adoption. Later, when more is known, a more general 
hypothesis may be more appropriate. Here M inerva demonstrates its ability to replace 
the true hypothesis about grandfather just learnt, by a more general one at a later time. 
First we introduce another family to M inerva , noting the ease with which M inerva is 
able to learn more about person, interspersed with other concepts. Indeed, M inerva 
finds a hypothesis about person expressed in terms of another concept which has only 
become available in the meantime.
> +father(paul, paula).
> + mother (paula, philip).
!
> +mother(paula, betty).
I
> +mother(paula, karen).
!
> +person(karen).
..........person(X)<— mother (Y,X)
? per son (betty). y 
? person(kate). y 
? person(kris). y 
? person(mia). y 
? person(michael). y 
? per son (philip). y 
!
Now we give another grandfather example. The question in the diagnosis stage indicates 
an examination of the grandfather clause in terms of a father of a father.
> + grandfather(paul, karen).
? father(paula, karen). n
..........grandfather(X, karen)<— father(X,Y)
? grandfather(andrew, karen). n
..........grandfather (paul, X)<— mother(Y,X)
? grandfather (paul, andrea). n
..........grandfather (paul, X)<— mother(paula, X)
? grandfather (paul, betty). y 
? grandfather (paul, philip). y
..........grandfather(X,Y)<r- father(X, Z), mother(Z,Y)
..........grandfather(X,Y)<— person(Y), father(X,Z)
? grandfather (andrew, cathy). n 
t
M inerva adopts the hypothesis grandfather(X,Y)<r-father(X,Z), mother(Z,Y). The 
program  is now:
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person(cathy)<—
father (mark, andrew)<—
father (andrem, emily)<—
father(andrew, alison)i-
grandfather(X,Y)<r- father(X,Z), father(Z,Y)
person(X)<— father(Y,X)
mother (sally, james)<—
mother (sally, mary)<r-
married(john, sally)<—
married(andrew, alice)<—
mother(alice, mia)<—
mother (alice, andrea)<—
married (X,Y)<— married(Y,X)
mother(robyn, kim)<—
mother(robyn, peter)<—
married(richard, robyn)<—
married(cathy, mark)<r-
mother(cathy, matthew)^—
father(X,Y)<— married(X,Z), mother(Z,Y), ~  father® (X,Y)
* father® (andrew, mia)*— 
mother (sally, simon)<— 
mother (cathy, john)<r- 
stepfather(andrew, michael)<r- 
father® (X,Y)<— stepfather (X,Y) 
mother(alice, michael)<— 
stepfather (andrew, mia)<— 
mother(kim, kate)<r-
mother(kim, kris)<— 
married(bill, kim)<r- 
stepfather(bill, X)<r- mother(kim, X)
* grandfather (richard, X)<— mother (kim, X) 
father(paul, paula)<r-
mother(paula, philip)<—
mother(paula, betty)<—
mother(paula, karen)<r-
person(X)<r- mother(Y,X)
grandfather(X,Y)<— father(X,Z), mother(Z,Y)
The redundant clauses — those that are marked including the earlier clause for
grandfather — may be removed.
> sleep
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2.13 S im plify ing  E xcep tion s
There is one more feature of M inerva to highlight here. We have seen th a t exceptions 
to a clause may be recognized and collected as they are discovered. Sometimes, the 
exceptions may become so numerous and complex th a t the rule combined with the 
exceptions becomes more complex than  the observational facts it accounts for!
In the next sequence M inerva observes many counter-examples to  the fa ther  rule 
until it is eventually replaced. If the counter-examples are themselves stepfathers, this 
will not add complexity because they are simply represented as previously unknown 
instances of stepfather . Instead they m ust be counter-examples to fa ther  which are not 
instances of stepfather. Perhaps they are adult children of paula who do not care to 
acknowledge a relationship with paula''s present husband, tom. In order to clarify the 
procedure here, assume th a t the short-term  fact memory is em pty a t th is point. This 
enables us to see the reasoning of Minerva by the questions asked.
> +married(paula, tom).
? married(tom , paula). y 
I
> —father(tom , philip).
? motherfpaula, philip). y 
? stepfather (tom, philip). n 
? father(john, jam es). y 
? father(john, mary). y 
? fa ther (john, sim on). y 
.......... father® (tom, X)<— m other(X ,Y )
In th is dialogue, MINERVA diagnosed a missing exception to fa ther  bu t then  checked 
some of the other fa ther  facts covered by the excepted clause. Those facts were true, 
so w ithout checking all of them , it seems be tte r to add another exception and then to 
a ttem p t to generalize the exception. In this case, no good generalization was found 
and the exception hypothesis father® (tom, philip) <— is adopted. Now we define some 
more children of paula so th a t there will be a sufficient num ber of exceptions. For each, 
the un it clause hypothesis is adopted.
>  +mother(paula, rowena).
f
> +mother(paula, sam).
1
> +mother(paula, tim ).
Here, each counter-exam ple causes M inerva to check one more fact the rule accounts 
for, before deciding to  add yet another exception.
>  —father(tom , rowena).
? stepfather (tom, rowena). n 
? father(andrew, andrea). y
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> —father(tom, sam).
? stepfather(tom, sam). n 
? father (mark, matthew). y 
I
> —father(tom, tim).
? stepfather (tom, tim). n 
? father (mark, john). y
The next counter-example, together with some more counter-examples found while 
checking more covered facts, is enough to tip the balance.
> —father(tom, karen).
? mother(paula, karen). y 
? stepfather (tom, karen). n 
? father (tom, betty). n 
? father(richard, kim). y 
? father(richard, peter), y
>
Minerva decides to remove the father clause that has been so troublesome and each 
of its exceptions:
father(X,Y)*— married(X,Z), mother(Z,Y), ~  father®(X,Y)
father® (X,Y)*~ stepfather(X,Y)
father® (tom, philip)*—
father® (tom, rowena)*—
father® (tom, sam)*-
father0 (tom, tim)*—
They are replaced by unit clauses to cover each of the true facts for which the clause 
alone was responsible for including in the theory. That is, each clause defining father® 
is removed and the following clauses are added.
father(andrem, andrea)*— 
father (john, james)*— 
father(john, mary)*— 
father(john, simon)*- 
father (mark, john)*— 
father (mark, matthew)*— 
father (richard, kim)*— 
father (richard, peter)*—
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2 .14  S um m ary
The example has dem onstrated  the m ajor features of MINERVA as a learning algorithm . 
The representation of knowledge as a  logic program  offers a dom ain-independent de­
scription language and perm its the application of the concepts and tools of logic pro­
gram m ing. The increm ental revision process is dem and-driven by the increm ental 
presentation of observations. Experim ents are heavily used for diagnosis of errors and 
evaluation of inductive hypotheses. Inductive hypotheses are developed in the con­
tex t of the background knowledge acquired in earlier learning steps. At all tim es the 
learning process is “in terruptib le”— the theory is corrected in the  best m anner known 
a t the  point of in terruption, although more tim e could allow a b e tte r  revision. Some 
revisions are m ade by recording exceptions to rules, and exceptions themselves may be 
described by general rules.
3F oun dation  C oncepts
3.1 In tro d u ctio n
In th is chapter the concept learning problem  is introduced, a t first by identifying w hat 
a concept is and what it means to learn a concept in term s of a concept description. 
Basic term inology and techniques of concept learning are introduced w ith particu lar 
emphasis on the tools of inductive logic program m ing and logic program m ing on which 
it is founded. Special a tten tion  is given to techniques for in terpreting logic program s 
and diagnosing errors in program s as these techniques will underpin com ponents of 
Minerva.
3.2 In d u ctiv e  C on cep t L earning
Viewing a concept as a  set of objects, positive examples are a  set of objects th a t  are 
concept m em bers and negative examples are a set of objects th a t are not concept 
members. A solution to the inductive concept learning problem  is a description of 
the concept th a t determ ines whether or not some other objects are also m em bers. A 
learner is an algorithm  designed to solve the concept learning problem.
An object is described by some attributes or features of the  object: symbols in the 
language of observation. Sometimes a learner is expected to construct descriptions of 
m ultiple concepts. In th is case an example names the concept to  which the object does 
or does not belong and the names are also symbols of the language of observation.
A set of nam ed concepts is called a theory. A description of m ultiple concepts is 
called a theory representation. The reader’s a tten tion  is draw n to the term inology 
— some w riters would call the concept description a “theory” and the concepts them -
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selves “instances” , “extension” , or “semantics” , in conflict w ith the practice of logicians 
[Gärdenfors 1988, page 24].
The concept learning problem  is inherently inductive. Induction is often described as a 
process of inference from some specific instances to a general description which is sa t­
isfied by those instances as well as others. In contrast w ith deductive inference it is not 
t ru th  preserving. An inductive learner, through construction of concept descriptions 
describing some concept m em bers, acquires an epistemic attitude [Gärdenfors 1988] 
abou t o ther objects th a t have not been observed. The epistemic a ttitu d e  represents 
a belief, or opinion, about the concept mem bership of those objects. Accordingly, a 
concept description, or a part of a  concept description, is often called a hypothesis.
For any concept learning problem  there is a special theory, usually unknown to the 
learner, called the target. The target determ ines whether or not objects are concept 
m em bers, providing the classification of objects as positive or negative examples thus 
providing an ideal model for the theory representation developed by the learner.
M ost experim ental concept learning research deals with batch learning where the input 
is a finite set of examples. This thesis is concerned with incremental learning where 
the examples are presented as a sequence which may be infinite. Although the aim 
of a batch  learner is to construct a single good theory in response to the inpu t, an 
increm ental learner aims to construct a  sequence of theories, each of which is good 
w ith respect to  the initial sub-sequence of input.
Unless every concept mem ber and non-mem ber of the theory held by a learner can 
be verified, an increm ental learner will sometimes find th a t an example contradicts 
the  curren t theory — a fa ilin g  exam ple . The learner is forced to  revise  the  theory to  
remove the  contradiction. Even some batch learners proceed by revising a given incor­
rect theory  to account for a batch  of failing examples. The process of revision usually 
comprises a  diagnosis component by which particular parts of the theory representa­
tion are blam ed for the error, and a subsequent hypothesis form ulation com ponent by 
which corrections to those parts are made. Many revising learners employ the tech­
niques of declarative debugging known as contradiction backtracing and missing answer 
diagnosis, first introduced by Shapiro [1981]. Inductive learners typically form ulate 
corrective hypotheses by a process of generalization — expanding a concept to  include 
more objects, and specialization — contracting a concept to include fewer.
3.2.1 L earning in th e  Indu ctive Logic Program m ing fram ew ork
Inductive Logic Program m ing [Muggleton 1991] provides a logical framework for the 
investigation of increm ental inductive learning. In this framework the theory represen­
ta tio n  for theories developed by induction is the language of logic program s. In this 
context, a theory representation is a program and, loosely, the theory it represents is a 
H erbrand model for the program .
In logic program m ing terminology, the target identifies an intended interpretation for 
the  language of observation in which examples are expressed. Hence a sentence which
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is true in the target is true  in the intended in terpreta tion  (for which we say sim ply th a t 
the sentence is true) and one false in the target is false in the intended in terp re ta tion  
(which we call false). In particular, a positive example is a true  atom  and a negative 
example is a false atom .
In the ILP framework, a  predicate is a relation on features, th a t is, a  relation on 
term s expressed using the  constants and non-unary function symbols in the language 
of observation. A predicate symbol is identified w ith a concept by the nam ing of 
examples, so “concept” and “predicate” are used as synonyms.
The task for any induction mechanism is simplified if the knowledge representation 
language has a simple syntax, as do logic program s. Representational power is not 
sacrificed: logic program s are com putationally complete [Lloyd 1987b, page 53] and  so 
are capable of representing undecidable concepts. It is easy in the ILP fram ework to 
syntactically restric t the  language in various ways to avoid particu lar difficulties. For 
example, by avoiding the use of function symbols, decidability is guaranteed.
As w ith logic program m ing, the formal semantics and tools of the first-order pred i­
cate calculus provide a powerful foundation for the development of formal theory  for 
inductive logic program m ing.
The fragm ent of the calculus w ith which logic program ming is concerned has lent itself 
to the development of theoretically sound and practically feasible deduction m ethods. 
These m ethods are im plem ented in in terpreters and compilers for the  PROLOG pro­
gram m ing language. The problem  of in terpreta tion  of a program , th a t is, determ ining 
w hether an object is a  m em ber of a concept in a theory, is well understood in th is 
framework. The tools and terminology of the m ature field of research into logic pro­
gram m ing are available as a starting  point for the development of the  new field of 
inductive logic program m ing.
In the following section some basic terminology and results of logic program m ing are 
introduced, prior to introducing the basic concepts of ILP th a t are founded on them . 
Deeper presentations of logic program ming and ILP concepts which are particu larly  
relevant to this work follow.
3.3 N o ta tio n
In th is work use of the language and notation of logic program m ing is based on Lloyd’s 
[Lloyd 1987b, pages 4-10]. Definitions of the term s are given in the succeeding section.
Single upper case letters are used to  denote clauses or sets of literals, (C , D , i7, / ,  AT, S ) 
and single lower case letters to denote constants (a, 6, c, d ,e ), variables ( u , v ,w , x , y ,  z) 
function symbols ( / ,g , / i ) ,  and predicate symbols (p ,g ,r , s ,f ) . P  is used to  denote 
a program , A  an atom  or a unit clause and L  a literal. Lower case Greek letters 
( a ,ß ,5 , 7 , e, Ö, 0, er, fi) denote substitu tions. Occasionally these symbols are sub- or 
super-scripted.
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W here mnemonic symbols are more appropriately used in examples, constant, function, 
and predicate symbols are sequences of lower case letters and variables are distinguished 
as upper case letters. This complies w ith the usual PROLOG notation convention.
The logical symbols are used as follows: ~  for negation, A or sometimes for conjunc­
tion, V for disjunction, for implication, |= for logical consequence, V for universal 
quantification and 3 for existential quantification. The quantifiers are used to  close a 
form ula by quantifying every unbound variable in the formula. The scope of a quantifier 
extends as far to the right as possible.
The symbol — is used in the tex t to denote set difference. T ha t is for sets S  and T, 
S - T  = {A \A  e  S  and A  £  T } .
3.4  P relim in ary  C on cep ts o f  Logic P rogram m in g
In th is section formal definitions of basic logic program ming concepts are given. These 
will provide a foundation for the introduction of the basic concepts of ILP. Some of the 
definitions are taken unaltered from Lloyd [1987b]. W here precise definitions are com­
monly understood and not critical to the formal reasoning of this work, the definition 
is not repeated here b u t the reader is referred to Lloyd.
3.4.1 Term s
Lloyd’s definitions are used for constant, function symbol, variable, and predicate sym ­
bol.
A term  is either a variable, a  constant symbol, or a composite term . A composite 
term  f { t \ , . . . , t n) is comprised of function symbol f  of arity n  >  0 and n argum ents, 
each of which is a  term . “Function symbol” is used exclusively to  refer 
to  function symbols of arity  greater than  zero, and so does not encompass constant 
symbols.
An atom p { t \ , . . . , t n ) is comprised of a predicate symbol p  of arity n  >  0 and n  argu­
m ents t \ , .. . , t n , each of which is a term . A literal is an atom  or a negated atom . A 
positive literal is an atom  and a negative literal is a negated atom .
A term  s occurs in a term  t when s = t or when s occurs in an argum ent of t. A term  
s occurs in an atom  A  when A  has at least one argum ent and s occurs in an argum ent 
of A. A term  t occurs in a set of atom s or set of term s if t occurs in any element of the 
set.
A term  is ground if no variable occurs in the term .
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3.4.2 C lauses and program s
A normal clause C , is an expression A+-B i , . . . ,  B n where A  is an atom  and each Bi 
(i = 1 , . .  .,n )  is a  literal. A normal clause is a  definite clause when each B{ is an atom . 
“C o ” denotes the head of clause C, the atom  A. “C o ” denotes the  body of clause C , 
B \ , . . . ,  B n. Occasionly a clause body will be regarded as a set of literals as is common 
practice in ILP; the intended meaning is clear from context. A clause is implicitly 
universally quantified, so clause C  is equivalent to VC.
A normal goal, C , is an expression <—B i , . . ., B n where each B{ (i = 1 , . . . ,  n) is a literal. 
A norm al goal is a definite goal when each Bi is an atom . “G o ” denotes the body of 
the goal C , B i , . .  . ,B n . The empty goal has no literals in the body.
A unit clause is a clause w ith no literals in the body. A rule is a clause which is not a 
un it clause. The literals in the body of a rule are called antecedents. A fact is a ground 
literal.
A definite program is a set of definite clauses. A normal program is a set of norm al 
clauses. A logic program or a program can be either of these.
Let L  be a literal. Then L  is about the predicate symbol of L. Let C  be a clause. Then 
C  is a  about the predicate symbol of C© and C  defines the predicate symbol of C q . 
Let P  be a program  and p be a predicate symbol. Then the m aximal subset of P  in 
which every clause is about p is called the definition of p.
3.4 .3  S u b stitu tio n s
As defined by Lloyd [1987b], a substitution 6 is a finite set of the  form { v \ / t r . .yvn/ t n}, 
where each V{ is a variable, each L is a  term  distinct from Vi and the variables v \y. .  .,vn 
are distinct. The variables v \ , . . . , v n are called the input of the substitu tion  and the 
term s t \ , . . are called the output. 9 is called a variable-pure substitu tion  if the L 
are all variables. 9 is called a ground substitu tion  if the L are all ground term s. The 
substitu tion  {} is called the identity substitu tion.
An expression is a  literal, clause or goal, or a  conjunction, disjunction or set of literals, 
clauses or goals.
Let E  be an expression and let 9 = { v \ / t r . .,vn/ t n} be a substitu tion . To apply 9 to 
E  giving E 9 , for each Vijti G 9 simultaneously, replace every occurrence of V{ in E  by 
L.
Let 9 = { u i / s \ , . . .yun/ s Tl} and a  =  { u i / s \ , . . .yuTl/ s Tl} be substitu tions. To compose 9 
and cr giving the substitu tion  <9cr, construct { u\ / s \ c r , .. . ,uTn/ s Tncryv i / t i , .. . , vTl/ t n}  and 
then  delete any Ui/s{Ct (i =  1 , . . . ,m)  for which U{ =  Si<j and delete any Vj / t j  for which 
Vj G { u i , . . . ,  }.
Let E  be an expression. Then E  is functor-free if no function or constant symbol occurs 
in E. E  is function-free if no function symbol occurs in E. E  is ground if no variable
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occurs in E . Let 0 be a  substitu tion. Then E9  is an instance of E . If EO is ground 
then  EO is a  ground instance of E . If, for every v / t  £ 0, t is ground then  0 is a ground 
substitution.
Let E  and F  be expressions. Then E  is a variant of F  if there are substitu tions 0 and 
o  such th a t  E  =  F6  and F  = E o . Also 6 is a renaming substitution  for E .
Let E  and F  be atom s. Then substitu tion  p  is a most general unifier (m g u ) for E  and 
F  if E p  — F p  and for any substitu tion  0 such th a t EO =  FO there exists a substitu tion  
7  such th a t  0 = p*y.
Basic algebraic properties of substitu tions are given by Lloyd [1987b, page 21].
3.5  P re lim in ary  C on cep ts o f  In d u ctive Logic 
P rogram m in g
The basic concepts of ILP are built on those of logic programming. In th is section 
the theoretical foundations of ILP th a t are im portant to MINERVA are introduced: 
generality models, generalizing operators, and representation change by flattening and 
predicate invention.
3.5 .1  G enerality  m odels
Form alised induction requires a  formal notion of generality. A generality relation im ­
poses an ordered s tructu re  on hypotheses, potentially improving the efficiency of a 
search for a  satisfactory hypothesis. This principle was dem onstrated by M itchell’s 
[1982] pioneering work on concept learning in version spaces.
The generality relation usually induces a quasi-order on language objects. In th is work 
the term  “more general” is informally used to mean either strictly  more general or 
equivalent in generality. Recalling th a t the variables in clauses are implicitly universally 
quantified, it is assum ed henceforth th a t clauses are standardised apart, th a t is, the 
variables are renam ed so th a t the clauses share no variables.
In concept learning, a concept C\ is a generalization of C2 if C2 C C\. In the context 
of logic representations, generality is naturally  understood as implication: a  form ula is 
more general th an  another one it implies. T ha t is, T  is more general th an  Q if F —>G- 
B u t th is logical notion of generality does not capture the idea of concept descriptions: 
when generality is used to compare formulae, they should be about the same concept. 
In a  program , the clauses in a predicate definition are about th a t predicate.
In the  following, some alternative notions of generality are presented. A lthough some 
apply to  pairs of sets of clauses, only the generality relation on pairs of single clauses 
is considered here.
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3 .5 .1 .1  0 -su b su m p tion
The 0-subsum ption relation is weaker than  implication, bu t has the advantage of being 
decidable and well understood because of its role in theorem-proving. It was investi­
gated for induction by Plotkin [1970] in the context of sets of literals bu t here we give 
a definition suitable for definite clauses.
D e fin itio n  3.1 (0 -su b su m p tion , y )  Let C and D be definite clauses. Then Cy_D 
(read C  0-subsumes D ) if  there exists a substitution 0 such that Cq6 = D q and C®6 C 
D®.
T h a t is, a clause is more general th an  another by 0-subsum ption if it can be tu rn ed  to 
the o ther by dropping literals from the body and applying a substitu tion .
Note th a t if C>zD then C-+D, bu t the converse does not hold for self-recursive clauses.
E x a m p le  3.1 Let C  be the definite clause p(f(x))<—p(x).  Let D be the definite clause 
p ( f  ( f  (x)))<r—p(x) . Then C —>D bu t not C y D .  □
3 .5 .1 .2  R e la tiv e  su b su m p tio n
0-subsum ption relates the generality of clauses in isolation. W hen learning in the 
presence of background knowledge represented by a logic program , the effect of th a t 
background knowledge on generality should be taken into account. For th is purpose, 
P lotkin  [Plotkin 1971a, Plotkin 1971b] defines relative subsumption on disjunctive sets 
of literals relative to background knowledge represented as a conjunction of disjunctive 
sets of literals. Buntine [1988] describes it: C is more general th an  V  relative to  V  if 
there is a  substitu tion  0 such th a t V  \= V(C0—VD).
3 .5 .1 .3  G en era lized  su b su m p tio n
Buntine [1988] proposes an alternative model called generalized subsumption , m ore ap ­
propriate and particularly  designed for comparison of definite clauses w ith respect to 
definite program s. Unlike relative subsum ption, clauses related by generalized sub­
sum ption are about the same concept. The underlying idea is th a t, w ith the aid of 
the program , the more general clause can be used to  prove instances of the  head of 
the less general clause a t least whenever the less general clause could. The notion 
of cover is crucial. The definition for cover given here is B untine’s (rephrased from 
Shapiro), reform ulated to refer to a normal clause ra th e r th an  a definite clause for later 
convenience.
D efin itio n  3 .2  (C over) Let C be a normal clause and I  be an interpretation. Then 
C  covers ground atom A in I  if there is a substitution 0 such that C@9 = A and 3(C®6) 
is true in I . [Buntine 1988, page 156]
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The cover o f C  in I  is the set o f atoms A{ such that C  covers A{ in I .
Often we refer to  the  cover of a clause w ith respect to a program  rather th an  an 
in terp reta tion . In th is case we loosely refer to the cover of a clause in the in terpreta tion  
com puted by an in terp re ter for the program . Ideally, for a definite program  we mean 
the atom s covered by the clause in the in terpreta tion  for the language of the program  
together w ith the clause, th a t  is the least Herbrand model for the program . For a 
norm al program  we refer ideally to the in terpreta tion  for the language of the program  
and the clause th a t  is a m inim al normal H erbrand model for the completion of the 
program  (see [Lloyd 1987b, corollary 14.8]).
This dual use of the  term  is common practice bu t in formal reasoning we are careful to 
s ta te  the in terp re ta tion  of interest. We can now give a formal definition of generalized 
subsum ption.
D e fin it io n  3 .3  (G en era lized  su b su m p tio n , ) L e tC  and D  be definite clauses 
and let P  be a definite program. Then C  >zp D (read C  is more general than D  with 
respect to P  by generalized subsum ption) i f  fo r  any Herbrand interpretation I  (for the 
language o f at least the symbols of P , C , and D ) such that P  is true in I  and fo r  any 
atom A  such that D  covers A  in I  then C  covers A  in I . [Buntine 1988, definition 4.1]
Buntine [1988] also gives an alternative definition which he proves to  be equivalent. We 
will use th is theorem  later to  establish generalization properties.
T h eo rem  3.1 (T e stin g  for >zp ) Let C  and D be definite clauses with distinct vari­
ables and P  be a definite program. Let 0 be a substitution grounding the variables in D  
using distinct new constants not occurring in C , D or P  and let D ' be the set o f unit 
clauses {(A«—)| A  £ D ^ 6 } . C  >zp D  i f  and only if, fo r  some substitution o , C q Ct is 
identical to D q and P  U D ' |= 3(C®cr6). [Buntine 1988, theorem  4.2]
In practice th is m eans a more general clause under generalized subsum ption may be 
converted to  a less general clause by applying substitu tions, adding atom s to  its body, 
or by resolving it w ith  some clause from the background knowledge.
B oth generalized subsum ption and relative subsum ption w ith respect to em pty pro­
gram s coincide w ith  0-subsum ption. Generalized subsum ption is a special case of rel­
ative subsum ption, requiring th a t the head of the less general clause is an instance of 
the  head of the  o ther clause. In particu lar, this means th a t only clauses w ith the same 
predicate symbols in the head may be related  by generalized subsum ption.
Because of th is generalized subsum ption is also a weaker model of generality th an  the 
logical model. F urther, like relative subsum ption and 0-subsum ption, it does not have 
a clause to  be more general th an  another which can be derived from it recursively.
E x a m p le  3 .2  Let P  be the program  {p(a)-<—}, let C  be the clause p ( f  (x))<—p (x) , and 
let D  be the clause p( f ( f ( x ) ) ) ^ - p ( x ) .  Then P  \= (C-+D) bu t not C  >zp D. □
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Following Buntine [1988] we call the search space for an inductive hypothesis induced 
by generalized subsum ption, a hierarchy of clauses. The hierarchy rooted a t the  bo ttom  
by a given clause I  for program  P  is a struc tu red  organisation of all clauses H  such 
th a t H  y p  I. If there is a link upwards from clause D  to  clause C  in the  hierarchy 
then  C >zp D. The top element of such a hierarchy is the  unit clause w ith  the  head 
having the same predicate symbol as 7q and each argum ent being a d istinct variable, 
since th is is the m ost general clause th a t is more general th an  I .
3.5.2 G eneralization
Having chosen a suitable model of generality, the question of how to  construct gener­
alizations arises. The concept of an inverse substitu tion  is central. Loosely, an inverse 
substitution is a m apping of term  occurrences to  variables such th a t  when applied to 
an expression, there is a substitu tion  which may be applied to recover the  original ex­
pression. Nienhuys-Cheng and Flach [1991] give a more formal definition and  analyse 
the algebraic properties of inverse substitu tions.
3 .5 .2 .1  L east g en era liza tio n
W hen inducing general rules from specific examples, a useful approach is to  construct 
a single clause which is more general th an  each of them . If such a clause is m inim ally 
more general than  each of them , it is called a least general generalization or most 
specific generalization. Any other clause more general th an  each is a  generalization of 
the least general generalization.
P lotkin describes how to calculate the least general generalization by ö-subsum ption 
and by relative subsum ption [Plotkin 1970, P lotkin 1971b]. B untine [1988] describes 
how to calculate the least general generalization by generalized subsum ption. Least 
general generalizations by relative subsum ption and generalized subsum ption do not 
always exist.
3 .5 .2 .2  G en era liz in g  by 0 -su b su m p tion
An operator th a t generalizes according to 0-subsum ption is som etim es called truncation 
[Rouveirol and Puget 1990a, M uggleton and Buntine 1988]. Jung  [1993] shows how a 
truncation  operator th a t  is complete for 0-subsum ption firstly duplicates atom s in the 
clause body an a rb itra ry  num ber of tim es, then  applies some inverse substitu tion  and 
finally removes arb itra ry  atom s from the resulting clause body.
3 .5 .2 .3  G en era liz in g  by im p lica tio n
Recent work has been directed at generalizing definite clauses according to  im plication, 
to  overcome the deficiency of 0-subsum ption in capturing the power of self-recursive
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clauses. Suitable generalizing operators are variously called inverse im plication , re­
cursive anti-unification  and sub-unification [Muggleton 1992, Lapointe and M atwin 
1992, Idestam -A lm quist 1993, M uggleton and Page 1994]. These operators are de­
signed for generalization of a clause isolated from background knowledge. M uggleton 
[1992] and Lapointe and M atwin [1992] suggest mechanisms for taking background 
knowledge into account when it is represented by a program  of ground unit clauses. 
It is not obvious how the operators would be extended to generalize in the context of 
definite clauses.
3 .5 .2 .4  G en era liz in g  by gen era lized  su b su m p tio n
Inverse resolution provides a dom ain-independent technique for generalization of clauses 
w ith respect to background knowledge represented as a definite program.
It describes a suite of generalization operators which are based on the idea of invert­
ing the well known deductive inference rule called binary resolution [Robinson 1965]. 
M uggleton and Buntine [1988] originally proposed the V operators called absorption 
and identification , the  W  operators called intra-construction  and inter-construction, 
and also the truncation  operator. We restrict out a tten tion  to the absorption operator, 
first introduced by Sam m ut [1981b], and central to the learning strategy of M inerva.
A num ber of different forms of it are used — here we present it in its m ost general form 
for definite clauses, regarding clause bodies as sets of atom s. Later we will identify a 
more useful specific version.
In form al D efin itio n  3 .4  (A b so rp tio n ) Let I  be a definite clause (the input clause) 
and B  be a definite clause (the background clause). Then fo r each substitution 6 such 
that B®6 C Lg), absorption generates every clause
(/©<-(*» -  B®e) u { u 5)0
where © is an inverse substitution and S  is any subset o f B $6 .
The head of the  new clause is the head of the input clause. To construct its body 
from the body of the input clause, remove some (possibly none) of the atom s which 
also occur in the  body of the instan tia ted  background clause and insert the instan tia ted  
head of the background clause. Then replace some term s by new variables as an inverse 
substitu tion . In some versions of the operator the inverse substitu tion  is constrained 
[Muggleton and Buntine 1988].
E xam p le  3 .3  (A b so rp tio n ) Let /  be the input clause
grandfather (mark, alison)<r- father(m ark, Y), fa ther (Y , alison) 
and B  be the background clause
parent(U, V)<— father(U , V)
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Then before applying the inverse substitu tion  we have the the set of clauses generated 
by absorption:
grandfather (mark, alison)<— father (mark, Y), parent (Y,alis on)
grandfather(alison, mark)<— father(mark,Y), parent(Y,alison), father(Y,alison)
grandfather (alls on, mark)<— father(Y,mark), parent(alison,Y)
grandfather (alis on, mark)<— father(Y,mark), parent(alison,Y), father(alison,Y)
Taking the first clause and applying an inverse substitu tion  here are ju s t some of the 
results:
grandfather(X,Z) <— father(X ,Y), parent(Y,Z)
grandfather(X,Z) father(X,U), parent(Y,Z)
grandfather(V,Z) <— father(X,U), parent(Y,Z)
grandfather(X,Z) <— father(U,Y), parent(V,W )
grandfather (mark, alison) <— father (mark, Y), parent(Y, alison)
grandfather(X, alison) <— father(X ,Y), parent(Y, alison)
grandfather(X, alison) <— father(mark, Y), parent(Y, alison)
The first of these could be both a correct and a useful generalization if the  background 
program  also contains the clause parent(U, V )^m other(U , V). □
A bsorption performs a binary resolution step in reverse: consider any clause con­
structed  by absorption of input clause I  and background clause B. Then the resolvent 
of the new clause and B  is either I  or a clause th a t  ö-subsumes I. Therefore I  may 
be replaced by the new clause in any definite program  which also contains B , and I  
rem ains a consequence of the program.
Intuitively, when there are other clauses in the definition of the concept th a t B  is 
about, the new clause gives a more general definition than  /  for the concept th a t I  
is about. W hen a non-em pty inverse substitu tion  © is used, the new clause gives a 
more general definition for the concept of I  because some constants or functors or have 
been replaced by variables. Formally, the new clause is more general th an  the input 
clause w ith respect to any program  containing the background clause, under generalized 
subsum ption [Taylor 1993, Jung 1993].
The inverse resolution framework does not specify which of all possible clauses should 
be chosen for absorption. Nor does it sta te  which substitu tion  to  choose when more 
th an  one is possible, which atom s of the body of the  background clause to  reta in  in 
the body of the new clause, nor which inverse substitu tion  to apply. These choices are 
left to  the control strategy of a learner using absorption to generalize. A survey of the 
various approaches to these issues by a num ber of ILP learners is m ade by Ling and 
Narayan [1991].
3 .5 .2 .5  G en era lity  o f  c lau ses  gen era ted  by a b so rp tio n
The generality of different clauses constructed by absorption from the same two clauses 
cannot always be compared. Recall th a t for absorption, 6 is constrained to satisfy
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B®0 C I 0. If the domain of 6 is restricted to the variables in the body of B, then the 
constructed clause is more general than otherwise (because only the minimal necessary 
substitution has been applied). However, when there is more than one literal in the 
body of C to which some literal in the body of B  could be mapped by the substitution, 
there remains choice for 0, and the resulting clauses are of incomparable generality.
The choice of which literals in the body of I  to retain in the new clause (that is, the 
choice of which literals of B®6 to remove) also affects the generality of the new clause. 
For any given 6, a clause which retains a subset of the literals which another retains is 
more general, and those which retain different literals are incomparable. For any given 
9 and given choice of which literals from B6 to include, different choices for 0  result 
in different clauses which all 0-subsume the one generated by an empty 0 , but which 
are not necessarily comparable in generality. These issues are dealt with in depth by 
Nienhuys-Cheng and Flach [1991].
3.5.2.6 Absorption extrem ities
Ignoring for the present the inverse substitution 0 , a most general (by ö-subsumption) 
solution for absorption of a particular input clause I  with a background clause B  using 
a particular suitable substitution 6 such that B^O C I® is given by
((-f® — u {£©0})
Similarly, the least general (by 0-subsumption) solution is given by Muggleton [1991]:
I q ^~{I®  u  {B q 6 })
Note that the least general solution is equivalently general to I  with respect to any 
program which contains B, so least general absorption does not strictly generalize. 
The saturation operator of Rouveirol [1991b] is equivalent to exhaustive iterated least 
general absorption, where the clause produced by one application of least general ab­
sorption becomes the input clause for the successive application.
3.5.2.7 Restriction
One way of incrementally generating each of the clauses in between the most general 
and the least general is to start from the most general one but to keep track of the atoms 
of B®6, called the optional atoms. The other clauses may be successively generated 
from such a clause and the optional atoms by an operation called restriction by Sammut 
and Banerji [1986].
Definition 3.5 (Restriction, restrict) Let H be a definite clause and S  be a non­
empty set of atoms (the optional atoms) such that each atom in S does not occur in 
H . Then restrict(H, S) is the set of pairs of clauses, H' and atoms, S' such that there 
is an A  G5 such that H' is H q <—H®  U {vl} and S' is S  — {A}.
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Now given a particu lar input clause, background clause and substitu tion  and assum ing 
a null inverse substitu tion , most general absorption and restriction may be coupled to 
generate each clause of absorption in a general to  specific order. Indeed th is is the 
generalization strategy  of Marvin [Sammut 1981b]. F irst, most general absorption is 
applied to give a clause H  and the set of optional atom s S  is recorded. Later, H  is 
specialized by restricting it w ith the optional atom s S  to give pairs H ' ,S ' . Later again, 
each H 1 is restricted  with its S ’ to give more clauses H "  paired with optional atom s S " . 
This can continue until all the optional atom s are exhausted and hence every clause 
has been generated.
3.5.2.8 F latten ing
So far, in the trea tm ent of absorption we have avoided the inverse substitu tion  step. 
T h a t is because, through a representation change, we can convert the difficult problem  
of inverting a substitu tion  on a clause to the simpler one of deleting antecedents in a 
different representation of the clause. The appropriate representation change, called 
flattening , is described by Rouveirol and Puget [1990b].
F latten ing  replaces function symbols and constants w ith variables and new predicate 
symbols. The new predicate symbols are defined in the program  by associated unit 
clauses th a t do contain function symbols. The flattened clause, supplem ented w ith the 
symbol-defining clauses, is logically equivalent to the  original one [Rouveirol 1994].
For our purposes flattening is defined as follows. For simplicity, w ithin the scope of the 
definition constant symbols are regarded to be function symbols of arity  zero.
D efin ition  3.6 (F latten ing, Flat predicate, Sym bol-defin ing, f la t)  Let C be 
the definite clause p (t\ , . . ., tn)<— C \ , . . . ,  Crn where p is a predicate symbol of arity n  > 0 
and each L is a term and each Cj is an atom. The definite clause f la t(C ) is given by
P(vl, • • •>vn)4 (Ui=i f la t t( t i , Vi)) U (UJLi fla tl{C j))
where each V{ is a variable and fla tl and f la t t  are defined as follows.
Let p{t\ , . . . ,  tn) be an atom with predicate symbol p and each L is a term. Then the 
set fla tl{p {t\ , . .  . , tn)) is given by {p(vi , .. .,urt)} U (J”=i fla tt(ti,V i) where each V{ is a 
variable.
Let / ( t i , .. . , tn) be a term with functor f  of arity n > 0 and argument terms L and 
let v be a variable that uniquely stands for the term f  ( t i , .. . , tn) throughout. Then 
f l a t t ( f ( t i , . . . , t n),v ) is the set { /n(u, v \ , . . . ,  un)} U U”=1 fla tt(t{ , V{) where each Vi is a 
variable and f n is a flat predicate symbol of arity n  +  1 which cannot occur in C (or 
any program containing C). Let v be a variable. Then f la t t{ v ,v ) is the empty set.
The symbol-defining clauses, S , associated with f la t(C ) are defined as follows. For 
each flat predicate symbol f n occurring in flat(C), there is a unit clause in S  of the form  
f n { f ( v l , . . . ,vn) ,v \ , . .  .,vn)<— where each Vi is a distinct variable.
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We use deep to  refer to  a clause or program  which does not have any flat predicate sym­
bols occurring in it. We use fla t atom  to refer to an atom  with a flat predicate symbol. 
We say th a t when f l a t t ( f  (£1,.. .,£„), v) is the set { f n ( v , v i , . . vn)} U (Ji=l f la t t( t i ,V i ) 
in the  definition above, then f n(v,v i , . .  .,vn) stands fo r  / ( t i , . . tn) and also v stands 
fo r  f ( t i , . . . ,  tn). Notice th a t any atom  th a t is an instance of the head of a symbol­
defining clause is unambiguously determ ined by the term  th a t is the first argum ent of 
the atom  and th a t th is term  is never a  variable. This property will be useful later.
E x a m p le  3 .4  (F la tten in g ) Let C  be the deep clause p ( f ( x ,  a), b)<r-q(x, f ( y ,  b)).
fla t(C ) =p(u,v) <^f2(u,x,w), a0(w), b0(v), q(x,z), f 2(z,y,v)
The associated symbol-defining clauses are
h  (f(x,y),x,y)4r-
ao(a)*~
bo(b)+-
The flat atom  f 2( z , y , v )  in f l a t ( C)  stands for f ( y , b)  as does the variable 2 . □
A lternative forms of flattening, such as Ling and N arayan’s [1991] logical traces and 
others discussed by Rouveirol [1994] are slight variations of the form presented here. 
A distinguishing feature of th is form is th a t every occurrence of a term  in the deep 
clause, is stood for by the same variable in the flattened clause.
The flattening operation is easily inverted by the inverse operation called unfla ttening. 
This is done by a syntactic m anipulation of the flattened clause, removing each flat 
atom  and unifying the first argum ent of the atom  with a term  comprised of the function 
symbol corresponding to the flat predicate symbol, applied to the rem aining argum ents. 
A lternatively, the unflattening operation may be viewed logically as performing several 
deductive steps of resolution with each of the notional unit symbol-defining clauses 
[Rouveirol 1994].
Deleting some flat atom s from a flattened clause corresponds to inverting a substitu tion  
in the corresponding deep clause [Rouveirol 1994]. Notice however th a t this kind of 
operation cannot invert a substitu tion  which unifies variables in the deep clause.
A bsorption, especially in the  flat representation, is dealt w ith formally and in depth  
in chapter 9. The chapter establishes a new result for the completeness of absorption 
as a generalizing operator for generalized subsum ption and also extends absorption to 
generalize norm al clauses.
3.5 .3  P red ica te  invention
In the ILP framework the invention of new term s in the theory representation language 
is often called predicate invention , although more broadly in machine learning research 
it is usually known as constructive induction  [Michalski 1983]. The inverse resolution
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framework provides operators for predicate invention, called inter-construction and 
intra-construction. The non-determ inism  of these operators is even greater th an  for 
absorption. Although recognition of the need for invented predicates is widespread and 
m any a ttem p ts  have been made to identify useful invented predicates, by for example 
De R aedt and Bruynooghe [1992], M uggleton [1994], Banerji [1991], and Stahl and 
W eber [1994], the problem rem ains largely unsolved.
W hen the theory representation perm its, predicate invention can be useful for repre­
senting exceptions to rules of the program  in a m anner called closed world specialization 
[Bain and M uggleton 1990]. If a clause covers a false atom , a negative literal antecedent 
is added to the clause. Using the substitu tion  th a t unifies the false atom  w ith the clause 
head, the  instance of the complement of the antecedent is an exception atom . W hen a 
clause covering the exception atom  is also added to the program , the original clause no 
longer covers the false atom. W hen the negative literal is about an invented predicate 
th a t cannot occur in the language of observation, it is called an exception predicate. In 
principle, such predicates can then  also be used as antecedents in other clauses.
Minimally, the exception predicate can be defined by unit clauses — one for each 
exception to  the rule. This is equivalent to  the techniques employed in KARDIO [Mozetic 
1987] and sometimes in MOBAL [Wrobel 1994] — although they actually modify the 
in terpreter ra ther than  the program . The batch learner GCWS [Bain 1991b] invents an 
exception predicate and generalizes its definition thus defining it by non-unit clauses. 
Occasionally in MOBAL a positive invented predicate literal is added to  a clause and a 
batch-learning technique is used to learn a definition for the invented predicate.
3 .6  I n te r p r e te r s
We have discussed ways to construct clauses of a program  representing a theory. Now 
we tu rn  to the question of com puting the theory itself. In ILP the theory representation 
is usually a  definite program , in which case the theory represented usually corresponds 
to a least Herbrand model [Lloyd 1987b, page 36] for the program . In practice, the 
m eaning or theory represented by a logic program  is com puted by an interpreter. For 
th is purpose we make use of the pure PROLOG interpreters described by Lloyd [1987b]: 
an SLD-refutation procedure for definite program s and an SLDNF-refutation procedure 
for normal program s.
Def in it io n  3.7 (Der ived ,  Se lec ted ,  Reso lvent)  Let G' be <— A \ , . . . ,  Am, . . . ,  Ak 
and B  be A^—B \ , . . . B q. Then G is derived from G' and B  using m gu 0 i f  A rn is 
an atom, called the selected atom in G '; 6 is an mgu of A rn and A; and G is the 
goal 4—  ( A i , . . . ,  Am_ i , S i , .. . ,B q, Am+ i , . . . ,  Ak)0. G is called a resolvent of G' and B .
[Lloyd 1987b, page 40]
Def in it io n  3.8 (SLD-der ivation)  Let P  be a set of definite clauses and G a definite 
goal. An  SLD-derivation of P  U {G} consists of a (finite or infinite) sequence Go =
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Cr, G i , . . .  of goals, a sequence Ci,C2,. . .  of variants of clauses of P  and a sequence 
• • • of mgus such that each G^+i is derived from G{ and Ci+1 using 6i+\.
Each Ci is a suitable variant of a clause in P so that C{ does not have any variables 
which already appear in the derivation up to G i-\. [Lloyd 1987b, page 41]
D e fin it io n  3 .9  (S L D -refu ta tio n ) An SLD -refutation of P  U {G} is a finite SLD- 
derivation of P  U {G} which has the empty goal as the last goal in the derivation.
[Lloyd 1987b, page 41]
As a precise understanding is not crucial to  this work, the reader is referred to [Lloyd 
1987b] for formal b u t lengthy definitions of SLD-tree, SLDNF-resolution, SLDNF- 
derivation, SLDNF-refutation, and SLDNF-tree.
O ur informal use of the  term  proof may be loosely taken to m ean SLD NF-refutation 
although in practice an in terpreter o ther th an  an SLD NF-refutation procedure may be 
used to  construct it. We can then  say th a t  some atom  or literal L is provable if VL 
is true  in the theory represented by a program , although it may not be valid in the 
target.
3.6.1 N eg a tio n  as failure
Negation in logic program s is interpreted  by the negation as failure rule of inference. 
The completion of a  program , P , w ritten  comp(P), provides a  formal justification for 
it. Lloyd [1987b] gives a constructive definition a ttrib u ted  to Clark.
Two im portan t soundness results about the completion are reproduced after prelim i­
nary definitions. The definitions for answer and computed answer equally apply to the 
special case of SLD -refutations of definite goals.
D e fin itio n  3 .10  (A n sw er , C orrect answ er) Let P be a normal program, G a nor­
mal goal. An answer for P  U {G} is a substitution for variables in G. Let 6 be an 
answer for P  U {G}. 6 is a correct answer for comp(P) U {G} ifV{G®6) is a logical 
consequence ofcomp(P). [Lloyd 1987b, page 80]
D e fin it io n  3 .11 (C o m p u ted  answ er) Let P be a normal program and G a normal 
goal. A com puted answer 0 for P  U {G} is the substitution obtained by restricting 
the composition 6 \ , . . . ,6 n to the variables of G, where 6 \ , . . . ,9 n is the sequence of 
substitutions used in an SLDNF-refutation of P  U {G}. [Lloyd 1987b, page 86]
T h eo rem  3 .2  (S o u n d n e ss  o f  N A F ) Let P  be a normal program and G a normal 
goal. If P  U {G} has a finitely failed SLDNF-tree, then G is a logical consequence of 
comp(P). [Lloyd 1987b, theorem  15.4]
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T h eo rem  3.3 (S ou n d n ess  o f  S L D N F -reso lu tio n ) Let P  be a normal program and 
G a normal goal. Then every computed answer fo r P  U {G} is a correct answer fo r  
com p(P) U {G}. [Lloyd 1987b, theorem  15.6]
These results require a safeness condition which constrains bo th  the com putation rule 
and the structu re  of the program  and goal. By a computation  of P  U {G} is m eant an 
a ttem p t to construct an SLDNF-derivation of PU {G }. We also speak of a  com putation 
of {G} when P  is understood by context. A com putation of PU {G } flounders  if a t some 
point in the com putation a goal is reached which contains only non-ground negative 
literals [Lloyd 1987b, page 88]. By a safe computation is m eant a com putation  which 
does not flounder.
One structu re  constraint on program s and goals ensuring safe com putations is called 
allowedness; although other solutions are known [Foo, Rao, Taylor and W alker 1988, 
Edm ondson 1988, Chan 1988]. For definite clauses alone, allowedness is sometim es 
called range-restriction [De R aedt 1992]. Our definition is slightly more restrictive 
th an  th a t of Lloyd [1987b, page 89], bu t the following result holds nevertheless.
D efin itio n  3 .12  (A llow ed ) Let P  be a normal program, C  be a norm al clause and 
G a normal goal. C  is allowed i f  every variable that occurs in C  occurs in  a positive 
literal o f G®. G is allowed i f  every variable that occurs in G occurs in a positive literal 
of G ig). P  is allowed i f  every clause in P  is allowed. P U { G )  is allowed i f  every clause 
in P  is allowed and G is allowed.
T h eo rem  3.4  (S afen ess and G rou n d n ess  o f  A llow ed  C o m p u ta tio n s)  Let P  be
a normal program and G a normal goal. Suppose that P  U {G} is allowed. Then no 
computation o f P  U {G} flounders and every computed answer fo r  P  U {G} is a ground 
substitution fo r  all variables in G. [Lloyd 1987b, proposition 15.1]
3.6.2 In terpreter deficiencies
Ideally, we would like an interpreter to  be sound, complete, efficient, term inating , and 
not restrictive on the language of program s. B ut there are m any well-docum ented 
flaws in SLD NF-refutation procedures. W hen interpreters are intended for com puter 
program m ing it is assumed th a t an intelligent user would understand  the  flaws and 
would take account of these in designing the programs. Hence the  program m er chooses 
a representation which takes account of the procedural n a tu re  of an in terp reter. Indeed, 
the program m er may even include predicates which have no declarative m eaning bu t 
only procedural side-effects.
In MINERVA as in most ILP work the program  represents only a  declarative represen­
ta tion  of knowledge and the “procedural” reading of the  program  should be irrelevant. 
The use of cut to prune infinite derivations is not usually available in ILP because of its 
lack of declarative meaning (except in the work of Bergadano, G unetti and  Trinchero 
[1993]). The ordering of clauses in the program  and literals w ithin a clause do not affect
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the declarative m eaning of a program  (and hence the theory) and should be irrelevant 
to bo th  the in terpreta tion  evaluated by the in terpreter and the program s which can be 
learnt. Yet the ordering chosen can effect the soundness, completeness, and term ination 
properties of the  interpreter.
Unification, as introduced by Robinson [1965] is a basic element of SLD-resolution. 
Although most PROLOG interpreters implement a more efficient bu t unsound variation 
of the  s tandard  unification algorithm  by om itting the occurs check [Lloyd 1987b], the 
consequent difficulties are easily rectified by implementing a sound unification algorithm  
instead.
B ut o ther difficulties are not so easily dismissed. Logical consequence even in the 
language of definite program s w ith function symbols is not decidable, so there is no 
sound in terpreter which always term inates. Moreover, SLD-trees may have infinite 
branches even when the language is decidable.
Term ination of an SLD -refutation procedure can be ensured by preventing it from 
indefinitely searching branches of an SLD-tree. This is done either by prem aturely 
truncating  the search of branches or by ensuring th a t there are no infinite branches — 
by varying the com putation rule or restricting the structure  of program s. Often some 
com bination of these techniques is used.
Let us discuss some of the  solutions of the literature. We begin by considering definite 
program s alone, then  move on to the additional problems of normal program s. This 
will provide the background for the explanation in chapter 5 of the in terpreter used in 
M in e r v a .
3 .6 .2 .1  D efin ite  program  in terp reters  
Recursion
Infinite branches of the SLD-tree arise through the use of recursion in program s. In 
particu lar, through the dependency relation of predicates.
D efin itio n  3 .13  (D ep en d ) A predicate symbol p depends on a predicate symbol q in 
a normal program if  q occurs in the body of a clause in the definition ofp  or if  p depends 
on some predicate symbol, r and q occurs in the body of a clause in the definition of r .
In a hierarchical definite program  no predicate symbol depends on itself and all SLD- 
derivations are finite [Lloyd 1987b, page 99] so any SLD -refutation procedure term i­
nates. B ut hierarchical s tructu re  forbids recursion and so prevents representation of 
infinite theories, typical of num ber and list concepts. Furtherm ore some recursive 
clause structu res, such as the transitive, sym m etric and biconditional definitions noted 
by Covington [1985a] th a t are particularly  problem atic for term ination, are particularly  
convenient for an ILP theory representation.
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C lause and literal ordering
In logic program m ing advice, sometimes conflicting, is given to novice program m ers 
to order clauses and atom s within clauses in a particu lar way [Bratko 1990, Clocksin 
and Mellish 1981, Sterling and Shapiro 1986]. These heuristics come w ithout guar­
antee. Their partial success depends on the program m er’s knowledge of the expected 
instan tia tion  of goals a t the  place a clause is used in a  derivation.
Cam eron-Jones and Q uinlan [1993] propose an ordering m ethod in tegrated  w ith learn­
ing for function-free definite clauses. For these clauses term ination of the  standard  
SLD -refutation procedure is guaranteed. The m ethod is designed to  be included in 
the ILP batch learner FOIL [Quinlan 1990] which learns by selecting one literal a t a 
tim e to  add to the right of the body of an increasingly specialized clause. It relies 
on in p u t/o u tp u t mode declarations for predicates and analysis of the input prior to 
learning to discover plausible ordering relations on the term s of the language. The 
ordering inform ation is used to prevent antecedents which would violate the  ordering 
from being added to the  clause as it develops during learning.
The FOIL m ethod is designed only for the restricted  language of definite clauses w ithout 
function symbols. It does not work for m utually recursive predicate definitions. Because 
it relies on detecting a sta tic  ordering on the language term s, it is inappropriate  for a 
learner where the language is not declared in advance and the input is only available 
incrementally. W hen the program  is to  be revised incrementally, this kind of technique 
undesirably constrains the  syntax of any newly acquired clause according to the syntax 
(as distinct from the declarative meaning) of the existing program . If th is effect is 
to  be alleviated, then  existing clauses in the theory may need to be restructu red  on 
observation of each new example.
The approach is closely related to the techniques in the logic program m ing litera tu re  
which rely on prior mode declarations and analysis of a complete program  to  determ ine 
partial orderings on term s which are used to restructu re  the program . The formally 
analysed m ethod of P liim er [1990] also supports function symbols.
D ep th  bound
The m ost frequently used technique in ILP is to  impose a finite depth bound on the 
length of SLD-derivations or the depth  of the proof tree (definition 3.19) and to term i­
nate w ith failure when th a t lim it is reached. This m ethod is used for example in the in­
crem ental ILP learners MIS [Shapiro 1982], MPL [De R aedt et al. 1993], CIGOL [Muggle- 
ton and Buntine 1988] and ITOU [Rouveirol 1991b]. Modifying the SLD -refutation pro­
cedure in th is way guarantees term ination and will sometimes enable SLD -refutations 
to be found which would otherwise be missed. U nfortunately it also compromises the 
completeness of the SLD -refutation procedure; although some otherwise missed refu­
tations will be found, some otherwise found refutations will be missed (namely those 
of length greater th an  the bound). Further, the procedure may waste a lot of tim e 
investigating fruitless branches of the SLD-tree until the bound is reached.
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Fair search
The standard  SLD-refutation procedure w ith unfair depth-first search of the SLD- 
tree may descend an infinite branch of the SLD-tree leaving finite success branches 
unexplored, thus missing answers. If the language is decidable (for example, if there 
are no function symbols) then  any fa ir  search of any SLD-tree (such as breadth-first 
search) guarantees th a t no answers will be missed, at the expense of m emory efficiency. 
B ut even then  the procedure will not term inate when there are infinite derivations in 
the SLD-tree.
In iterative deepening search a depth  bound is initially imposed to bound the search but 
when search a t a given bound is exhausted the bound is incrementally increased and the 
search recommenced. Stickel [1984] proposes replacing the depth-first search strategy 
of standard  SLD -refutation procedures with an iterative deepening strategy. He argues 
th a t the cost of searching at depths less than  n  before first finding a refutation of length 
n  will “probably not be unacceptably high relative to the cost of ju st searching a t level 
n + 1 ” . He also suggests a minor refinement: a derivation may be failed before reaching 
the length of the  current bound when the sum of the length of the derivation so far 
and the num ber of atom s in the current goal exceeds the depth  bound.
The iterative deepening approach can overcome the problems of an unfair search s tra t­
egy, bu t will not term inate  on SLD-trees with infinite branches. It seems to  have no 
advantage over the fixed depth  bound m ethod whenever the initial goal is ground and so 
only one answer is sought. W hen m ultiple answers are sought to a non-ground atom ic 
initial goal, the  iterative deepening approach enables re tu rn  of answers in an “easi­
est” first order — those th a t  are com puted in the shortest derivations are com puted 
earliest.
V arying th e com pu tation  rule
Sometimes a com putation via a particular com putation rule generates an SLD-tree 
w ith infinite branches although the SLD-tree via a different com putation rule would be 
finite. Improvements to  term ination properties made by re-ordering literals in clauses 
to suit the standard  com putation rule may be mimicked or bettered  by allowing a 
more flexible com putation rule instead. Naish shows how the com putation rule may 
be directed by when or wait declarations and how these can often be autom atically  
generated [Naish 1985, Naish 1986]. Like the autom atic reordering approaches, this 
m ethod requires intensive analysis of a program  which may have to  be repeated  every 
tim e a program  is revised. It has the advantage th a t it can also be used for normal 
program s, b u t the m ethod will not always result in term inating com putations even for 
a decidable language.
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Loop checks
Also in the  logic program ming literature, the term ination problem  is addressed by 
pruning away infinite branches of the SLD-tree as they are explored. This is done by 
supplem enting the standard  depth-first SLD -refutation procedure w ith a loop check. 
At each step of a derivation the partial derivation up to th a t point is examined and 
th a t inform ation is used to determ ine w hether to continue investigation of the present 
branch of the  SLD-tree, or to  prune the branch a t th a t point and to  consider the 
derivation as failed a t th a t node. A loop check is sound if does not cause answers to 
be missed. It is complete, if it guarantees th a t every search (w ith a given com putation 
rule and search rule) for SLD-derivations finitely term inates. Using th is terminology, 
the dep th  bound m ethod already discussed is a complete bu t unsound loop check.
It is not possible for a loop check to be both  sound and complete for definite program s 
w ith function symbols because the language is not decidable. Indeed, Bol, A pt and 
Klop [1991] show th a t even in the absence of function symbols there cannot be a sound 
and complete loop check which uses only the inform ation in the SLD-derivation.
Inventing a loop check is not easy. Covington’s [1985a] loop checks are shown to be 
unsound by Poole and Goebel [1985]. The am ended loop check presented by Covington 
[1985b] and another by Nute [1985] can also be shown to be unsound by referring to 
the  counter-exam ple of Bol et al. [1991, page 46].
Bol et al. [1991] present a range of alternative loop checks designed for languages 
w ithout function symbols. They analyse the relative strength of many of them ; a loop 
check is stronger than  another if it detects all loops detected by the other. They also 
prove soundness for many of them . The strongest loop check is called the instance of 
an atom  loop check but it is not sound.
The strongest sound loop check is nam ed subsumes instance of resultant multiset 
(SIRm ) check, and is employed in M inerva. The definition describes the set of SLD- 
derivations which are pruned away by checking.
D efin itio n  3 .14  (S IR m loop  check) Let L be a set of SLD-derivations. Then 
remsub(L) is the subset of L defined by {D  E L  | L does not contain a proper sub­
derivation of D }.
The subsumes instance of resu ltan t m ultiset (SIR m ) check is the set of SLD-derivations 
rem sub({D \D  is the sequence of goals <—Go,<—G i,...< —Gk, rngus 6 \,.. .6 k , and pro­
gram clauses C \ , . . .,Ck such that for some i with 0 <  i < k, there is a substitution a 
with Gier C m  Gk and Go#i, • ■ •■>&{(? =  GqQ\, . . .6 *.}. [Bol et al. 1991, pages 39 and 60]
Im plem enting th is loop check requires checking as each successive goal in a derivation 
is generated, say <— Gk a t step k, whether Gk is a superset of an instance of some earlier 
goal say, GiCr C Gk for i <  k. If so, it m ust be confirmed th a t the  fcth-step instan tia tion  
of the original goal (Go#i,- • -Ok) is identical to the  instance of original goal a t the ■ith 
step by o, Gq0\, . . . ,  Q{0 . If these conditions are m et then  the current branch of the
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SLD-tree is trea ted  as a failed derivation.
The SIR m loop check is shown to be sound for function-free definite program s. Al­
though it is apparently  sound for all definite program s, it is not complete even for 
function-free program s as dem onstrated  by the following example.
E x a m p le  3.5  (S I R m  loop  check) Let P  be the program
s(zero, one)*— 
s(one, two)*— 
s(two} three)*— 
l(U,W)<- l(U, V),s(V, W)
1(X,Y)<- s
Following is an initial fragm ent of an infinite derivation for P  U {*—l(X ,Y )}  showing 
respective sequences of goals, program  clauses, and mgus which cannot be pruned by 
the SIRm loop check.
goals program  clauses
l(X,Y)*r-
l (X , Vi), 8(VU Y)<- 1{UU W{)*-l(Uu Vi), s(Vi, Wx)
l(X,  V 2 ) , s ( V 2 ,  Vi), s(Vi, y )«— l(U2 ,W2)*-l(U2 ,V2),s(V2 ,W2)
l(X, V3),s(V3, V2), s(V2 , F i), s (V i,y )e -  l(U3, W3)*^l(U3, V3),s(V3, W3)
□
mgus
Ui/X,  W\ / Y
u2/ x , w 2/ y
u3/ x , w 3/ y
Bol, A pt and Klop show th a t the loop check is complete for some classes of function-free 
definite program s all of which perm it some recursion. These include the so-called svo 
program s in which each variable of each clause occurs in its body a t most once. W hen 
a com putation rule which selects left-most atom s is used, cycle-restricted program s are 
also included. In clauses of a  cycle-restricted program , of the atom s in the body only 
the rightm ost may have a predicate symbol th a t depends on the predicate symbol of 
the head. Independently of the  com putation rule, the loop check is also complete for 
program s of definite function-free nvi clauses.
D efin itio n  3 .15  (n v i) Let C be a definite clause. Then C is non-variable introducing 
(nvi) i f  every variable in C® also occurs in Cq . [Bol et al. 1991, definition 5.10]
3 .6 .2 .2  C o m p lex ity  checks
Sm ith, Genesereth and G insberg [1986] address the problem  of non-term ination in 
languages w ith function symbols. They describe a problem  called divergent inference 
which occurs when subgoals in a derivation become increasingly more complex w ith 
deeper term s.
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E x a m p le  3.6 (D iv e rg e n t in fe re n c e )  Let P  be { n (ze ro )f- ,n (X )< — n (s(X ))} . Then 
the com putation of P  U {<—n (s ( 2 ero))} does not term inate  and in each successive goal 
of the derivation the function symbol is applied once more. □
Let us define w hat we mean by the depth of a term .
D e f in it io n  3 .16 (T e rm  D e p th )  Let t be a term. I f t is a variable or a constant then 
the term depth of t is zero. Otherwise, if  t is the term f ( t \ , . .  .,£„) for some function  
symbol f  and terms t{ (i = 1 , . . . ,n ) ,  then the term depth o f t  is one more than the 
maximum term depth of each L (i = 1 , . .  .,n ).
Provided th a t for every rule in the program , the dep th  of each term  in the head is 
equaled or exceeded by the depth  of a term  in the body, Sm ith et al. [1986] claim th a t 
a derivation may be term inated w ith failure at any goal in which occurs a  term  w ith a 
dep th  exceeding the depth  of all term s in unit clauses in the program . In the example, 
the com putation of P  U {<—n(s(X ))}  could term inate w ith failure immediately. B ut 
th is restriction is very strong: a clause like n(s(X))<— n ( X ) could not occur in such a 
program .
The related h-conform approach of De R aedt [1992] aims to solve the same problem , 
bounding derivations by bounding the term  dep th  of goals in a  derivation. It is, in a 
way, the converse of the restriction of Sm ith, G enesereth and G insberg, being based 
on term embedding. Our definition for term  embedding is a more general one th an  De 
R aed t’s [1992] similar complexity of a variable in a term.
D e fin it io n  3 .17  (T e rm  E m b e d d in g )  Let t be a term. Then the term  embedding of 
t in t is zero. Let t and f ( t i , .. .,£„) be distinct terms such that t occurs in f { t \ , .. .,£n). 
Then the term  embedding o ft in f ( t \ , . . . ,  tTl) is one more than the maximum of the term  
embedding of t in each of t \ , .. . , tn that t occurs in. Let t be a term and p ( t \ , . . . tn) be 
an atom that t occurs in. Then the term  embedding o ft  in p { t \ , . . . tn) is the maximum  
term embedding of t in each of t \ , .. . , tTl that t occurs in.
A definite program  is h-conform if clauses are nvi (definition 3.15), allowed, and the 
term  em bedding of every variable in the head of a clause exceeds or equals the  m axim um  
term  embedding of the same variable in the antecedents of the  clause. A clause like 
n(s(X))<— n( X)  can occur in such a program , bu t n(X)<r-n(s(X)) cannot.
U nfortunately term ination guarantees for SLD-refutation on such program s are con­
fined to  ground goals, and the lack of support for nvi clauses is debilitating. De R aedt 
gives term ination guarantees for such program s in terpreted  by a forward-chaining in­
terpreter.
N on-S L D -in terpreters
A common approach in the logic program ming literatu re  replaces the standard  SLD- 
refutation procedure by an O LD T-refutation procedure [Pliimer 1990, Sm ith et al.
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1986]. Although it always term inates for program s w ith finite H erbrand models this 
is a t the expense of space efficiency. Similarly, forward-chaining in terpreters like the 
m apping Tp  of van Em den and Kowalski [Lloyd 1987b, page 37], can be guaranteed to 
term inate  in this circum stance, bu t the  space requirem ents make them  suitable only 
for small theories.
3 .6 .2 .3  N orm al p rogram  in terp reters
W hen negative literals are perm itted  in the bodies of clauses the problem  of non­
term ination is compounded. The following simple example is due to Lloyd [Lloyd 
1987b, page 98].
E xam p le  3 .7  Let P  be the program  { (re -p ), (r<— ~ p ), (p<—p)}- Then the identity  
substitu tion  is a correct answer for comp(P)U{<—r}  bu t there is no SLDNF-tree. There 
is an infinite branch corresponding to the com putation of PU{<—p}. The search for the 
o ther branch does not term inate because there is neither a finitely failed SLDNF-tree 
nor an SLD N F-refutation for P  U {4—p}. □
Soundness results for SLDNF-derivation depend on a safe com putation rule. In th is 
section we assume a safe com putation rule is used ra ther th an  the standard  left-m ost 
selection com putation rule more commonly implem ented in PROLOG interpreters.
Language restrictions
If a  program  is hierarchical then  the SLDNF-tree for any goal via a safe com puta­
tion rule is finite and so all com putations term inate [Lloyd 1987b, page 99]. B ut the 
hierarchical struc tu re  is very restrictive: there can be no recursive predicate definitions.
Cavedon [1991] and A pt and Bezem [1990] investigate classes of normal program s which 
do allow lim ited use of recursion. In particular, the acyclic allowed class of program s 
is quite general and has m any attrac tive  properties, including th a t SLDNF-resolution 
is complete for such program s and allowed goals [Cavedon 1991]. U nfortunately there 
rem ains no guarantee th a t com putations will term inate, not even when the set of correct 
answers is finite.
The attrac tive  properties for these program  classes are conditional on confirming th a t 
a  program  is a m em ber of the class. For example, for the acyclic class th is is done by 
building a dependency graph of the  ground atom s in the H erbrand base w ith respect 
to  the  clauses in the program , to  develop an ordering on the ground atom s. This 
approach has the same difficulty for an incremental ILP learner as the  related approach 
of FOIL described previously. In addition to the com putation overhead of m aintaining 
the graph, increm ental learning performance becomes increasingly dependent on the 
ordering of input examples, since a hypothesised clause which fails to m eet the acyclic 
condition in the  context of the program  at some tim e may satisfy the condition a t a 
later tim e when some extan t clauses are removed or altered.
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Loop checks
Again we tu rn  to the need for a mechanism which can avoid non-term ination on-the- 
fly, as derivations are being com puted. The loop check algorithm s developed for SLD- 
resolution do not easily extend to SLDNF-resolution. C ertainly they may be applied 
w ithout alteration  to any part of an SLDNF-derivation th a t is an SLD-derivation as in 
the first example below. B ut it will not always work, as in the second example.
E xam p le  3 .8  In the program  of the previous example (3.7) the  SLD-derivation for 
P  U {<—p} would term inate w ith failure and the resulting SLDNF-tree for P  U {*—r} 
would then  have two finite branches. One of these would be an SLD N F-refutation w ith 
the identity answer and the other a failure branch, so the correct answer would be 
produced and the search would term inate. □
E xam p le  3 .9  Let P  be {p<—~p}. com p(P ), representing the formula pA ~p, is in­
consistent. Let Q be {(p<—~g), ~p)}. comp(Q) is disjunctive, representing the
form ula (p V q)/\~(p/\q). The searches for each of the SLDNF-trees for P  U {«—p} and 
for Q U {-<—p} do not term inate, and there is no SLD-derivation of length greater th an  
one constructed during the search and hence no opportunity  to prune the search w ith 
the SLD-derivation based loop checks. □
W hether the sound SLD-derivation loop checks could be extended to work in this 
situation  would be an interesting research question. Perhaps some of the  loop checks 
of Stickel [1984] could be used, b u t these are sometimes a t odds w ith the sem antics of 
the program  completion. Given the difficulty of the discovery of sound loop checks for 
SLD-derivations, it is unlikely to be a trivial m atter.
Even extending the unsound depth  bound loop checks for normal program s is difficult. 
The in terpreta tion  of negation as “failure to prove” is replaced by “failure to  prove 
w ithin the depth  bound” . W hen a negative literal is selected, if the  depth  bound 
for refutations of the com plem entary atom  is less th an  the initial dep th  bound, then  
inconsistent “boundary” behaviour could arise. On the other hand, if it is resta rted  to 
the initial depth  bound, so th a t the depth  bound uniformly lim its the dep th  of search 
of branches in SLDNF-trees, then  the technique does not guarantee term ination.
Extending the iterative deepening approach to in terpretation  of norm al program s in­
herits these difficulties. W hen a negative literal is selected, w hat initial dep th  bound is 
appropriate  for the in terpretation  of its com plem entary atom ? Every negative literal 
in a goal can be proved at a sufficiently small depth  bound, so an iterative deepening 
approach could have every negative goal succeed immediately.
N on-SLD N F in te rp re te rs
It is also not obvious how to extend the OLDT or forward-chaining in terpreters to deal 
w ith negation. Certainly it would require a different in terpreta tion  of the  m eaning of
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negation. An extension to  GOLEM [Bain 1991a] which uses a forward chaining in ter­
preter is able to evaluate negative literals in goals in this way bu t only w ith respect to 
a definite program.
Some of the difficulties w ith negation stem  from the concept of negation as failure: 
a closed world assum ption. An alternative theory representation could allow explicit 
negation and in terpret its theories with a classical theorem-prover. Recalling th a t a 
program  is intended to represent a theory, a three-valued logic is suggested: a ground 
atom  could be true, false or unknown. De R aedt [1992] presents some introductory  work 
on th is idea. MOBAL [Morik, Wrobel, Kietz and Emde 1993] includes an in terpreter for 
a theory representation which perm its negative literals in the body of each clause as well 
as perm itting  the head to  be a negative literal, bu t having no function symbols. Stickel 
[1984] discusses a theorem  prover for an even more general clausal theory representation 
based on SLD-refutation technology and including some loop checking capability.
Later, in chapter 5, the ideas presented here are used to define an in terpreter for 
M inerva.
3.7  D ec la ra tiv e  D iagn osis
W hen an example is observed th a t is not provable it may indicate an error in the  defi­
nition of the predicate of the example. But the definition of the example predicate may 
be correct and complete — the error may be due to incorrect or incomplete definitions 
of predicates on which the example predicate depends. Diagnosis determ ines which 
predicate definition is either incomplete or incorrect. More specifically, it determ ines 
either an uncovered a tom : an atom  which is not covered in the target by any clause of 
the program ; or false clause of the program  together with a  false ground atom  which 
it covers in the  target.
In th is section we survey the literature  from which Minerva’s diagnosis procedure 
derives.
3.7.1 D iagnostic  too ls
A m ethod for finding an erroneous predicate definition in a definite program , called 
declarative diagnosis, was first introduced by Shapiro as algorithmic debugging [Shapiro 
1981, Shapiro 1982, Sterling and Shapiro 1986]. The techniques have since been en­
hanced in various ways in ap endeavour to produce practical debuggers for logic pro­
grams [Lloyd 1987a, Lloyd 1987b, Naish 1992]. Declarative diagnosis needs an oracle 
to answer questions posed by the diagnoser about the intended in terp reta tion  of the 
language of the  program . The role of oracle is played by a teacher ready to  answer 
questions, by the environm ent when the asking of a question is viewed as the  perfor­
mance of an experim ent, or by a program m er when the diagnosis is used as a program  
debugging tool.
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W hat kind of questions are needed to perform  declarative diagnosis? Depending on the 
intended application, different forms of questions may be more or less reasonable. The 
“easiest” question is a membership query which asks whether an object in the language 
of observation is a member of a particular concept.
D efin itio n  3 .18  (M em b ersh ip  query, A n sw er) A membership query asks for the 
classification of a ground atom in the language of observation. For ground atom A, the 
answer to the membership query about A, is the boolean value (true or false,) assigned 
to A in the target.
The design of a  diagnosis algorithm  for a tim e-parsimonious active learner m ust take 
account of a need to minimise the num ber of questions asked and to  make those ques­
tions sufficiently “easy” for the environm ent to answer. Some other kinds of queries 
sometimes asked in diagnosis include a satisfiability query which asks w hether there 
exists a true instance of a given atom ; an instance query which asks for true  instances 
of a generally non-ground atom ; or an incompleteness query which asks w hether a  given 
set of universally quantified atom s are the only true instances of an atom  [Naish 1992].
There are two components of declarative diagnosis for definite program s, contradiction 
backtracing and missing answer diagnosis. C ontradiction backtracing is invoked to 
deal w ith errors of commission which occur when for definite program  P  and atom  A 
there is an SLD -refutation for P  U {•<— A} and 3A  is false. It finds a false clause in P. 
Missing answer diagnosis is invoked to deal w ith errors of omission which occur when 
there is no SLD -refutation for P  U {*— A} and A  is true. It finds an uncovered atom , 
sometimes called a missing answer, of P.
Shapiro [1982] shows how the techniques can be combined to support debugging of 
norm al program s. If there is no SLD NF-refutation of P  U {<—~A } and A  is false then  
contradiction backtracing should be applied to the SLD N F-refutation of P  U {*— A}. 
On the other hand, if there is an SLD NF-refutation of P U  {«—~A } and A  is true then  
missing answer diagnosis should be applied to  P  U {«— A ).
3.7.2 C ontradiction  backtracing
The contradiction backtracing algorithm  searches through the clauses in an SLD- 
refutation, making m em bership queries for each atom  in a clause until a ground in­
stance of a clause is found w ith a false head and true antecedents. Such a clause covers 
the false ground atom  th a t is the head instance. A lternative forms of the algorithm  
[Shapiro 1982, Sterling and Shapiro 1986, Lloyd 1987a, Lloyd 1987b] differ m ainly in 
the  order in which the clauses of the refutation are searched. Shapiro argues th a t the 
divide and query (binary search) approach asks the fewest questions in the  worst case, 
bu t Lloyd points out good reasons for employing the top-down strategy a ttr ib u ted  to 
Av-Ron: it is easier to incorporate heuristics to aid the search in the  top-down ap­
proach, and even w ithout them  the num ber of questions asked may be fewer. Lloyd 
shows th a t the  num ber of questions asked by either strategy  is quite sim ilar in an 
“average” case.
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The top-down strategy, as im plem ented in the contradiction backtracing diagnoser in 
M in er v a , is best explained in term s of its search of the and-tree corresponding to  the 
successful SLD -refutation, called an SLD-proof tree. Here we define a more general 
proof tree which will be of use later on; an SLD-proof tree is a ju st a proof tree with 
no negative literals occurring in it. For simplicity of explanation we assume th a t the 
initial goal of any refutation comprises only one literal. This is generally the case in 
ILP because it is invoked in response to an error discovered from an atom ic example.
D e fin itio n  3 .19  (P r o o f  T ree) Let the SLDNF-refutation of P  U {«— Aq}, where P  
is a normal program and Aq is a literal, be the sequence of goals Gq, G \ , . . . ,  Gn, the 
sequence of clauses and ground negative literals C\, C2, . . . ,  CTl, and the sequence of 
substitutions 6 1 , 6 2 ,. . .,0n . Let 6 be the composition 6 1 6 2 . . .6n. The proof tree of Aq6 
is the tree with root Aq6, and Aq is the selected literal in Gq.
I f  atom A'j (j G { 0 ,.. .,n  — 1}) is a node of the tree then there is an atom Aj such that 
Aj6 = A'j and Aj is the selected atom in some goal of the refutation, say in Gk■ The 
node A'j has a child node for each literal in the body of the clause Ck+16. On the other 
hand, i f  negative literal (j G { 0 , . . .,n  — 1}) is a node of the tree then there is a 
finitely-failed SLDNF-tree for P  U {<—A'j} and the node has no children.
The top-down strategy searches the SLD-proof tree commencing w ith the initial atom ic 
goal instance. The atom  is assumed to be false because otherwise there is no need to 
invoke contradiction backtracing. A membership query is asked about each child atom  
(siblings in the tree), in an unspecified order, until a false child is found. The proof tree 
of the  false child is then  examined in the same fashion. If a node has no false children 
then  the corresponding clause is false.
It is possible th a t the atom s in a  proof tree are not all ground. In this case, Shapiro 
suggests th a t variables rem aining in the proof tree may be consistently replaced by 
arb itra ry  ground term s. Alternatively, the oracle could be asked to supply a false 
ground instance of a non-ground atom.
Lloyd [1987b] gives soundness and completeness results for contradiction backtracing. 
Paakki [1994] suggests th a t some improvements may be made using extra-logical infor­
m ation about the program  predicates: information unavailable to MINERVA.
3.7 .3  M issing answ ers
Missing answer diagnosis is concerned w ith diagnosing an error in a definite program  
P, th a t  arises from finite failure of every branch of the SLD-tree for P  U {«— A}  where 
A is a true atom . The problem  is not th a t some clause in the program  is false, bu t 
ra th e r th a t some concept definition is incomplete.
Missing answer diagnosis is im portan t for a learner w ith a  program  for which more 
th an  one concept definition is potentially incomplete. This would generally be the case 
for an increm ental m ultiple-concept learner. By assuming th a t incompleteness is due
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only to the definition of the concept of the example, an opportunity  for learning would 
be missed.
E x a m p le  3 .10 (M iss in g  a n sw e r  d ia g n o s is )  Let P  be the program
grandfather(X,Y)<— father(X,Z), mother(Z,Y) 
father(paul, paula)<—
Let A  be the atom  grandfather (paul, karen), presented as a  positive example. W ithout 
missing answer diagnosis a learner might add the clause grandfather (paul, karen)<r- to 
P. B ut if mother(paula, karen) is also true, then  the first clause in P  already covers 
A  in the  target. On the other hand, missing answer diagnosis could determ ine th a t 
mother (paula, karen) is an uncovered atom . Adding mother (paula, karen)<— to  P  would 
also make A  provable. □
Missing answer diagnosis asks questions about the clauses in a  program  until a true 
atom  is found for which there is no clause in the program  th a t covers the atom  in the 
target.
The search for the uncovered atom  commences w ith an atom  th a t is an unprovable 
positive example. Each clause w ith a head which unifies w ith the atom  is checked to 
determ ine w hether it covers the atom . This is done by asking questions about the 
antecedents of the clause instance made by unifying the head w ith the atom . If the 
questions determ ine th a t a clause does cover the atom  then  there m ust be an antecedent 
which is not provable and th a t atom  becomes the focus of a recursive application of the 
procedure. Otherwise, there is no covering clause for the atom  and so it is diagnosed 
uncovered.
The missing answer diagnosis algorithm s [Shapiro 1982, Sterling and Shapiro 1986, 
Lloyd 1987a, Naish 1992] differ in the order and num ber of the questions asked, the 
form of questions asked, and the class of logic program s to  which they are applicable. 
Naish [1992] provides a detailed analysis, addressing question-efficiency, soundness and 
completeness of many variations of these algorithm s.
The questions posed by a missing answer diagnoser are typically more complex th an  
the m em bership queries required for contradiction backtracing. Missing answer diag­
n o se s  ask a com bination of instance queries, satisfiability queries and incom pleteness 
queries. Incompleteness and satisfiability queries can be used to  reduce the num ber of 
instance queries required or to obviate them  entirely, b u t like instance queries they are 
very dem anding of the oracle. By using incompleteness queries alone an incom plete 
definition can be located bu t not an uncovered atom ; the diagnoser could determ ine 
an atom  for which some unknown instance is uncovered.
As noted by Naish, Shapiro’s [1982] MIS assumes th a t there are always a finite num ber 
of true  ground instances of any atom . This means th a t although only instance queries 
are made, the oracle need only give ground answers (possibly all of them ). W ithou t 
this assum ption, which restricts the class of program s in which the algorithm  finds 
an uncovered atom , it is necessary to empower the oracle w ith the ability to answer
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w ith universally quantified (non-ground) instances. Even then, when the program  
language perm its function symbols, a finite num ber of universally quantified atom s 
may be insufficient [Naish 1992].
Of N aish’s [1992] diagnosers, n2 requires fewest m em bership and instance queries. 
Unlike some others, it is not d istracted  by checking the tru th  of all covered atom s 
encountered in the search. This distraction may be m erited when the diagnoser is used 
for com puter program m ing assistance bu t is not appropriate for M in er v a  because the 
focus on the failing example is lost. If d istracted  in this way the diagnoser would either 
ask unnecessary questions or diagnose a false clause which, when corrected, could not 
repair the original problem  for which the diagnoser was invoked. The missing answer 
diagnoser of MINERVA is based on n 2.
3.8 S um m ary
This chapter has introduced the basic terminology and some advanced tools of the 
fields of machine learning, logic programming and inductive logic program m ing, setting 
a context for a description of MINERVA. Of particular im portance are the concepts of 
generalizing by absorption, interpreting program s by SLD NF-refutation procedures, 
and diagnosing errors by contradiction backtracing and missing answer diagnosis.
4In c rem en ta l L earners and  T heo ry  
R evision System s
4.1 In trod u ction
This chapter surveys concept learning and theory revision systems. In the  first sections, 
a few of the b e tte r  known and influential ILP learners are described. They all use 
first order definite program  theory representations, although the form of the clauses 
is restricted  in various ways. Afterwards a num ber of other learners are introduced. 
These are not cast in the ILP framework bu t have made contributions to  the theory 
revision problem  in machine learning.
In the succeeding section more detail on the learners is given in the  context of discussion 
of general approaches to  common theory revision problems embedded in those systems. 
Finally, the chapter briefly identifies the relationship of inductive concept learning to 
a  body of work dealing w ith rational changes of belief.
4.2  In crem en ta l ILP Learners
4.2.1 Marvin
Sam m ut’s M arvin  [Sammut 1981a, Sam m ut 1981b] is an active relational, increm ental 
ILP learner which is a forerunner to M inerva . M a r v in ’s success in learning complex 
theories relies on the use of the absorption operator for generalization and a very helpful 
teacher [Salzberg, Delcher, H eath and Kasif 1991]. Given a positive input example, 
MARVIN constructs a starting  clause comprising the example in the  head and some other
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ground facts in the body which are effectively selected by the teacher (by deliberate 
ordering). The constants in the starting  clause are replaced by variables and the clause 
is then  generalized by absorption with some clause from the background program . The 
generalized hypothesis is tested  by a m ethod similar to th a t of M in er v a  and, if it 
is found to cover some false atom , is restricted by adding back some of the optional 
atom s and testing again. The language of hypotheses is functor-free, although the 
ground facts of the program  may use constant symbols.
The success of MARVIN is dem onstrated by its ability to learn a range of concepts 
including list concepts, num ber concepts and blocks-world problems. In order to achieve 
this, MARVIN depends on the teacher to provide examples in a strict order, requiring of 
the teacher a good understanding of bo th  the target and MARVIN. If the order is not 
adhered to, MARVIN may learn false clauses and there is no capability for correcting 
them . Later, Sam m ut and Banerji [1986] suggest the use of contradiction backtracing 
for diagnosing false clauses in MARVIN.
4.2.2 MlS
Shapiro’s increm ental MODEL INFERENCE SYSTEM (m is) [Shapiro 1981, Shapiro 1982], 
a contem porary of MARVIN, is based on a complete search of the clauses of the  logi­
cal language of the theory representation. W hen the current theory does not include 
a positive example MIS uses missing answer diagnosis to find an uncovered atom . It 
then  searches an enum eration of the clauses in the language of hypotheses for a clause 
which covers the  atom  to add to the developing program . Clauses which cover nega­
tive examples are found by contradiction backtracing and removed. After a  clause is 
removed, a check is made th a t all positive examples so far rem ain covered and new cov­
ering clauses are added as necessary. After a clause is added, a check is m ade th a t all 
negative examples so far rem ain uncovered, and other clauses are removed if necessary.
Com pleteness of the procedure relies on the ordered search through the enum eration 
of clauses. Clauses added to  the theory are chosen from refinem ents , th a t is minimal 
specializations of previously removed clauses. The refinements of the em pty program  
are all the atom s of the language w ith a most general instantiation. The refinements 
of a  clause are formed by unifying pairs of d istinct variables, replacing variables by 
constants or function symbols with a most general instantiation or by adding a new 
atom  in its most general instan tiation  to the body. In order for refinements to be 
evaluated, the  complete alphabet of the hypothesis language m ust be declared to  the 
learner in advance of any learning.
Clauses considered for addition are tested  for their ability to cover a missing atom  by 
the adaptive strategy which is similar to the experim ental approach of M in e r v a . The 
in terp reta tion  in which a clause m ust cover the missing atom  is the current theory 
combined w ith the complete set of known true facts (from observations and responses 
to previous questions).
A m ajor deficiency o f MIS as an active increm ental learner is its requirem ent th a t  
the com p lete  a lphabet of th e  language of observation  is declared in advance of any
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learning. Ling [1991] describes a variant which can support a growing language of 
constant symbols but which requires initial declaration of the other symbols of the 
language. A nother shortcoming stem s from its use of the  ö-subsum ption model of 
generality. As noted by Buntine [1988], the use of a general to  specific search strategy  
coupled w ith the failure to use background knowledge to  s truc tu re  the search requires 
exploration of larger than  necessary search spaces.
The m ajor contribution of MIS to ILP is the in troduction of the  declarative diagnosis 
algorithm s (called algorithmic debugging by Shapiro). R elated techniques have been 
employed in many other revising learners.
4.2.3 ClGOL
M uggleton and B untine’s [1988] CIGOL identified the first-order inverse resolution oper­
ators. ClGOL generates hypotheses to cover positive examples initially by least general 
generalization (by 0-subsum ption), and then  by further generalization using absorp­
tion. Com plexity-based heuristics are used to order plausible hypotheses, which are 
then  tested  by a m ethod similar to the m ethod of MlNERVA and further confirmed by 
the user before admission to the theory. In tra-construction is occasionally used to  in­
vent new predicates, and the definition of the proposed invented predicate is confirmed 
by the user before admission to  the theory.
There is no mechanism for correcting errors. Although CIGOL’s hypothesis language 
supports function symbols, restrictions imposed on the use of the inverse resolution 
operators effectively restrict the  hypothesis language in  o ther ways.
4.2.4 Clint
CLINT [De R aedt, Bruynooghe and M artens 1991, De R aedt and Bruynooghe 1992, De 
R aedt 1992] is an incremental learner in the ILP framework th a t addresses some of the 
shortcomings of MIS. C l i n t  orders the clauses in the hypothesis language by a sequence 
of syntactic constraints on the clauses, ra ther than  by generality. The clauses of the 
hypothesis language are definite functor-free and allowed — although these constraints 
could be relaxed in an extended sequence [De R aedt 1992].
A suitable clause for covering each new positive example is selected from the earliest 
possible language in the sequence. There may be m any such clauses. A clause is 
suitable if it covers the example and covers no known negative examples. This clause is 
then  generalized by deleting atom s from the body (of which there may be very m any) 
and testing. The testing technique is similar to th a t of MARVIN.
Covered negative examples, including any found during the testing  procedure, prom pt 
contradiction backtracing to locate a false clause th a t is then  retracted . The positive 
examples which were previously covered by th a t clause are trea ted  as new examples for 
generalization. Finally, every positive and negative example w ith a concept description 
which refers to the concept of the removed clause is trea ted  again as a  new example.
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W hen supplem ented w ith CIA, the CLINT-CIA learner can also invent new predicates 
by recognizing common second-order schem ata patterns of existing clauses. New pred­
icates and their definitions are confirmed by the oracle before being assim ilated.
The efficiency of learning by CLINT is highly dependent on the order of examples pre­
sented. At worst, CLINT may be forced to reconsider alm ost every example already 
observed whenever a new example is observed. Because of assum ptions about the 
form of the initial background knowledge (the definition of so-called basic predicates) 
and the language of hypotheses, CLINT cannot learn its own background knowledge. 
The predicate invention technique (combined with the use of contradiction backtracing 
where the teacher may be asked about the tru th  of invented atoms) dem ands much of 
the teacher. Nevertheless CLINT is dem onstrated to learn some complex concepts, it 
does identify in the lim it and  it is claimed to require fewer examples th an  MIS.
4.3  B a tch  ILP Learners
Significant empirical success in ILP has been achieved for single-concept batch  learn­
ing by M uggleton and Feng’s [1990] GOLEM and Q uinlan’s FOIL and their derivatives. 
G o l e m  is a specific to  general algorithm  th a t is based on constructing a num ber of 
approxim ate least general generalizations (by relative subsum ption) of some of the 
positive input examples. For constructing the generalizations the background theory 
is approxim ated by a set of ground atom s which are consequences of the program  
derivable in a  lim ited num ber of resolution steps. Each least general clause is then  suc­
cessively generalized fu rther by dropping literals which do not help to discrim inate any 
negative examples, and by using the information of user-supplied mode declarations. 
A hill-climbing algorithm  is used to determ ine the grouping of examples for construct­
ing combined least general generalizations. The clauses of the first-order hypothesis 
language of GOLEM are restricted  by a syntactic property known as i-j determinism. 
Nevertheless results reported  for GOLEM include accurate learning of list concepts and 
qualitative physics problems.
In contrast, FOIL [Quinlan 1990, Quinlan 1991] is a general to specific learner which 
proceeds by successively constructing clauses by a covering m ethod. Atoms are added 
to the  body of an increasingly specialized clause by an information content heuristic 
which m easures the contribution of an atom  to discrim inating positive and negative 
examples covered by the clause. Background knowledge, in the form of a  ground unit 
clauses, is used to supply the  language for the atom s to add and to evaluate the cover 
of a clause under construction. The hypothesis language is functor-free.
Nevertheless, FOIL has become something of a de facto standard  in ILP w ith which 
other learning system s are compared. It has become a basis for m any other learning 
system s which a ttem p t to  address its shortcomings [Dzeroski and Bratko 1992, Pazzani, 
B runk and Silverstein 1991, De Raedt et al. 1993].
MPL of De R aedt et al. [1993] addresses the neglected problem  of batch  learning of 
m ultiple concepts in a functor-free language. The authors analyse the special difficulties
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of learning definitions for m ultiple, interrelated concepts and argue th a t it is not easy to 
adap t a single-concept learner like FOIL to  solve this problem. MPL assumes there is a 
partial program  correctly defining “basic” predicates to which definitions for “learned” 
predicates m ust be added. The general to specific learning algorithm  is based on FOIL 
bu t provides better support for m utually-dependent m ultiple predicate definitions by 
interleaving the learning of clauses for different concepts. Clauses once assim ilated may 
be removed by later revision. Although some successful learning has been dem onstrated  
by MPL, the concepts involved were few and simple, and the  complete example set quite 
small.
The relational batch learners R ichards’ FORTE [Richards and Mooney 1991, Richards 
and M ooney 1995] and Wogulis’s [1991] AUDREY approach very sim ilar problem s of 
dom ain-independent revision. They use different heuristic operators to  revise an ini­
tial incorrect theory according to a  batch  of examples. Like for MPL, predicates are 
partitioned  into “basic” ones for which user-given definitions are assum ed correct and 
others which require correction.
4.4  O ther R ev isin g  Learners
The problem  of theory revision in inductive learning has been addressed in frameworks 
other th an  ILP: the fields of knowledge base refinem ent, explanation-based learning, 
operator planning and scientific exploration. In this section several reported  learning 
system s of these frameworks are introduced in preparation for discussing their approach 
to some of the common problems in theory revision.
A lthough the learners surveyed have distinct representation languages for theories, an 
a ttem p t is m ade to describe them  in term s of an equivalent logic program  represen­
tation . Sometimes this requires ignoring some aspects of the revision process. Thus 
the learners are described as propositional, meaning they learn ground clauses, or rela­
tional, meaning they learn definite function-free clauses, or first-order, m eaning they 
learn definite clauses w ith function symbols. W hen representations perm it negated 
literals in the body of a clause, they are described as normal. Some of the  proposi­
tional and relational learners have special dom ain-dependent mechanisms for handling 
particu lar first-order concepts, such as integers.
4.4 .1  K now ledge base refinem ent
Most work in theory revision has concentrated on the problem  of knowledge base refine­
ment for so-called expert systems or in the explanation based learning (EBL) framework. 
Learners aim to correct faulty theories previously constructed by experts by revision 
w ith respect to batches of empirical examples.
This work often assumes th a t the sentences in which the theory is expressed are supple­
m ented w ith numeric labels attached  to each called rule certainty factors. The factor 
is used as a preference criteria in deductive inferencing, intended to represent some-
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thing like confidence, belief, or probability of the rule. Revision algorithms often focus 
on modifying certainty factors, although some of these algorithms also correct logical 
errors in the rules.
Most of these learners use normal propositional representations, supplemented with 
some specially-handled first-order components. They include PROHC [Wilkins and Tan 
1989], SEEK [Politakis 1985] and KRUST [Craw and Sleeman 1991]. Davis’s [1979] 
TEIRESIAS, the learning component of the well known MYCIN expert system, is also 
included.
Mozetic’s [1987] learning component of KARDIO is an active, revising learner of rela­
tional theories which represent the functional and structural properties of the human 
heart. It was designed to aid the construction of an expert system for the diagnosis of 
heart disorders.
We also discuss three EBL revising learners which use a propositional theory. This re­
stricted representation simplifies some aspects of revision. Hamakawa’s [1991] THEORY 
REFINEMENT ALGORITHM (t r a ) is presented only in broad outline and ignores many 
of the difficult problems of induction encountered by its approach. On the other hand, 
Cain’s [1991] DUCTOR and Mooney and Ourston’s [1991] EITHER are well-developed 
systems.
There are also a number of relational revising learners of the EBL framework. OCCAM 
[Pazzani 1989] is a relational revising learner which is also concerned with correcting 
a “compiled” theory to reflect changes made in the underlying “domain” theory. We 
consider only its approach to revision of the domain theory. COAST [Rajamoney 1989] 
is a revising learner for theories represented using Qualitative Process Theory [Forbus 
1984] with an EBL approach. The work focuses on identifying and using exemplars as 
case histories for choosing between alternative revision hypotheses.
4.4 .2  O perator p lan nin g
A number of revising learners are concerned with incrementally revising theories of 
operators. The theories describe the preconditions and postconditions of operators 
that can be used to achieve planning goals. Although these systems do not use logic 
programs as their representation, their representations could be translated to normal 
logic programs.
Typically, these learners make EBL assumptions, that is, some finite set of concepts 
are considered to be defined by indisputable ground facts, and all other concepts are 
defined in terms of these.
Active revision of a relational knowledge of operators and inference rules is performed 
by the PRODIGY system [Carbonell and Gil 1987, Minton, Carbonell, Knoblock, Kuokka, 
Etzioni and Gil 1990, Carbonell and Gil 1990, Gil 1991].
The ENTROPY REDUCTION ENGINE (e r e ) [Kedar, Bresina and Dent 1991] makes EBL 
assumptions and uses an additional declarative partial model of the domain, “domain
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constrain ts” to  revise a relational theory representation of operators.
TL [Hayes-Roth 1983] uses a heuristic approach to  correct errors in its relational theory 
representation of operators and inference rules. Some of the  revision techniques deal 
w ith correcting knowledge which is logically inconsistent: we ignore these techniques 
because we assume a consistent theory.
4.4 .3  Science
The problem  of theory revision has been addressed in work on the philosophy of science 
for m any years. Popper [1969a] acknowledges the vital role of errors in the  acquisition 
of knowledge, including scientific knowledge. His theory justifies a tria l-and-error ap ­
proach to science, and dem ands th a t science properly proceed by a ttem p ting  to  dis­
cover counter-examples to hypotheses. The source of hypotheses is not im portan t, bu t 
of those which can explain observations, those which make im probable (w ith respect 
to o ther knowledge) and testable predictions should be preferred. From th is work we 
derive the necessity to endow an incremental learner w ith the ability  to ask questions 
(or to perform  experim ents).
K uhn [1970] identified two forms of revision in scientific theories: m inor corrections of 
“norm al science” and m ajor revolutions of “paradigm  sh ift” periods. Shapiro [1981] 
believes th a t the  revolutions require a change in the language of hypotheses, th a t  is, a 
capability for constructive induction.
There are several learners which use this scientific scenario to investigate theory  revi­
sion.
A relational revising learner called ABE [O’Rorke, M orris and Schulenburg 1989] is 
claimed by its authors to  be capable of “world model revision” ra th e r th an  “routine 
theory revision” . However there is no mechanism for determ ining which form of revi­
sion is more appropriate for some input, nor is there any capability for constructive 
induction. Like COAST, the theory is expressed with relational Q ualitative Process 
Theory, and the m ethod is illustrated  by modelling the Chemical Revolution of the 
18th century.
K ekada  [Kulkarni and Simon 1989] is also an active learner which a ttem p ts  to  discover 
scientific hypotheses to explain observed chemical reactions. It a ttem p ts  to  m odel the 
behaviour of an experim ental scientist by applying heuristic strategies derived from 
observation of hum an scientists. Many of the heuristics are strongly dom ain-dependent 
and, because the revision process is tightly  integrated w ith  o ther aspects of the  system  
(such as generating goals and m aking decisions) it is difficult to  com pare the  revision 
techniques w ith other revision systems. We note here th a t  the strategies “divide and 
conquer” and “determ ine if all the independent entities are necessary to  produce the 
surprising phenom ena” are similar respectively to the  missing answer diagnosis and 
delete antecedents generalization techniques of other revising learners.
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4.5  A p p roach es to  R ev ision  P rob lem s
In th is section a range of approaches to  the m ain aspects of learning by theory revision 
is presented. We discuss approaches to diagnosis, generalization and specialization 
which are im plem ented in the  learners introduced in previous sections.
4.5 .1  D iagnosis
W hat should an inductive learner do when it observes a failing example? It could dis­
card the  entire theory it has developed to date and recommence learning from scratch. 
It could assume th a t the example is an isolated anomaly and m inimally correct its 
theory  to  account for it. A lternatively, it could analyse its theory to detect the reason 
for the  fau lt and then  a ttem p t to learn from the mistake.
M any revising learners including KRUST, TRA, FORTE, DUCTOR, SEEK, KARDIO and 
COAST make little distinction between diagnosis and error correction, assigning blame 
to  particu lar parts  of the program  according to the neatness w ith which they can be 
fixed. T his neatness is typically m easured by preference for improvements in accuracy 
over a  large example set, preference for using certain revision operators, preference 
for the  syntactic form of the  revised theory or preference for accuracy over specially 
selected examples. Often these preferences are exhibited as strong assum ptions about 
the  n a tu re  of the error. For example, the assum ption th a t there is only one atom  
missing th a t  would enable a successful proof is made by OCCAM, AUDREY and PROHC.
Some ba tch  learners, including m p l , e i t h e r , Au d r e y , t r a  and SEEK prefer to  assume 
a clause as false if it is used in a large num ber of proofs of failing negative examples.
O ther learners, including ERE and, in some circumstances, PRODIGY and CLINT, assume 
th a t  an error is due to the definition of the concept of a failing example. This is 
a reasonable assum ption for single concept learners and, in some cases, for learners 
of operators, bu t does not generally hold. It is an especially poor assum ption when 
learning m ultiple concepts w ith the aid of background knowledge which has been learnt 
the  same way.
C ontradiction backtracing is used in a  simple restricted form by PRODIGY, and also 
more generally by TEIRESIAS, MIS and CLINT. Missing answer diagnosis is used by 
TEIRESIAS and MIS.
4 .5 .2  G eneralization
Some revising learners do not generalize. Having diagnosed a missing atom , the cor­
responding unit clause or a  covering clause given by the oracle is simply added to the 
theory. This is the approach taken by TEIRESIAS, ABE, and KARDIO. The atom  is not 
always known to be true  so in a  sense some inductive learning is achieved.
A more commonly used approach is to generate or select a starting  clause, and then
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to generalize th a t clause. The starting  clause may be the example itself, a  diagnosed 
missing atom , or some existing clause which is assum ed to  require generalization in 
order to cover the missing atom .
M any generalization operators apply only to non-unit clauses, in which case a s ta r t ­
ing clause m ust be non-unit. The diagnosed missing atom  (or the  unit example itself) 
forms the head of the clause and some relevant literals comprise the  body. The problem  
of determ ining relevance for th is purpose was noted by Plotkin  [1971b] bu t left u n an ­
swered. It is called the situation-identification problem by C harniak and M cD erm ott 
[1986].
4 .5 .2 .1  R elevan ce
It is common practice (and necessary) for propositional learners such as DUCTOR, 
KRUST, OCCAM, TRA, TEIRESIAS, SEEK and EITHER to  expect the  relevant facts to 
be associated w ith an example in the input. T h a t is, the  burden of identifying rele­
vance is placed on the teacher or environm ent. Unusually for relational learners, FORTE 
and COAST also work in this way. The relational increm ental learner MARVIN collects 
the relevant facts in a dialogue between the learner and a teacher. For all these learners 
relevant facts are deemed to be those associated with the example in input. Som etim es 
the generalization technique also supports the consideration of any facts th a t can be 
derived from the given facts using the current theory as background knowledge.
PRODIGY partitions operator concepts into observational ones and derived ones. The 
relevant facts associated w ith an example for learning are all th e  observational facts 
known to be true  in the environm ent a t the tim e of the example. This technique 
assumes th a t relevance is determ ined by the environm ent. The learners of opera to r 
theories TL and ERE do similarly.
O ther learners assume th a t relevant facts m ust be selected from those already tru e  in 
the theory as background knowledge. One technique for doing th is is based on least 
general generalization such as is used by GOLEM and another is the closely rela ted  
saturation  operator [Rouveirol 1991b]. Essentially these techniques suggest th a t  every 
true atom  of the theory is relevant. Some atom s may be discarded by m aking certain  
syntactic simplifications or assuming th a t two or more examples of a concept are to  be 
covered by the same clause. The difficulties w ith the technique stem  prim arily  from 
the typically large num ber of facts in the theory, and hence a very large constructed  
clause.
The technique used by CLINT is closely related. All facts of the  growing theory  are 
deemed relevant, bu t a predefined ordering of syntactic restrictions is used to  prefer 
certain  subsets of the facts over others. A larger subset is used only when it is shown 
th a t a smaller subset is not satisfactory.
A nother technique used, for example, in FORTE, assumes th a t  all the relevant facts are 
transitively connected [Plotkin 1971b, Vere 1977, Richards and M ooney 1992] to  the  
example in a graph of atom s which are connected when they  share term s. The length
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of the connection pa th  may also be limited. This assum ption sacrifices completeness 
for a  more restricted  notion of relevance which is often sufficient.
4 .5 .2 .2  G en era liza tio n  op era tors
M any learners, including KRUST, TRA, FORTE, ERE, OCCAM, DUCTOR, SEEK, TL, AU­
DREY, EITHER and PROHC, use heuristic techniques to select one of an available set of 
generalization operators. These include adding a missing atom , least general general­
ization of the missing atom  and a background clause or another missing atom , inverse 
resolution operators (identification and absorption), and deleting antecedents from a 
clause. These learners differ mainly in the range of operators they consider and the 
heuristic functions they use to select one. Some learners, including KARDIO, TRA, EI­
THER, and PROHC, incorporate well-known single-concept batch learning techniques to 
induce rules to  cover a  large num ber of missing atom s of the same concept. MPL uses a 
variant of f o il ’s technique to add literals one at a tim e to the body of an increasingly 
specialized covering clause with an interesting twist: the predicate a t the head of the 
clause is not determ ined until the  body of the clause is complete.
MIS does n ot generalize: it works through an enum eration  of th e clauses in th e prede­
fined language, adding any w hich m inim ally  specialize an earlier rem oved clause and  
w hich  cover th e  m issing atom .
CLINT successively  d eletes antecedents from  a least general covering clause (o f a re­
str icted  syn tactic  form ) until a su itab le  hypothesis is found, or if necessary successively  
relaxes constra in ts on the language o f the covering clause.
4.5 .3  Sp ecia lization
The m ajor difficulty w ith specialization is m anaging to avoid over-specialization and 
so uncovering some true facts.
M any learners use a  simple approach to  specialization: they always remove a clause 
believed to be false. These learners, including MIS, KARDIO, AUDREY, ABE, MPL, and 
CLINT, focus their efforts on generalization: any true atom  uncovered by specialization 
is learnt again as input to generalization. This approach means th a t it is easy to achieve 
completeness by having a complete generalization technique, bu t it is wasteful of bo th  
the resources (and justifications) for originally constructing the clause which is removed 
and the u tility  of the clause for achieving other goals. It also required the learner to 
keep a record of all the examples it observes.
O ther learners, including TEIRESIAS, EITHER, FORTE, TRA, DUCTOR, TL, SEEK, KRUST, 
ERE, COAST, and PRODIGY, use heuristic techniques to select one of a num ber of spe­
cialization techniques available to  them . These techniques include removing blam ed 
clauses and adding some antecedents to blamed clauses. The antecedents to add are 
chosen from the antecedents of examples, those derivable from the antecedents of ex­
amples, by asking the oracle, or by experim entation.
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Another simple technique for specialization is used by KARDIO,  depending on the mode 
of operation. Ground facts are collected as exceptions to clauses and a simplified 
SLDNF-refutation inferencing procedure is used. As pointed out by Ling [1991], any 
learner for which this is the only way of specializing a false clause cannot identify in 
the limit.
4.6 The AGM Logic of B elief Revision
A theory of rational changes of belief that we call AGM logic has been developed 
primarily by Alchourron, Gärdenfors and Makinson [Gärdenfors 1988]. A substantial 
and growing body of literature deals with this model of theory revision which is closely 
related to the study of non-monotonic logics. It is concerned with providing a logical 
model for the theory revision which should rationally occur in response to a single 
observational sentence. In our model this corresponds to incremental learning. But, 
as noted by Gärdenfors the theory is not intended for modelling the belief changes of 
inductive learners.
In the AGM logic a theory, representing knowledge or beliefs, is a set of propositional 
statements closed under a consequence relation with certain properties. The theory 
describes an epistemic attitude to any sentence expressed in the language of observation. 
Any observational sentence is either accepted (is in the theory), rejected (its negation is 
accepted) or indeterminate (neither the sentence nor its negation is in the theory). In 
contrast, the concept learning approach typically supports only two epistemic attitudes: 
acceptance and rejection.
The Gärdenfors revision postulates prescribe constraints on the revision function by 
which a theory is updated to account for new observations. The postulates are moti­
vated by a criterion of minimal change that is expressed as the conservativity principle:
When changing beliefs in response to new evidence, you should continue to believe 
as many of the old beliefs as possible.
Although the revision postulates are concerned with three revision functions, they are 
reducible to a single function, contraction by which a sentence previously accepted 
in the theory becomes indeterminate. The contraction functions which minimise the 
change to a theory, according to the conservativity principle, are called maxichoice 
functions. Any contraction function of this class is distinguished by a preference partial 
ordering on theories based on the notion of epistemic entrenchment.
Maxichoice revisions are rejected because they generate revisions that are too big. It 
is shown that any theory K thus revised is maximal, that is, for all propositions A 
either A £ 1C or ~A E YC . This criticism is applied by Wrobel [1993] to the so-called 
non-monotonic learning recommendations of Bain and Muggleton [1990], underlying 
specialization by invention of exception predicates. However, the criticism is not rele­
vant to the ILP model of knowledge because theories already have this property prior 
to revision due to the closed world assumption.
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In our ILP model of learning a maxichoice revision function has a more serious draw­
back. In response to a new example contradicting the theory it would add a positive 
example as a un it clause or a negative example as an exception to  a clause which covers 
it. Indeed, the conservativity principle conflicts with the aim  of learners to  construct 
theory  representations which have more consequences than  ju st the observed examples. 
It even prevents a learner from learning a correct theory when the target is infinite. 
However, learners sometimes assume th a t revising for a failing positive example should 
be inductive and prom pt generalization bu t th a t revising for a failing negative exam ­
ple, th a t is specialization, should be minimal. For these systems, the AGM approach 
to  revision for negative examples is appropriate and sometimes approxim ately used. 
We shall see th a t Minerva also takes th is approach when there is insufficient tim e to 
examine b e tte r  alternatives.
The AGM model justifies the im portance of the notion of epistemic entrenchm ent, 
which is based on the u tility  or inform ational power of a sentence in a theory. The 
entrenchm ent of a sentence (or clause) is not the same as the believed probability of 
the  sentence’s correctness, ra ther it assumes th a t some inform ation is more im portan t 
or more useful than  other information. Gärdenfors identifies a m ajor paradigm  shift or 
a scientific revolution [Kuhn 1970] w ith a radical change on the ordering of epistemic 
entrenchm ent in a theory.
There is a  correspondence between the epistemic entrenchm ent of sentences in a theory 
of the  AGM model and heuristics determ ining a revision function on a corresponding 
theory  representation as a  program  [Nayak, Pagnucco, Foo and Kwok 1995]. This ju s­
tifies the use of heuristic measures of clause value in revising learners. It is in terpreted  
in  M inerva  as an evaluation of clausal hypotheses based on bo th  cover and complexity.
5T he L earn ing  A lgorithm
5.1 In trod u ction
This chapter describes Minerva, an algorithm  designed to achieve autonom ous learning 
by increm ental induction and revision. The chapter commences with a strategic ou t­
line noting the assum ptions m ade in the design of M inerva, followed by a procedural 
description of the top level algorithm , providing a framework for the integration of the 
learning components. The first learning com ponent, the  revision procedure incorporat­
ing generalization and specialization is described b u t details about generalization are 
left to chapters 6 and 9. Four inter-dependent lower-level com ponents of MINERVA—  
in terpreta tion , diagnosis, experim entation, and redundancy detection — are discussed 
in detail, together w ith schematic code descriptions of their im plem entation.
5.2 D esign  P rincip les
5.2.1 S trategy  outline
M inerva is a  learning algorithm  designed for em bedding in an inform ation-processing 
centre of an intelligent agent. Learning goals are generated elsewhere in the agent and 
com m unicated to the learner by the simple mechanism  of symbolic examples which 
prom pt revision of the learner’s program.
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5 .2 .1 .1  Q u estion s
M in e r v a ’s task  is to learn as much as it can from any example presented to it. This 
involves an intensive analysis of the example coupled with question-asking for more in­
form ation. Assuming th a t question-asking is a time-consuming process for the learner, 
it m ust be done in an intelligent way to  minimise the num ber of questions and to get 
the most informative results from them . The questions asked m ust be reasonable for 
the environm ent to answer. The language of questions should therefore be the same as 
the language of examples. Questions phrased in language term s known only internally 
to the  agent are not permissible.
5 .2 .1 .2  In terru p tio n
At some point the agent embedded in an environm ent m ust in terrup t the  learning pro­
cess to  a tten d  to o ther needs. So th a t we do not need to incorporate goal generation 
into the learning model, it is assum ed th a t the in terruption is unpredictable and be­
comes apparent to the learner w ithout prior warning. W hen in terrup ted  the learner 
can only take the m inimal necessary tim e to save state . Because of the possibility of 
in terruption  a t all tim es during learning MINERVA m ust follow a strategy of taking 
action which seems m ost likely to  provide the best improvement in the theory in the 
short term , while aiming to make the best improvement in the theory in the long term  if 
sufficient tim e is made available. This requirem ent suggests a best-first search strategy  
for revisions, informed by a heuristic m etric of goodness. The m etric should allow for 
comparison of alternative revisions which may be a t different stages of investigation 
and development.
5 .2 .1 .3  S ta te  m em ory
W hen in terrupted , the learning sta te  is saved only by im m ediately applying the re­
vision which is considered best a t the tim e of in terruption. No record is kept of the 
justification for the chosen revision nor of the alternative revisions which m ight have 
been made were more tim e available. Although this might seem to be an unfortunate  
waste of useful inform ation, the approach is m erited by its simplicity and space econ­
omy. Only the theory representation and a small num ber of additional facts are stored 
between presentation of examples. The approach is justified by assuming th a t  a  goal- 
generation com ponent of the learning agent could periodically inspect the progress of 
the learner and allow it to continue working until satisfied w ith the revision proposed. 
Alternatively, if there is an externally-generated in terruption in the  m ean-tim e, the 
present learning problem  is assumed to be less im portan t than  other dem ands for the 
resources of the  agent. If necessary, shortcomings of the best revision a t the tim e 
may be corrected a t a later tim e by presentation of another illustrative example to  the 
learner.
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5 .2 .1 .4  S h ort-term  fact m em ory
As well as the program  representing the current theory, M inerva m aintains a short­
term  facts database. The facts database comprises a small set of true ground literals — 
classified true and false atom s. The facts are collected as input examples or questions 
and their answers.
MINERVA is a  long-lived learner gradually learning a potentially infinite theory, so there 
may be a large or unbounded num ber of such facts made available to  M inerva. As 
M inerva learns, its theory should approach the target, w ith the program  representing 
the theory in a more compact and predictive form than  any set of ground literals. If 
M inerva is learning well, the facts should all be true in the theory.
The facts database is used solely to reduce the num ber of questions asked in diagnosis 
and experim entation and does not affect learning performance in other ways. Therefore 
a simple im plem entation of the facts database having a predefined fixed size and a first- 
in-first-out space allocation scheme is sufficient. Because in practice target dom ains 
often exhibit an uneven distribution of positive and negative examples in inpu t, the 
finite memory space is partitioned into spaces each for positive and negative literals, 
each lim ited by an upper bound on the num ber of such literals stored. The bounds are 
param eters to  MINERVA, adjusted according to preference. B ut learning perform ance is 
not sensitive to their values except to the extent th a t higher values usually reduce the 
num ber of questions asked by M inerva as the facts database can more often supply 
the answer.
5 .2 .1 .5  O p tim ism
During learning Minerva assumes th a t the current theory is correct everywhere ex­
cept where an error is dem onstrated by facts. This assum ption respects the  original 
reasons for the assimilation of clauses into the program , w ithout requiring access to 
those reasons. The assum ption reduces the num ber of questions which m ight otherwise 
be asked in diagnosis and testing of revision hypotheses. For example, if an input 
example dem onstrates an error in the theory, an alternative diagnostic approach could 
ask questions to  verify every atom  of the theory. Nevertheless, a  compromise is made 
between the aim  to avoid re-visiting existing parts of the program  and adm itting  th a t 
everything could be wrong. This compromise aims to give weight to the  value of ex­
isting knowledge and even the structure  of the existing program  while adm itting  the 
possibility of error in them . In practice, this means th a t an inductive hypothesis is 
evaluated by its cover w ith respect to the current program  ra ther th an  the target, and 
th a t a clause is only removed from the program  when every atom  it covers is either 
refuted or covered in some other way.
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5.2.1.6 Accuracy
There is no provision for error in observed examples or answers to  questions. It is 
assumed th a t  the environm ent is completely accurate and th a t tru th  does not vary 
over tim e. In practice, though, M inerva’s learning behaviour can tolerate inaccuracies 
and tim e-varying tru th  because of its revision strategy and short-term  fact memory. 
If an example contradicts the facts database it is ignored. An example which does 
not correspond to any fact of the  database is trea ted  as a new fact and revision is 
prom pted only if it contradicts the theory. If a question is answered inaccurately 
then th a t inaccurate answer is regarded as the tru th  for diagnosis and evaluation of 
hypotheses, bu t the revision mechanisms allow for odd exceptions to a  generally useful 
rule and so revised hypotheses are not unduly affected by small num bers of errors.
5.2.2 R ed u n d an cy
Because of the  learning s tra tegy’s focus on individual examples as they are presented 
and on best increm ental changes to the program, the structu re  of the program  rep­
resenting the current theory can become unnecessarily complex. From tim e to tim e 
Minerva takes a break from other tasks to work on internal representational changes 
to the program . This procedure, called sleep, is done quietly, w ithout asking questions. 
The tim es a t which the learner sleeps are dictated  externally, as is the am ount of tim e 
available for the sleep. Regular sleep is not m andatory for learning, bu t we would 
expect learning performance to improve when opportunities for sleep are available.
5.2.3 T h e top -level algorithm
Figure 5.1 describes the  outerm ost flow of control in MINERVA in a  procedural notation. 
MINERVA commences w ith an initial program  P and an initial fact database F provided 
externally. These would usually be empty. In succeeding code figures, the current 
program  P and fact database F are treated  as global variables and are not declared in 
the code fragm ents. Although changes to P in the code are explicitly noted, changes 
to F are not. Actually, F is updated  whenever an example is observed or a question 
answered.
Input to the  learner is a sequence of commands. Most of these comm ands would be 
positive or negative examples from which Minerva is to learn. Interleaved, there could 
also be other control commands. Most of these are for inspection of the current sta te  
of M inerva and the program  bu t one command is im portant to  learning: the sleep 
comm and instructs M inerva to sleep until in terrupted.
Im m ediately an example is observed by MINERVA there is potential for surprising in ter­
ruption. The first task of M inerva is to  check whether or not the example is provable 
w ith the current program . If it is, the example is simply recorded in the  facts database 
and the learner awaits the next command.
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input parameters
P: program /* usually {} */ 
F: facts database /* usually {} */
var
R: revision 
C: command
begin repeat forever 
C := read 
case C 
example: 
par-begin 
R := null
while not (P h C) do 
P := assimilate(R,P)
R := best-revision(C,P)
endwhile
[]
wait-for-interrupt
break
par-end
P := assimilate(R,P) 
sleep:
P := sleep(P) 
other:
other-command(C,P,F)
endcase
end repeat forever
N.B. The p a r -b e g in ,  [], p a r - e n d  notation delineates sections of code executed in 
parallel. Every section term inates whenever any one section term inates.
F igure 5.1: Top level algorithm
If an example is not provable then M inerva proceeds to search for suitable revisions to 
the theory. Often the search for a revision poses questions. The answers are recorded in 
the facts database for future reference and im m ediately used to  direct the  search. W hen 
the search term inates the  chosen revision is assim ilated into the theory. Sometimes the 
chosen revision, although fixing an error, is not sufficient to make the example provable, 
in which case another revision is sought. Otherwise, MINERVA ju s t idly awaits the  next 
comm and. Often the search is term inated  prem aturely by an in terruption , in which 
case M inerva im m ediately assimilates the best satisfactory revision of the tim e and 
awaits the next comm and.
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5.3 R ev ision
The m ajor work of M inerva lies in the revision procedure, described in figure 5.2. 
The revision procedure firstly makes a diagnosis, which is either a false clause and a 
substitu tion  giving a false atom  covered by the clause, or a true atom  not covered by 
any clause in the  program . M inerva then proceeds to determ ine a suitable revision. 
A revision is a pair composed of some clauses in the program  m arked for retraction  and 
some new clauses for assertion.
W hen a false clause is diagnosed, heuristic criteria are used to  decide whether to  re­
move the clause and replace it by an equivalent set of unit clauses or, alternatively, to 
specialize the clause by adding a negative literal about an exception predicate to the 
clause and subsequently generalizing the definition of the exception predicate. W hen an 
uncovered atom  of an exception predicate is diagnosed then  the same heuristic criteria  
determ ine w hether to remove the clause to which it is an exception and replace it by its 
true  exclusive cover or, alternatively, to generalize the exception predicate definition. 
The heuristic criteria  are detailed in chapter 6. On the other hand, if a diagnosed 
uncovered atom  is about an observational predicate then  it is always generalized.
5.3.1 S p ecia lization  by excep tion
A false atom  may be excluded from the theory of M inerva either by removing a 
covering false clause and adopting unit clauses to cover each of the true atom s covered 
by the clause, or by excepting the clause. In M inerva negative literals are introduced 
to  the body of a clause only to describe exceptions to clauses. The exceptions are 
discovered by diagnosis or by experim entation as described later in this chapter. Notice 
th a t exceptions are defined w ith respect to the current theory, not to the target.
D efin itio n  5.1 (E x c e p tio n ) Let C be a normal clause and P  be a normal program. 
I f  C covers an atom A  with respect to P  although A  is false, then A  is an exception to
C.
Exceptions are excluded from the cover of a  clause in MINERVA by including a single 
negative literal about an exception predicate in the body of the clause. The definition of 
the  exception predicate is generalized to cover the atom  corresponding to the exception. 
Negative antecedents are used only to exclude exceptions in M inerva’s programs: there 
are no other negative literals in clause bodies. Furtherm ore, atom s about exception 
predicates occur in the body of a t most one clause of a program  — in a negative literal.
The predicate symbol of an exception predicate is an invented predicate. It is invented 
internally and cannot occur in the language of observation. Any other predicate symbol 
in a program  is called by contrast an observational predicate. The argum ents of the 
negative literal occurrence of an exception predicate are identical to the argum ents of 
the atom  which forms the head of the clause in which it occurs. Furtherm ore clauses
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procedure best-revision 
input parameters
Ex: fact /* not P b Ex */
P : program 
output parameters 
Revision: revision 
var
Diag: diagnosis 
C, C: clause 
Q :  substitution 
A: atom 
H: set of clause 
begin
Revision := null 
Diag := diagnose(Ex) 
if Diag =  “(C0) is a false clause” then 
Revision := decide-fault(C#©,C) 
if Revision = “make an exception" then 
A, C  := invent-exception-predicate(C,0)
H := best-generalization(A)
Revision := “assert H U {C} and retract {C}” 
endif
else-if Diag = “(A) is an uncovered atom" then 
if A is about an exception predicate then 
C:= clause 6 P s.t. A excepts C 
Revision := decide-fault(A,C) 
if Revision =  “make an exception" then 
H := best-generalization(A)
Revision := “assert H” 
endif 
else
/* A is an observational atom */
H:= best-generalization(A)
Revision := “assert H“
endif
endif
end
Figure 5.2: Procedure best-revision
defining exception predicates are themselves definite clauses, allowing no negative lit­
erals in their body. We shall see later that this very limited form of predicate invention 
offers advantages for incremental program revision for Minerva, especially when time 
is short, but enables judicious diagnosis and generalization of invented predicates.
D efin ition  5.2 (E xception  predicate, excepted  clause) Let C be a definite non­
unit clause p ( t i , .. C i , . . . ,  Cn where p is a predicate symbol of arity m in the
language of observation and are terms. Then C  is excepted by replacing it
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by an excepted clause C  given by p ( t \ , . . .tm)<—C i , . . . ,  CTl, ~ p c  ( t \ , .. .tTn), where p c  o f 
arity m  is an exception predicate for C ', and pc  occurs in the body o f no other clause 
and can never occur in the language of observation. Every clause in the definition of 
p c  excepts C .
E x a m p le  5.1 (E x c e p tio n  p re d ic a te )  Consider the program:
m other(kim , kate)<r- 
married(bill, k im )i— 
father® (bill, kate) «—
father(X ,Y)<— m arried(X ,Z), m other(Z ,Y ), ~  father® (X ,Y )
Then fa th e r 0 is an exception predicate and the clause f  ather® (bill, kate)<r- excepts the 
excepted clause fa th e r (X , Y)<—m a rried (X , Z ), m o ther(Z , Y ), ~  father® (X , V). □
Although an exception predicate occurs only once as a negative antecedent, there may 
be any num ber of clauses in which it occurs as the predicate of the head. Note th a t 
excepting an allowed clause results in another allowed clause.
5.3 .2  G eneralization
If tim e is available, having diagnosed and excepted a clause, or having diagnosed a 
missing observational atom , M inerva carries on to search for a generalization of the 
atom . The generalization procedure employs the basic mechanisms of flattening (def­
inition 3.6), absorption (definition 3.4) and restriction (definition 3.5). The particu lar 
form of absorption, called f-absorption , is developed, defined and analysed in chapter 
9; for the m oment we can describe it as most general absorption working in the flat 
representation. F-absorption is applied iteratively — the ou tpu t of one application 
becomes the input clause for another — to eventually generate a  set comprising alm ost 
every clause th a t is more general than  the initial missing atom.
The procedure works like this. Beginning with an atom  th a t is covered by no clause in 
the current program , it is flattened it to yield a  non-unit clause and considered to be 
the first candidate hypothesis. Regarding a candidate hypothesis as an input clause, 
a background clause from the program  is selected. Any negative literals are deleted 
from the clause and it is flattened. Then, for each suitable substitu tion , f-absorption 
is applied. A record of the full set of optional atom s is attached to  the clause and 
the new clause is included in the set of candidate hypotheses. Iteratively a hypothesis 
is selected from the set and restricted using the optional literals (until exhausted) 
to  create other hypotheses which are also included in the set. Moreover, subject to 
experim ental confirmation, the selected hypothesis is paired with a suitable flattened 
background clause and f-absorption is applied again. As it is generated, each clause is 
com pared w ith those already generated and discarded if duplicated.
Each clause in the hypothesis set, except those th a t fail a num ber of syntactical con­
stra in ts is a candidate for unflattening and then  assim ilation into the  program  as an
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inductive hypothesis to  cover the initial atom . The syntactical constraints are identified 
in section 6.5.3.
W hile building up the hypothesis space a heuristic measure is used to  determ ine the 
allocation of resources to the incremental generation of the hypothesis set. It de ter­
mines which hypothesis in the set should be developed further in the next step and 
w hether th a t  should be by f-absorption, restriction, or experim entation. It also sup­
ports exception predicate invention to manage errors in the background program  during 
generalization. Of the hypotheses in the set it determines which is eventually assimi­
lated into the  program . The use of the heuristic to achieve these goals in MINERVA is 
described in chapter 6.
5.4  In terp retin g  a P rogram
The theory of MINERVA is internally represented as a program  and an interpreter is 
used to  determ ine the corresponding theory. W hen M inerva  observes an example the 
in terpreter acting on the program  determ ines whether the example is already provable, 
or included in the  theory. In terpreta tion  of the program  is also vital for error diagnosis, 
evaluation of a hypothesis by determ ining its effect on the theory, and recognition of 
redundant clauses which may be removed.
The natu ral and custom ary choice for a logic program  in terpreter is one of the SLD- 
refutation or SLD N F-refutation procedures. These are the efficient, well-understood 
in terpreters for PROLOG. Most ILP learners use an SLD-refutation procedure w ith 
a com putation rule which always selects the leftmost atom  in a goal together w ith 
a depth-first search rule, trying clauses in the program  in the fixed order in which 
they appear: the  “s tan d ard ” definite PROLOG interpreter. It is supplem ented w ith 
the negation as failure rule to  give an SLD NF-refutation procedure b u t, for m ost ILP 
learners goals are evaluated with respect to definite program s so a simplified SLDNF- 
refutation procedure is sufficient. M in er v a  learns normal program s, requiring a more 
sophisticated in terpreter.
For M in er v a  we prefer to keep w ithin the conventional class of norm al program s and 
to  make use of the efficient and well-studied interpreters based on SLDNF-resolution. 
We have shown in section 3.6.2 th a t there is no standard  in terpreter which is sound 
and complete, guarantees term ination and does not overly restric t the language of the 
theory representation.
In compromise then , we opt for a pragm atic approach sim ultaneously incorporating 
m any of the  partial solutions of the literature. It is descriptively complex bu t simply 
im plem ented and dem onstrates in practice m any of the best advantages w ithout suf­
fering unduly from the  disadvantages of other interpreters. It depends on assum ptions 
about the s truc tu re  of program s and goals to be interpreted: first we describe the 
language of program s of MINERVA.
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5.4 .1  T h e language o f program s
M inerva learns normal clauses with function symbols. To enable successful in terpre­
ta tio n  of program s made up of such clauses, the clauses are restricted  in the following 
ways.
A llo w ed n ess
Clauses are allowed (definition 3.12). As we shall see, this has the consequence th a t all 
in itial goals required for in terpretation  in MINERVA are also allowed. Each clause has 
a t m ost one negative literal. Because the clauses are allowed and any negative literal is 
always rightm ost in the clause, the standard  leftmost com putation rule is safe — there 
is no need to implem ent a delaying com putation rule to prevent floundering.
S e lf-recu rsio n
There is a t m ost one self-recursive literal in each clause: an antecedent about the  same 
predicate as the clause itself. Further, although it does not affect the expressive ability 
of the  language, this literal is constrained to occur as the rightm ost positive literal in a 
clause. T his goes some way towards making the program  cycle-restricted because the 
m ost obvious predicate on which the predicate of the head depends — itself — can 
only occur according to the cycle-restricted constraint (see section 3.6.2.1).
Furtherm ore a self-recursive antecedent in a clause may not introduce a new variable 
into the clause, th a t is, its variables m ust also occur in other antecedents or the head of 
the  clause. This restriction makes the clause partially  nvi (definition 3.15), w ith regard 
to  the particularly  problem atic self-recursive literals. W ithout this constrain t, M in­
erva tends to favour clauses which violate it and non-term ination impedes successful 
learning in practice. Note however, th a t in general clauses may be non -nvi.
T erm  e m b e d d in g  b o u n d
The language of M inerva also imposes a constraint on the occurrence of function 
symbols in a  clause: the term  embedding (definition 3.17) of every variable in the  head 
of the  clause exceeds or equals the maximum term  embedding of the same variable in 
the  positive antecedents of the clause. This term  embedding bound aims to address the 
problem  of divergent inference (see section 3.6.2.2) th a t frequently arises in practice 
in M inerva in the absence of the bound. Although this restriction is inspired by the 
observations of Sm ith et al. [1986] and De Raedt [1992] presented in section 3.6.2.2, it is 
a  quite different solution to th a t which they suggest. It is similar to the restriction of De 
R aedt [1992] bu t it perm its non -nvi clauses and does not depend on a forward-chaining 
in terp reter.
This term  em bedding bound does not guarantee term ination of an in terpreter in the  way
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the alternatives can. B ut it does prevent a troublesom e clause such as n((X)<— n ( s ( X ) )  
from occurring in the program  while perm itting  a clause such as n(s(X))<r-n(X) .
N egative litera ls
If a negative literal occurs in a clause then  it is about an exception predicate, occurring 
in the body of no other clause. The argum ents of the negative literal are identical to 
the argum ents of the atom  in the head of the clause, as th is is sufficient to  achieve its 
intended purpose to exclude exceptions. The clauses defining the predicate symbol of 
the  literal are themselves definite clauses. Furtherm ore these clauses do not include 
any antecedent about the corresponding observational predicate symbol — such clauses 
are rarely useful inductive hypotheses.
These restrictions on the occurrence and definition of exception predicates are justified 
by the effect on diagnosis discussed later in section 5.5, b u t they also serve to alleviate 
the special difficulties for in terpretation  of recursive com plem entary literals in troduced 
in example 3.9. They do not prevent those difficulties, bu t in practice m ean th a t  they 
occur less often than  otherwise.
5.4.2 Interpreters
MINERVA employs two interpreters to  interpret program s of th is struc tu re , b o th  based 
on the standard  SLD NF-refutation procedure. The cover interpreter is used to  deter­
mine the  cover of a  hypothesis for evaluation and the  membership interpreter is used 
for all o ther purposes.
In m ost respects the interpreters are alike. Both interpreters im plem ent the standard , 
sound unification algorithm  including the occurs check. B oth in terpreters use the  s ta n ­
dard  com putation rule, always selecting the leftmost literal in a goal, b u t th is is a safe 
com putation rule for the program s of M in e r v a . The search rule of b o th  in terp reters 
uses the  standard  ordering rule, trying program  clauses in the  fixed order in which 
they occur in the program. Although th is is actually a tem poral ordering, it m ay be 
considered arb itrary  for in terpretation  purposes. The interpreters differ by the  search 
order of SLDNF-trees.
During the com putation, whenever a  ground atom  is selected, a t m ost one refu tation  
for th a t goal is explored. W hen any refutation is found, search of the sub-tree rooted 
a t the goal in which the atom  was selected is term inated. This reduces redundancy in 
the search, and so sometimes avoids searching infinite branches of SLDNF-trees. This 
idea was proposed by Sm ith et al. [1986] and is shown to be sound by them .
The in terpreters of MINERVA also employ the S I R m  loop check (definition 3.14), which 
is the strongest sound loop check of the m any analysed by Bol et al. [1991]. T he loop 
check is applied to SLD-derivations — those p arts  of an SLDNF-tree not involving 
selection of negative literals. It is not complete for the program s of MINERVA, even 
when there are only definite clauses. However, it can avoid m any non-term inating and
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redundant com putations th a t would otherwise occur.
Because the  loop check is not complete, to improve term ination properties a fixed 
depth  bound lim iting the length of derivations is also enforced. The dep th  bound 
check incorporates Stickel’s [1984] refinement m entioned in section 3.6.2.1: the search 
of a derivation is failed a t a step when the depth  bound is exceeded by the sum of the 
length of the  derivation to  th a t step and the num ber of literals in the goal a t the  step.
Because of the  S I R m  loop check this fixed bound can be greater th an  when a dep th  
bound is the  only precaution against non-term ination. The dep th  bound here is used 
as a catch-all for infinite or unbounded SLD-derivations not pruned by SIR m - The 
dep th  bound is defined by a param eter to Minerva.
B ut even the  dep th  bound does not guarantee term ination of the in terpreter in the 
presence of negative literals in clause bodies of the program . W henever a negative 
literal is selected, its com putation, or search for an SLD NF-refutation, is bounded by 
the same dep th  bound on the length of derivations as for the initial goal. If, during th a t 
search, a  negative literal is selected then the same initial depth  bound is imposed again. 
Therefore the  depth  bound does not always bound the search and it rem ains possible 
th a t the  com putation does not term inate. This will occur in cases of com plem entary 
literal goals like in example 3.9, although those particular program s violate Minerva’s 
constrain ts on the occurrence of negative antecedents.
The two in terpreters differ in respect of the search rule used. The m em bership in ter­
preter is used to determ ine whether a given ground literal is included in the theory 
or to find answers to non-ground goals in diagnosis and redundancy checking. It uses 
the standard  depth-first search rule, supplem ented by the loop check mechanism s de­
scribed. In schematic code fragments, use of the mem bership in terpreter for program  
P  and goal <r-G  to determ ine an answer 6 to {P  U <— G} is indicated by the notation  
P  h GO.
The cover interpreter is used to determ ine cover of an inductive hypothesis w ith respect 
to the curren t program . In this case answers to non-ground goals are sought and the 
determ ination  of answers in easiest-first, subsets is appropriate for the context in which 
hypotheses are evaluated. Therefore the cover in terpreter makes use of an iterative 
deepening search strategy, where the depth  increment is defined by a param eter to 
MINERVA. W henever a negative literal is selected by the cover in terpreter it is in tu rn  
in terpreted  by the m em bership in terpreter, thus avoiding boundary inconsistencies.
5.5 D iagn osis
A presentation of earlier work and a general description of the contradiction backtracing 
and missing answer diagnosis algorithms were given in section 3.7. In this section we 
describe how diagnosis is performed in Minerva, firstly by a general description coupled 
with schematic code figures, and then by a more detailed description of particular design 
points, identifying where further improvements could be made.
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procedure diagnose 
input parameters 
L: literal
output parameters
D: diagnosis 
Found: boolean
var
A: atom
Proof: proof tree 
C: clause
6, (f>: ground substitution
begin
Found := false 
if L is negative, ~  A then 
/* A is ground */
if not question(A) and there is a Proof for P h A then 
D:= false-clause(Proof)
Found := true
endif
else /* L is an atom, usually ground */
A:= L
while there is another 4> s.t. A(/> is ground and question(A</>) 
and not P h A(f> and not Found do 
while there is another clause C G P s.t. there is a 6 
s.t. A0 =  COq and not Found do 
Found, D := diagnose-conjunction(C#(g)) 
endwhile 
if not Found then
D := “(A</>) is an uncovered atom"
Found := true 
endif 
endwhile 
endif
if not Found then
D:= “there is no error”
end
F igu re 5.3: Missing answer diagnosis
Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 describe Minerva’s declarative diagnosis. Procedures diagnose 
and diagnose-conjunction implem ent missing answer diagnosis while procedure false- 
clause implem ents contradiction backtracing. C ontrary  to the  usual presentation they 
are described in a procedural notation because th is b e tte r  illustrates the search order 
— the m ajor point of variation in alternative forms of the algorithm s. The reader who 
prefers a PROLOG-like declarative trea tm ent is referred to the work cited in section 3.7.
In figure 5.3, diagnose is the top level procedure for declarative diagnosis, initially 
invoked with a param eter which is an example —  a true ground literal. W henever the
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procedure diagnose-conjunction
input parameters
S: sequence of literals S j . . -S|ength(S) 
output parameters 
D: diagnosis 
Found: boolean
var
i, j: index of clause literals 
9: substitution
begin
Found := false 
if empty(S) then
j:= 0
else
j:= least i in 1 .. .  length(S) s.t. there is no answer 9 to P h (S j , . . .,Sj) 9
endif
while j > 0 and not Found do
while there is another answer 9 to P h (S j ......Sj.^) 9 and not Found do
Found, D := diagnose(Sjfl)
endwhile
j := j - 1
endwhile
end
Figure 5.4: Missing answer diagnosis (continued)
literal is inconsistent w ith the theory the procedure sets the re tu rn  variable Found to 
true  and also re tu rns either an uncovered atom  or a false clause. W hen the literal is 
consistent w ith the theory Found is set to false and no error is diagnosed.
W hen the param eter is a negative literal for which the complement is bo th  false and 
provable, the  procedure false-clause is invoked to diagnose the error. Otherwise, when 
the  param eter is a  positive literal which is both  true and not provable, then  the body 
of each clause w ith a head which unifies w ith the literal is passed in tu rn  to  procedure 
diagnose-conjunction. The m atching clauses are tried in the order they appear in the 
program . If diagnose-conjunction fails to find an error in any m atching clause then  the 
true  and not provable param eter is the uncovered atom .
In diagnose-conjunction (figure 5.4) each literal of the conjunction is examined in turn; 
an instance of it passed recursively to diagnose. Procedure diagnose perform s be tte r 
when its param eter is ground, so the first literal examined is the rightm ost one for 
which there is an answer for the  conjunction of literals to its left. Each answer provides 
a possible b u t not provable instance of the failing literal: each instance is the subject of 
an invocation of procedure diagnose. If diagnose does not find an error in a literal of the 
conjunction, then  the literal to  its left is examined in the same way. If diagnose finds 
an error in one of the literals then  diagnose-conjunction returns successfully, setting
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procedure false-clause 
input parameters 
Proof: proof tree 
output parameters 
D: diagnosis 
var
Found: boolean 
Cj: literal 
A: atom 
begin
/* root(Proof) is a false atom provable by Proof tree */
Found := false
while there is another child, Cj, of root(Proof) and not Found do 
if Cj is a negative literal, ~  A then 
Found, D := diagnose(A) 
else /* Cj is an atom */ 
if not question(Cj) then 
D := false-clause(Cj)
Found:= true 
endif 
endif 
endwhile 
if not Found then
D := "(Root «— {Cj I Cj is a child of Root}) is a false clause”
end
F ig u re  5.5: C ontradiction  backtracing  diagnosis
Found to  true. If it finds no error in any literal of the  conjunction th en  it retu rns 
unsuccessfully, setting  Found to false.
Procedure false-clause in figure 5.5 is invoked w ith a param eter which is a  proof tree 
(definition 3.19) of an atom  known to  be false. The literals which are children of the 
atom  in the proof are examined in a left to right order until either an error is found 
in one of them  or there are no more. A negative literal is exam ined by a recursive 
invocation of diagnose on its complement, an atom . A positive literal is exam ined by a 
m em bership query, and, if it is false then  the proof sub-tree rooted there is recursively 
passed to  false-clause. If all children have been checked w ithout diagnosing an error 
then  the root of the proof param eter is a false atom  covered by the instance of the  false 
clause w ith the root as the head and its children comprising the body.
Declarative diagnosis plays an im portan t role in the learning of M INERVA, b u t the 
performance and question-efficiency of the diagnosis are not critical factors to  the  per­
formance of MINERVA as a whole. Some performance improvement th a t  could be gained 
in some circum stances is therefore given up in favour of the advantages of clarity and 
simplicity.
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Having given a skeletal description of diagnosis in M inerva , in the rem ainder of this 
section the  design decisions are justified and some additional details are fleshed out. 
The first-tim e reader m ight prefer to skip to section 5.6.
5.5.1 Q uestions
Frequently the procedures m ust verify some ground atoms. Procedure question firstly 
refers to the  facts database but if the answer cannot be found there a m em bership query 
is asked. The atom  and the answer are imm ediately stored in the facts database for 
fu ture reference. If procedure diagnose is invoked with a non-ground atom  param eter 
then  the facts database is used by question to find a true ground instance of the  atom  
if possible. B ut question can only access facts stored there — it cannot make queries 
to find other valid ground instances of the non-ground atom .
This is the  m ajor point of deviation of the missing answer diagnosis of M inerva from 
N aish’s [1992] n2. In n2 the 0 of procedure diagnose would be found by asking an 
instance query, prohibited in M inerva . MINERVA does not ask the question bu t instead 
trea ts  it as having been answered negatively. This circum stance arises when there is 
no answer for the non-ground atom  about which the question would have been asked, 
or when all answers have been tried  but did not lead to a diagnosis. By assum ing a 
negative answer, an uncovered atom  of the a tom ’s predicate or a predicate on which 
it depends may not be discovered. Instead, unless an error is diagnosed in a literal 
to the left of it, the procedures will determ ine th a t the corresponding instance of the 
corresponding clause head is an uncovered atom . This diagnosis could be in error: such 
an atom  is a missing atom  b u t not necessarily an uncovered one — it may indeed be 
covered by the clause. Fortunately in this case, the diagnosed atom  is bo th  true  and 
missing from the theory, so the addition to the program  of a covering clause would 
improve the  theory. In the worst case, avoiding non-ground questions in th is way 
am ounts to  avoiding missing answer diagnosis altogether.
In contradiction backtracing of M inerva there is no need to ask for a false ground 
instance of a  non-ground atom  nor to arbitrarily  apply ground substitu tions to literals in 
the proof of a false atom  as suggested by Shapiro [1982]. This is because the restriction 
to  allowed clauses in the  program s of M inerva guarantees th a t every literal in a proof 
tree is ground.
5.5.2 Search order
Although the top-down version of contradiction backtracing is employed partly  due to 
its suitability  for incorporation of heuristics (see section 3.7), in M inerva’s false-clause 
questions abou t the atom s in the body of a rule are made only in a left to  right order.
Missing answer diagnosis investigates clauses th a t unify w ith a missing atom  in the 
order they  appear in the program. In procedure diagnose-conjunction as in n2, the 
m em bership in terpreter is used to find answers satisfying as many as possible of the
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literals counting from the left. This often has the effect of finding a substitu tion  6 
which grounds the variables in Sj enabling b e tte r  performance of diagnose.
B ut missing answer diagnosis in diagnose improves n2 by asking fewer questions in some 
circum stances. In n2 the atom  A is verified by a question before determ ining w hether 
A is provable. W hen A is ground and not provable the question is unnecessary, as 
the answer does not affect the subsequent behaviour of the diagnoser. Therefore in 
Minerva, whenever A is ground in procedure diagnose the provable check is m ade first 
and the m em bership query is made only if it is indeed provable.
5.5 .3  In v e n te d  p re d ic a te s
W hen the diagnosis procedures require the verification of an atom  of an invented pred­
icate, a m em bership query cannot be used because the predicate does not even occur in 
the  language of the target. Recall th a t an invented predicate describes an exception to 
a clause, occurring uniquely in the body of the clause as a negative, rightm ost literal. 
The invented predicate symbol is applied to  the same argum ents as the corresponding 
observational predicate symbol a t the head of the clause. Further, particularly  to aid 
diagnosis, clauses defining an invented predicate do not themselves include exception 
predicates in the body.
Instead of asking about ground atom s of exception predicates Minerva assum es th a t 
such an atom  is true whenever the corresponding observational predicate instance is 
false and vice-versa. This assum ption causes the diagnosis procedures to  investigate 
the predicates on which a predicate depends before diagnosing an error in the  exception 
predicate itself, so an error in an exception predicate is diagnosed only if no errors are 
found in the predicates on which it depends. W hen the corresponding observational 
atom  is true bu t not provable only because the exception atom  is provable, and  when 
there are no contributing errors in the predicates of the definition of the exception atom , 
then  the clause which covers the exception atom  is concluded to  be a false clause. On 
the other hand, when the corresponding observational atom  is false and provable (and 
hence the exception atom  is not provable), then if there is no contributing missing atom  
in the predicates defining the exception predicate, the  exception atom  is concluded to 
be an uncovered atom .
Thus a clause which is excepted will never be determ ined to be false by the diagnoser; 
an instance of the exception atom  will be diagnosed missing instead. A clause defining 
an exception atom  will be determ ined to  be false by the diagnoser when th a t  clause 
prevents a clause defining an observational predicate from covering a missing atom .
5.5 .4  N o n - te rm in a tin g  d iagnosis
Because declarative diagnosis of a program  is so closely tied to  in terp reta tion  of the 
program , the diagnosis procedures themselves are subject to  non-term ination difficul­
ties. In Minerva’s diagnosis procedures, as for the  interpreters, the m atte r  is dealt
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with by the im plem entation of several measures.
C ontradiction backtracing, in procedure false-clause, commences after a refutation has 
been found, so because it works through the corresponding finite proof tree it term inates 
provided th a t it does not recursively invoke diagnose.
The missing answer diagnoser is itself an interpreter of the program  as can be seen by its 
reference to the program  to find a unifying clause in procedure diagnose. Its top-down 
search for an uncovered atom  follows the structu re  of a search for an SLD NF-refutation 
so recursion in the program  can cause non-term ination of the diagnoser.
In th is case, however, an easy loop check can be used. On the initial call to diagnose 
and subsequent calls from false-clause, a loop check stack param eter is initialized to  be 
empty. In diagnose a ground instance of the input param eter atom  is found im m ediately 
before m atching the atom  with program  clauses, preparatory  to recursive invocation 
of procedure diagnose-conjunction. At this point the ground atom  is com pared w ith 
the ground atom s in the loop check stack representing antecedent invocations of the 
procedure. If the atom  is not repeated there it is pushed onto the stack and the 
procedure continues as described in figure 5.5, the  stack param eter being passed through 
to  successive invocations of diagnose through diagnose-conjunction. On the other hand, 
if the atom  is repeated, then  the recursion is term inated a t th is point; if there is no 
alternative ground instance then Found is set to false and the current invocation of 
diagnose term inates.
In practice, th is implem ents the strongest loop check of Bol et al. [1991]: the instance 
of an atom  loop check. In this case it is applied to ground atom s selected in the search, 
and in th is circum stance it coincides with other loop checks proven sound by them , so 
it is also sound.
Because of the  term  embedding bound (section 5.4.1) and the use of the facts database 
to  instan tia te  non-ground atom s in diagnose, the term  depth  of atom s in the loop check 
stack is bound above by the m aximum  of the term  depths of the first atom  on the 
stack, the atom s of the facts database, and ground term s in the body of program  
clauses. There can only be a finite num ber of such atom s, so the loop check ensures 
th a t, provided the in terpreter term inates and false-clause is not recursively invoked, 
diagnose always term inates. B ut m utually recursive calls of diagnose and false-clause 
can cause non-term ination of the diagnoser. This problem, too, could be avoided by a 
more complex loop check mechanism which detects complementary literals, bu t th is is 
not im plem ented because the interpreter is also non-term inating in such circum stances 
(see section 5.4.2).
5.5.5 In terru p ted  diagnosis
Diagnosis is sometimes tim e-consuming because of its frequent use of the in terpreter. 
If learning is in terrupted  during diagnosis, M inerva conveniently assumes th a t  the 
missing atom  or clause partially  diagnosed at the tim e of in terruption is to blame.
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For missing answer diagnosis the blam ed atom  is the (positive) example initially, b u t 
later the  m ost recent atom  on which the diagnosis procedure was recursively invoked. 
C ertainly such an atom  is bo th  true and not provable, so its addition to  the program  
as a un it clause improves the theory. However, were missing answer diagnosis allowed 
to proceed further a be tter missing atom  could be found — one whose addition to the 
program  would pu t both itself and the earlier atom s into the theory.
If contradiction backtracing in procedure false-clause is in terrupted  before completion, 
the top level clause of the proof tree of the m ost recent invocation is assum ed to  be 
faulty. It may not be false but the atom  at the  root of the proof is nevertheless covered 
by it in the  program .
Unless the clause defines an exception predicate, it is now excepted so th a t it no longer 
covers the exception. The excepted clause and the ground unit clause defining the 
exception predicate are added to the program , replacing the blam ed clause. B ut if 
the clause already defined an exception predicate, then instead the observational atom  
corresponding to the exception atom  is added to the program  as a un it clause.
These revisions are made w ithout generalization and so comprise a  “quick fix” to  the 
theory. If the learner is never given sufficient tim e to proceed beyond the diagnosis 
stage, the program  tends to become a set of ground unit clauses representing a finite 
theory.
5.6 E xp erim en ts
Having constructed a plausible inductive hypothesis by generalization, an active learner 
like MINERVA should be able to evaluate the  hypothesis by perform ing experim ents. 
Ideally, the syntax of the questions should conform with those asked in diagnosis to 
avoid over-burdening the teacher. In MINERVA we find th a t such experim entation 
is possible w ithout equipping MINERVA w ith any additional capabilities: hypothesis 
testing requires only an interpreter and m em bership queries.
The critical experim ents to perform  in considering acceptance of a hypothesis are those 
which verify the new facts which th a t hypothesis introduces into the theory. To avoid 
a surfeit of questions, a tten tion  is not given to the atom s which are already in the 
theory, covered by other clauses, even if they are (unknowingly) false. The exclusive 
cover of a clause w ith respect to a program  comprises the atom s which are covered by 
the clause bu t are not covered by any other clause of the program . In the style of the 
earlier notion of cover, we firstly define exclusive cover in an in terpreta tion , and then  
w ith respect to  a program  representing a theory.
D e fin itio n  5.3  (E x c lu siv e  cover) A normal clause C  exclusively covers ground atom 
A in an interpretation I  if  there is a substitution 9 such that CqO = A and 3(C®9) is 
true in I  and A is false in I .
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D efin itio n  5 .4  (E x c lu siv e  cover w ith  resp ect to  a program ) Let H  be a nor­
mal clause, and P  be a normal program. Then H  exclusively covers ground atom  
A  with respect to P  i f  H  exclusively covers A  in every Herbrand model fo r  com p(P).
The exclusive cover of a hypothesis H  in the interpretation which is the current theory, 
represented by normal program  P , can be evaluated by a logic program m ing system  by 
com puting the answers for P  U {«— H q A ~ H q } and applying each answer to  H q . The 
soundness of this m ethod, called the exclusive cover tes t, is established in the  following.
L em m a 5.1 (S a fen ess  and grou n d n ess o f  th e  ex c lu s iv e  cover te s t )  Let H  be
an allowed clause and P  be an allowed program. Then every computation o f P  U 
{<—HqA~H q} , is safe and every computed answer is a ground substitution fo r  the 
variables in H .
P ro o f. If H  is allowed then every variable in H  occurs in a  positive literal of H® 
(definition 3.12), so the goal 4—H®A~Hq is also allowed. The result follows from the 
safeness and groundness of allowed com putations (theorem  3.4). □
T h eo rem  5.1 (S o u n d n ess  o f  th e  ex c lu s iv e  cover te s t)  Let H  be an allowed 
clause and P  be an allowed program. Then fo r every computed answer 0 to the safe 
computation o f P  U {4— H ® A ~H q }, H q O is ground and H  exclusively covers H q O with 
respect to P .
P ro o f. Let I  be a H erbrand model for com p(P). Let 0 be a com puted answer for 
P  U {<—H ® A ~H q }. Then by soundness of SLDNF-resolution (theorem  3.3) 0 is a  cor­
rect answer. By definition (3.10) of a correct answer V({ü/® A~-H©}0) is a consequence 
of com p(P). By lem ma 5.1 6 is ground so {H ® A ~H q }0 is a consequence of com p(P). 
Rearranging, H® is a consequence of com p(P) and ~ H q is a consequence of com p(P). 
Therefore H®0 is true in I  and H q O is false in I . Therefore H qO is ground and H  
exclusively covers H q O in I  (definition 5.3). The result follows from the definition (5.4) 
of exclusive cover w ith respect to  a program. □
The exclusive cover of a hypothesis can then  be evaluated by m em bership queries, 
by the question procedure also used for diagnosis. Notice th a t the exclusive cover 
of an arb itra ry  clause is not necessarily ground, bu t it is for an allowed clause and 
allowed program . Conveniently, allowedness also guarantees th a t the com putation in 
the evaluation of exclusive cover is safe.
A large num ber of true atom s in the exclusive cover suggests th a t a hypothesis is 
“useful” because its addition to the program  would enable it to represent m any new 
facts. A large num ber of false atom s suggests th a t a hypothesis is bad because its 
addition to the program  would add a large num ber of false facts to the theory. B ut 
the existence of false atom s in the exclusive cover does not necessarily m ean th a t a
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clause is false, because the in terpreta tion  used for evaluation of the exclusive cover is 
the possibly incorrect theory; it is not the target. Similarly, even when all the atom s in 
the set are true , the hypothesis may be false. The exclusive cover test says som ething 
about how plausible and how useful a hypothesis is; it does not guarantee correctness.
R elated hypothesis testing techniques, based on interpreting a goal constructed  from 
the hypothesis, are used in MARVIN, CIGOL and CLINT. These system s test only definite 
hypotheses w ith respect to definite program s and their soundness is not established.
5.6.1 E xp erim en ts abou t self-recursive pred icates
Unfortunately the exclusive cover test may under-rate the usefulness of some recursive 
clauses, in the same way that generalized subsumption fails to capture the power of 
recursive clauses in generalization.
E x a m p le  5 .2  (E x c lu siv e  cover) Let P  be the program  {p(a)<—} and let H  be the 
clause p { f  (x))<r-p(x). Then the exclusive cover of H  w ith respect to  P  is the set 
M / W ) }  although comp(P  U {H})  j= (p (a), p( f ( a )), p ( / ( / ( a ) ) ) ,  . . .} □
This deficiency of the theoretical generality model has a practical consequence in Min­
erva, unfairly biasing against recursive predicate definitions. But a simple trick is 
implemented in MINERVA to work around the problem. When a clause being tested 
is self-recursive, that is, has an atom in the body which unifies with the atom in the 
head, its exclusive cover is determined to be the union of the exclusive cover (definition 
5.4) and the second order exclusive cover, defined as follows. There is no ambiguity in 
the definition because clauses in Minerva have at most one self-recursive antecedent 
and atoms of the exclusive cover are ground.
D e fin it io n  5 .5  (S econ d  order ex c lu s iv e  cover) Let P  be a normal program. Let 
H  be the normal clause H@<— .. . , 5 m_ i , 5 m, 5 m+ i , ..  a,nd let A  be an atom
such that H  exclusively covers A  with respect to P  and such that there is a substitution 
6 with B rn6 =  A. Then for any atom A ', H  second order exclusively covers A' with 
respect to P  i f  {Hq<— . . . ,  Rm_ i, B m+i , . . . ,  B n)0 exclusively covers A' with respect
to P.
In the second order test answers to the exclusive cover test are applied back to the the 
clause and the self-recursive antecedent is deleted. The exclusive cover of th a t  modified 
clause is th en  evaluated. So now in example 5.2, the second order exclusive cover is 
M / ( / M ) ) }  an d fh e determ ined union is (p ( / ( a ) ) ,  P( f ( f  M ))}> slightly improving the 
apparent power of the clause.
A lthough the trick will not am eliorate the bias against a clause which is m utually  self 
recursive w ith another clause in the program , it is often sufficient in practice to enable 
the  generation and adoption of appropriate self-recursive clauses. A more com prehen­
sive solution to  the problem  would take account of the research on generalizing by 
im plication described earlier in section 3.5.2.3.
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5.6.2 E xp erim en ts abou t invented  predicates
Experim ents testing hypothesised clauses about invented predicates are handled a little 
differently in Minerva. Firstly, membership queries cannot be used to verify the 
cover because the atom s are about invented predicates th a t do not occur in the target. 
Secondly, because of the  special context in which they occur in the program , the validity 
or otherwise of many atom s covered by such a clause is irrelevant.
Recall th a t clauses defining an invented predicate define exceptions to  another clause in 
the  program  — the invented predicate occurs only in the unique negative literal of the 
body of only one clause in a program . Therefore, the only atom s th a t are relevant in 
assessing a clause defining an exception predicate are those which are prevented from 
being covered by the excepted clause because they are covered by the exception clause.
E xam p le  5 .3  (E x c e p tio n  c lau se  cover) Consider the normal program  P, describ­
ing p a rt of the  family of figure 2.1.
mother(kim, kate)<r- 
mother(kim, kris)<— 
married(bill, kim)<— 
stepfather(bill, kate)<— 
stepfather(bill, kris)<— 
stepfather (tom, betty)<— 
father® (bill, kate)<r-
father(X,Y)<— married(X,Z), mother(Z,Y), ~  father®(X,Y)
Then the hypothesis father® (U,V)i—step father (U,V) exclusively covers the  atom s 
father® (bill, kris) and father® (tom, betty). But father(tom,betty) is not covered by 
father(X,Y)<—married(X,Z), mother(Z,Y), ^father® (X ,Y) so its validity is irrelevant 
to the  evaluation of the  hypothesis.
□
To detect only relevant exclusive cover, the exclusive cover for an invented predicate is 
defined as follows. In contrast to the exclusive cover for an observational predicate, we 
define it only by the com putation which evaluates it.
D efin itio n  5 .6  (E x c e p tio n  e x c lu s iv e  cover) Let E  be a normal allowed clause 
E q<t- E \ , .. .En about an exception predicate. Let P  be a normal program of allowed 
clauses. If there is a unique allowed normal clause H £ P, Hq<—H i , . .  such
that A and E q have the same invented predicate symbol, then let p be the mgu of 
E q and A (so Eqp = Ap). For every computed answer 6 to the safe computation of 
P  U {«— (Eqp A Hq p )}, E  exclusively covers Eqp6 with respect to P.
Like the exclusive cover test for observational predicates, the negated head of the 
clause occurs in the com putation goal. This ensures th a t the cover evaluated is indeed
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exclusive — not also covered by clauses in the program . It is easy to see th a t E q i^O 
is ground, by applying much the same argum ent as the proof of lem ma 5.1. Note th a t 
if there is no clause in the program  using the exception predicate, then its exclusive 
cover is the  em pty set.
E x a m p le  5 .4  (E x c e p tio n  e x c lu s iv e  co v e r) Refer to the program  of example 5.3. 
The exception exclusive cover of the hypothesis father® (U, V)<r-stepfather(U, V) is eval­
uated  by PU {<— stepfather(U,V), married(U,Z), mother(Z,V), ^father® (U ,V)} giving 
{father® (bill, kris)}. □
Atoms about invented predicates cannot be verified by a m em bership query because the 
predicate does not occur in the target. Recalling th a t such atom s represent exceptions 
to the corresponding observational predicate, the observational predicate may be asked 
about instead. W hen procedure question is invoked for an invented predicate, the 
atom  is replaced by an atom  about the corresponding observational predicate w ith the 
same argum ents. This atom  is verified against the fact database or, if necessary, by a 
m em bership query. Ju st as when question is used in diagnosis, the invented predicate 
atom  is assumed true whenever the corresponding observational predicate instance is 
false and vice-versa. By this reasoning, we can now unambiguously describe ground 
atom s of exception predicates as true or false.
E x a m p le  5.5 ( In v e n te d  p re d ic a te  m e m b e rs h ip  q u e ry )  In the previous example 
(5.4), if father (bill, kris) is false then  father® (bill, kris) is assum ed true and is the only 
atom  of the true cover of the hypothesis. □
5 .7  R ed u n d an cy
Picture the active, diagnosing learner gradually developing a program . False clauses in 
the program  will eventually be located by contradiction backtracing, and presum ably, 
repaired. True clauses th a t are adopted a t some tim e will be superseded by later hy­
potheses, becoming redundant. Unless they can be recognized, such redundant clauses 
can c lu tter the program  and impede reasoning. B ut MINERVA can recognize them  by 
evaluation of their exclusive cover. F irst, let us define redundancy in the  usual way, 
bu t adapted  for norm al clauses and program s. Then we describe a test for redundancy 
based on exclusive cover.
D e f in it io n  5 .7  (R e d u n d a n c y )  Let P  be a normal program and C be a normal clause. 
C is redundant in P  if  comp(P) |= VC. [Buntine 1988, page 165]
T h e o re m  5.2 (T e s tin g  r e d u n d a n c y )  Let P  be a normal program and C a normal 
clause. I f  the safe computation of P U {i—C®A~Co} finitely fails (that is, has a finitely- 
failed SLDNF-tree) then C is redundant in P .
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P ro o f. By soundness of NAF (theorem  3.2) if the com putation finitely fails then  
<— C®A~Cq is a logical consequence of comp(P). Rearranging, V(Cq 4— C®) is a logical 
consequence of comp(P). By definition 5.7 C  is redundant in P. □
Note th a t  if P  and C  are allowed, as in MINERVA, then every com putation of the 
redundancy test P  U {<— Cq A ^ C q } is safe, although it might not term inate.
Buntine [1988] suggests a different redundancy test for definite clauses w ith respect to 
definite program s. It is more complicated, requiring skolemisation of the clause and a 
com putation  for each clause in the program  with a head which unifies w ith its head. 
It is incorporated in the ILP learners CIGOL [Muggleton and Buntine 1988] and CLINT 
[De R aedt and Bruynooghe 1992].
The redundancy test of theorem  5.2 may be viewed in term s of the exclusive cover 
test of theorem  5.1 and the exception exclusive cover test of definition 5.6: a clause 
is redundan t if its exclusive cover is the em pty set. This view conveniently defines a 
clause abou t an exception predicate to be redundant when the exception predicate is 
not used in another clause, or when it exclusively excludes no atom s from the cover of 
the  clause it excepts.
5 .7 .1  S le e p
The exclusive cover redundancy test is incorporated in M inerva, where it is used 
in the  procedure sleep. M inerva sleeps whenever the opportunity  is given by the 
environm ent. The environm ent also determines the duration of sleep by in terrupting 
to  term inate  it. W hen in terrupted , MINERVA idly awaits another command or learning 
example.
D uring the sleep interval, each program  clause in tu rn  is evaluated. The clauses are 
tried  in the  fixed order they occur in the program , but a t the term ination of each sleep 
session the  clause being evaluated at the time of in terruption is marked. The next 
sleep commences trying the marked clause and continues onward through the program , 
cycling back to  the first clause of the program  after trying the last clause. B ut if 
sleeping is term inated  while still evaluating the same clause w ith which the session 
com m enced then  the succeeding clause is m arked instead, ensuring th a t each clause is 
tried  eventually.
M inerva does not only remove redundant clauses in this process. Heuristic criteria, 
detailed  in the next chapter, determ ine whether the clause together w ith any relevant 
exception clauses in the program  offers a simpler structure  th an  an alternative compris­
ing a set of ground unit clauses — one for each atom  of exclusive cover. To determ ine 
th is, a  clause is tem porarily  removed from the program  as it is examined. Its exclu­
sive cover w ith respect to the rem aining program  is evaluated using the m em bership 
in terp re ter, returning one atom  of cover at a time. A decision to re tu rn  the clause to 
the program  is made after determ ining only a subset of the exclusive cover, sufficient 
to justify  the  decision by the heuristic criteria. Otherwise the full exclusive cover is
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evaluated and the clause is not returned  to the program . Instead, the exception clauses 
are also removed and a unit clause for each atom  is adopted.
There is one other circumstance th a t may cause a clause to be removed and replaced by 
its exclusive cover during sleeping. Recall th a t non-nvi clauses are particu larly  p rob­
lem atic for non-term inating com putations because they introduce derivations which 
cannot be pruned by the S I R m  loop check. During sleeping, the existence of such 
clauses in the  program  can cause non-term ination of the exclusive cover redundancy 
test, even when the clause being evaluated is itself nvi. Such clauses can also cause 
difficulty for the interpreters a t other stages of learning, even though they m ay have 
been benign in the context of the program  as it was a t the tim e of adoption.
Therefore, to ease the interpreter difficulties, the sleeping procedure will also remove 
any nvi clause for which the evaluation procedure consumed a complete sleeping session 
from the s ta r t to the point of interruption. The clause is replaced by the exclusive cover 
evaluated. B ut this procedure has its cost, too. If sleeping periods are short, say less 
than  the greatest period of tim e perm itted  for processing each example, there is a  risk 
of removing benign and useful clauses a t this time.
5.8 S um m ary
This chapter has commenced a description of the im plem entation of MINERVA. T he top 
level algorithm  and revision strategies have been described; incorporating generalization 
by clause addition and specialization by clause removal or generalization of exceptions. 
The im plem entation of strategic features of M inerva have been introduced: the  use 
of questions for diagnosis and experim entation; the short term  m emory for facts; and 
the in terruptib ility  of the learning process. Some key components of Minerva have 
also been described in depth: in terpretation  of programs; diagnosis for error detection; 
experim entation for hypothesis evaluation; and program  simplification by removal of 
redundant or overly complex clauses. The language structu re  of program s developed 
by learning in Minerva, being a restricted  language of norm al program s, has been 
defined and justified by its effect on in terpreta tion  and diagnosis procedures.
A complete description of MINERVA requires only two further, closely coupled, compo­
nents. The succeeding chapter defines a heuristic measure of hypothesis preference and 
shows how it is used to choose the specializing operator and also to guide the search 
through the generalization hierarchy defined in chapter 9.
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6
H eu ristic  Search for a R ev ision
6.1 In trod u ction
We have said th a t when a false clause is diagnosed, M in e r v a  uses heuristic criteria  to 
decide between two options. One option is to remove the clause and replace it by unit 
clauses defining its true exclusive cover. The other is to add an exception literal to  the 
clause and then  to generalize the definition of the exception predicate. Likewise when 
an uncovered atom  of an exception predicate is diagnosed, the  same heuristic criteria  
determ ine w hether to remove the clause to which it is an exception or to  generalize the 
exception predicate instead. The same criteria is also used during sleeping to determ ine 
w hether an overly complex clause should be removed and replaced in the  program  by 
unit clauses defining its exclusive cover.
After diagnosing an uncovered atom , the unit clause comprising the atom  itself would 
be a suitable inductive hypothesis — bu t choosing th is alone would lim it theories to 
deductive consequences of observations. Development of a predictive or infinite theory 
would be impossible. So if tim e perm its, MINERVA proceeds to  search for clauses more 
general th an  the unit clause comprising the uncovered atom . In the course of the search 
MINERVA may discover facts about its world h itherto  unknown.
This chapter describes the heuristic-guided decision procedure for choosing a revision 
to correct a diagnosed fault. It also describes the subsequent search through the gen­
eralization hierarchy of candidate inductive hypotheses when a decision to generalize 
is made. This search is guided by heuristic criteria com patible w ith th a t used for the 
initial decision — designed to minimise complexity of the revised program .
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6.2 H eu ristic  E valuation  o f  a R evision
The value of a revision is based on a measure of the net decrease in complexity of 
the program  resulting from the application of the revision. This is m easured by the 
complexity of the clauses participating in the revision. The complexity of a clause is 
the length of its flat representation; see definition 3.6.
D efin itio n  6.1 (C o m p le x ity  o f  c lau ses) Let C be a normal clause 
Cq<— A \, . . A]n ~ i ? i , . . ~ B n. Let D be a copy of C except that negative literals in 
C® are replaced by their complement in D®. That is, D = Cq <t-A \, .. .,A p, B \ , .. .,B n. 
Let l be the number of literals in fla t(D ) (including the atom of the head). Then the 
complexity of C, complexity(C ) = l + n.
The complexity of a set of clauses is the sum of the complexity of each clause in the 
set. Let A be an atom. The complexity of A is complexity(A<—) . The complexity of 
a set of atoms is the sum of the complexity of each atom in the set.
Because of the restricted  occurrence of negative antecedents in M inerva’s program  
clauses, each negative antecedent contributes exactly two points to the complexity of the 
clause. Each distinct constant contributes one point and each distinct term  contributes 
one point for its function symbol plus any points due to the term s comprising its 
argum ents. Each atom  contributes one point for its predicate symbol plus any points 
due to  its argum ent term s. Variable occurrences make no contribution to complexity.
E xam p le  6.1 (C o m p lex ity ) Let C he p(x,y,a)<^q(x,b), s (y ,z ) ,~ p c (x ,y , a). Then 
C is transform ed to p(x,y,v)<r-q(x,w), s(y, z),pc (x,y,v),ao(v),bo(w). The num ber of 
literals in th is clause is 6 and the num ber of negative literals in C is 1, so complexity (C) 
is 7. □
The complexity m easure is m erited by its simplicity of evaluation and its uniform 
trea tm en t of constant, function and predicate symbols of a  clause. At the end of this 
chapter when it becomes clearer how this heuristic is used in M inerva, we show how 
it relates to  the  minimum description length principle, often used in machine learning.
D efin itio n  6.2 (V alue o f  a R e v is io n ) LetlZ be a revision to program P comprising 
the set A  of clauses for assertion in P  and the set T> of clauses in P marked for 
retraction. Then the value oflZ is given by complexity (V) — complexity (A) .
Let us now see how th is heuristic is used in M inerva: for simplifying the program  when 
sleeping, for choosing a specialization, and for guiding the search for a generalization.
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6.3 V alue G uided  S im plification
Section 5.7 .1  described the process by which MINERVA a ttem p ts  to simplify a  program  
by applying simplifying revisions in procedure sleep. For this purpose “sim pler” m eans 
less complex according to the complexity measure.
A clause together w ith  any clauses defining exceptions to it may be re trac ted  from the 
program  and replaced by a unit clause for each atom  of its exclusive cover. This is 
done whenever the value of the revision is strictly  positive. T h a t is, such a revision is 
applied if the complexity of the clause and the clauses defining exceptions to  it exceeds 
the complexity of the  set of atom s comprising its exclusive cover.
E x a m p le  6.2  (S im p lify in g  rev ision ) Let P  be the program
father(X,Y)<r- married(X,Z), m other(Z,Y), ~  father®(X,Y)
father® (andrew, mia)<r-
married(andrew, alice)<r-
mother(alice, mia)<r-
mother(alice, andrea)<—
mother(alice, michael)<r-
The exclusive cover of the first clause is {mother(alice, andrea), mother(alice, michael)} 
and the complexity of the cover is 6. The complexity of the clause is 5 and the complex­
ity of the second clause which defines an exception to the first clause is 3. Therefore 
the value of the revision which removes the first and second clause and asserts the two 
clauses mother(alice, andrea) and mother(alice, michael)<— instead is (5 + 3)—6 =  2. 
That revision would be applied by Minerva given the opportunity in sleep. □
6.4  V alue G uided  Specia lization
In response to a new observation the diagnoser of MlNERVA may determ ine a  false clause 
or an uncovered atom  in the current program . W hen an uncovered atom  is about an 
observational predicate, MlNERVA proceeds to  generalize the  unit clause, aiming to 
discover additional facts.
B ut sometimes a false clause about an observational predicate is diagnosed. If so, then  
the clause is not already excepted and MlNERVA m ust choose between two options in 
order to specialize the  predicate definition: remove the clause, or except the clause. 
A lternatively, an uncovered atom  about an exception predicate is diagnosed. Again 
MlNERVA m ust choose between two options: remove the clause which it excepts, or 
generalize the exception predicate.
Excepting a clause is a conservative and speedy revision — the diagnosed problem itself 
may be corrected quickly without affecting the other atoms covered by the clause. 
MlNERVA could go on to generalize the exception predicate and thus discover and
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exclude other false atoms covered by the clause. The final combination of the clause 
and its exception clauses sometimes provides a simpler program than is possible using 
only definite clauses.
On the other hand, if the blamed clause is removed then every atom exclusively covered 
by that clause in the program is also removed from the theory. This might be a useful 
revision — it might remove many false atoms from the theory; and there could be a 
simpler way to cover the true atoms covered by the clause, using language which was 
not available at the time of its adoption. Indeed many of the true atoms covered by the 
clause might also be covered by later, better clauses and the clause might exclusively 
cover only few true atoms. Especially if the clause already includes an exception literal, 
the program might be simplified by removing the clause and replacing it by unit clauses 
for true atoms it exclusively covers. But when the clause covers a large number of true 
atoms finding an alternative covering clause could be difficult; and it could be more 
complex. How can M inerva choose between the options?
6.4.1 C hoosing a specializing revision
MINERVA supports both specialization strategies but chooses between them before com­
mencing generalization of an exception predicate. It might be better to delay the de­
cision until a good generalization of the exception predicate has been found, so that 
the choice may be fully informed. But, because the generalization search space may 
be large, this would mean that often there is insufficient time to properly investigate 
the removal option. Although some other exceptions to the clause might be discov­
ered during the search for a generalization, that search is directed by the structure 
of the program and many other false covered atoms could remain unnoticed when an 
interruption forces a decision to be taken.
Figure 5.2 described the revision procedure of M inerva . In that procedure the choice 
of specializing revision was left to procedure decide-fault which is described in figure 
6 . 1.
In response to an exception, procedure decide-fault first evaluates the complexity of the 
clause and its exception clauses, assuming that the new exception will be handled as a 
new unit exception clause. If it does not already include an exception literal, this means 
accounting for the additional complexity that would be introduced by excepting it. The 
procedure then verifies atoms of the exclusive cover of the clause in the program minus 
the clause, found by the exclusive covers test using the membership interpreter. Each 
atom is ground, so procedure question can verify the atom against the facts database 
or by a membership query.
The complexity of each true atom of cover is counted in favour of retaining the clause 
in the program and excepting it as necessary; the complexity of each false atom of cover 
is counted in favour of retracting the clause. Having thus considered the cover of the 
clause, if it would be simpler to remove the clause and assert unit clauses as necessary 
for the true cover, then this is the determined revision. On the other hand, if there is 
an interruption during the procedure, or if it is simpler to except the clause and assert
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procedure decide-fault 
input parameters
A: false atom 
C: clause
output parameters
Revision: revision
var
Cover, Faulty: set of atoms 
P’: program 
Complex: integer 
Next: atom 
E: set of clauses 
begin
if excepted(C) then
E := set of clauses that except C
Complex := complexity(C) + complexity(E) -p complexity(A) 
else
Complex := complexity(C) + exception-penalty -f complexity(A)
endif
P’ := P -  C 
Faulty := {A}
Cover := {}
while there is another atom Next such that C exclusively covers Next in P’ 
and Next ^  (Faulty U Cover) and Complex > 0 do 
if question(Next) then
Complex := Complex — complexity(Next)
Cover := Cover U {Next} 
else
Complex := Complex + complexity(Next)
Faulty := Faulty U {Next}
endif
endwhile
if Complex > 0 then
Revision := “retract ({C} U E) and assert Cover" 
else
Revision := “make an exception"
endif
end
Figure 6.1: Choosing a specializing revision
unit exception clauses for each exception found then a decision is made to except the 
clause.
When the clause has a large cover or the interpreter is slow to return answers, the 
decision procedure itself can be very time-consuming. So instead of evaluating the 
exclusive cover of the clause entirely before proceeding to search for a generalization 
of the exceptions (see figure 5.2), a compromise approach is taken. As each atom of
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the cover is verified, its contribution towards the proposed revision is counted. If at 
some tim e the balance favours excepting the clause, th a t is Complex < 0, because a 
relatively high complexity of true covered atom s has been verified, then  the procedure 
term inates prem aturely w ith a decision to perform the excepting revision, w ith tim e 
rem aining to search for a  generalization for the exception.
6.4.2 A ssim ilating  a specializing revision
If in terrup ted  during procedure decide-fault which decides w hether to except a clause 
or to remove it, the decision to except is taken immediately. This means applying a 
revision which excepts the clause unless it is already excepted, inventing a new exception 
predicate and replacing the original clause in the program  by the excepted one. G round 
unit clauses are asserted which define the exception predicate for the diagnosed error 
as well as any others discovered during the decision procedure.
If decide-fault term inates with a  decision to remove a clause then  it, together with 
any clauses defining its exception predicate, is removed immediately. Unit clauses are 
also asserted for each of the true exclusively covered atom s, and MINERVA idly awaits 
further input.
A lternatively decide-fault term inates w ith a decision to except a clause. The exception 
atom  is generalized in procedure best-generalization; any other exception atom s discov­
ered in decide-fault becoming the initial discovery set for the procedure. The purpose 
of the discovery set will be made clear as we describe the generalization procedure.
6.5 T h e Search for a G eneralization
In chapter 9 a generalization hierarchy will be defined — structu red  by an absorption 
operator called f-absorption  coupled w ith restriction and rooted at a flat input clause. 
To find a covering hypothesis for a diagnosed uncovered atom  M inerva searches this 
space, rooted a t the flat clause form of the atom . The root clause could define either 
an observational predicate or an exception predicate. In this section the search space is 
filled in to give a finer-grained s tructu re  — a directed graph of partial hypotheses. The 
partial hypotheses represent stages in the development and evaluation of the clauses 
more general than  the clause at the root. Some nodes in the graph are clauses of the 
generalization hierarchy, being potential inductive hypotheses, bu t a direct link be­
tween clauses in the generalization hierarchy is replaced by an indirect pa th  between 
these nodes in the partial hypothesis graph. The interm ediate nodes are partial hy­
potheses representing stages of development between the two clauses. Along the path , 
the clauses are generated, tested  by experim ent and evaluated for their contribution 
to the  developing theory. The exception operator is sometimes used to expand the 
search space beyond the generalization hierarchy to include hypotheses which cannot 
be expressed in the observational alphabet.
The graph of partial hypotheses is represented in M inerva as an ordered list of partial
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hypotheses —  each being an open node in the present s ta te  of the search through the 
graph. A partia l hypothesis comprises sta te  inform ation associated with the develop­
m ental stage. It may include an explicit clause being the inductive hypothesis of the 
generalization hierarchy under development. It im plicitly represents a num ber of other 
inductive hypotheses th a t may become explicit, separate entries in the  list when the 
partial hypothesis is sufficiently developed. It also includes a  record of the exclusive 
cover of the inductive hypothesis, as far as it has been evaluated.
The heuristic value of a partial hypothesis determ ines its position in the list of partial 
hypotheses com peting for the resources for further development. These resources are 
bo th  com putational ones (space and, more im portantly, tim e) and external ones: asking 
questions. No a ttem p t is made to determ ine the relative values of these resources: the 
best hypothesis is given the resources it requires to progress it to  a point th a t it becomes 
either com plete or poorer th an  the best. The value of a partial hypothesis estim ates 
the  value of the  revision resulting from assim ilation of the  inductive hypothesis it 
represents. It also estim ates the value of the partial hypotheses beyond it in the graph. 
It indicates the  potential contribution of a hypothesis to  the theory in term s of cover 
and complexity.
Because the generalization process of Minerva is subject to unpredictable in terrup­
tion, investigation of the most promising generalizations in a best-first m anner enables 
Minerva to  select an inductive hypothesis which is the  “b est” possible in the tim e 
available. L ater we expand on how this estim ate is m ade for each partial hypothesis.
6.5.1 P artia l hyp oth eses
Figure 6.2 describes the search for a generalization in Minerva in procedure best- 
generalization. In the figure, the variable Open represents the  partial hypothesis list 
of open nodes. Each partial hypothesis has a type th a t  indicates its current stage of 
developm ent. The type is one of: linear, paired, restrict, testing, or complete. The types 
represent discrete steps of development a t which it is convenient to assess the  value of 
a partial hypothesis and to reconsider its further development.
Initially the partial hypothesis list Open contains one partial hypothesis. It is of linear 
type and im plicitly represents every generalization of the un it clause a t the root of 
the generalization hierarchy. The exclusive cover of the  clause is determ ined w ithout 
experim entation; it comprises only the diagnosed atom .
The ou tpu t variable Bestcomplete represents a partial hypothesis of type complete. 
Initially it is the  partial hypothesis representing the initial un it clause, the  only complete 
hypothesis a t  th is stage.
During the following steps, Minerva searches the generalization hierarchy rooted a t 
the  initial un it clause. Only some generalizations are generated in each step. For 
the others, partial hypotheses representing them  are generated and the value of these, 
com pared w ith the value of other partial hypotheses in the  list, determ ines if and when 
those generalizations are explicitly generated.
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procedure best-generalization 
input parameters
A: diagnosed missing atom 
output parameters
Bestcomplete: partial hypothesis
var
Open, Next, Complete: set of partial hypothesis 
Best, H: partial hypothesis
begin
Open := { “input: A<—; cover: {A}; type: linear” }
Bestcomplete := “hypothesis: A<-; cover: {A}; type: complete" 
while not Open =  empty do 
Best := best-of(Open)
Open := Open — {Best}
Next := develop(Best)
Complete := {H G Next [ H is of type complete}
Next := Next — Complete
Bestcomplete := best-of(Complete U {Bestcomplete})
Open := Open U Next
endwhile
end
Figure 6.2: Processing partial hypotheses
At each step of the search the partial hypothesis of highest value is selected from the 
list and processed. T h a t processing produces zero or more different partial hypotheses. 
Those th a t are not complete are inserted back into the list ready for the next step of 
the search. The best partial hypothesis of the newly complete ones and the previous 
best complete one is retained separately as Bestcomplete and any other complete ones 
are discarded.
W henever learning is in terrupted  during best-generalization, of the adequate partial 
hypotheses, the  one of highest value is imm ediately assim ilated into the theory. Later 
we will be more specific about what kind of hypothesis is adequate.
6.5 .2  D evelop m en t o f a partial hyp othesis
A partial hypothesis commences its progression through the development process as 
linear. If it reaches the final stage of development it becomes complete. Along the way, 
it may take on any of the interm ediary types and its development may give rise to 
several additional partial hypotheses of various types.
The development of a partial hypothesis through the types is illustrated  in figure 6.3. 
The processing at each stage of development is described in figure 6.4.
A linear partial hypothesis is developed to a paired partial hypothesis of level 0 by
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F igure  6.3: Stages of development of a partial hypothesis
flattening it and pairing it w ith a background clause in the program . The background 
clause is the  “b est” in the program , am ended by deleting any negative antecedent and 
flattening. The paired partial hypothesis represents the potential f-absorption of the 
flattened linear hypothesis as the input clause w ith the flat background clause.
The developm ent of a paired partial hypothesis by absorption is described in detail in 
figure 6.5. The hypothesis is developed to some restrict partial hypotheses provided
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procedure develop 
input parameters
H: partial hypothesis 
output parameters
Next: set of partial hypothesis 
var
Hyp, B: clause 
A: atom 
begin
Next: = {} 
case type of H 
linear:
B:= flatten(best-background(P))
Next:= {“input: H.input; background: B; cover: H.cover; level: 0; type: paired” } 
paired:
Next:= paired(H) /* see figure 6.5 */ 
restrict:
Hyp:= unflatten(H.absorb) 
if prunecheck(Hyp) then
Next:=: {“hypothesis: Hyp; cover: H.cover; faulty: {}; 
query: {}; depth: 0; type: testing"}
endif
for each A £ H.optional do 
Hyp:= H.absorb U {A}
Next: = Next U {“absorb: Hyp; optional: H.optional — {A};
cover: H.cover; type: restrict"}
endfor
testing:
Next:= experiment(H) /* see figure 6.6 */ 
complete:
/* impossible */ 
endcase 
end
Figure 6.4: Processing partial hypotheses
there is a  suitable substitu tion  for f-absorption of the input clause and the paired back­
ground clause. A restrict partial hypothesis is generated for each suitable substitu tion . 
The restrict hypothesis includes both  a clause (an inductive hypothesis) generated by 
f-absorption of the input clause w ith the background clause using the substitu tion  and 
a set of optional atom s.
In addition, the next paired hypothesis is generated by pairing the flattened input 
clause of the linear hypothesis with the next best background clause, w ith negative 
literals removed from the body and flattened. Thus each clause in the program  is 
eventually considered as a background clause for absorption w ith the input clause at 
level zero. W hen every clause of the program  has been tried  with an input clause a t
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procedure paired 
input parameters
H: partial hypothesis 
output parameters
Next: set of partial hypothesis
var
Hyp, B: clause 
Opt: set of atom
begin
/* generate next paired hypothesis */ 
if H.background =  least-best-background(P) then 
if H.level < maxlevel then
B:= flatten(best-background(P))
Next:= {“input: H.input; background: B; cover: H.cover; level: H.level + 1; 
type: paired"}
endif
else
B:= flatten(next-best-background(H.background,P))
Next:= {“input: H.input; background: B; cover: H.cover; level: H.level; 
type: paired"}
endif
/* now absorb input clause with background clause if possible */ 
for each Hyp, Opt E f-absorb(H.level, H.input, H.background) do
Next:= Next U {“absorb: Hyp; optional: Opt; cover: H.cover; type: restrict”}
endfor
end
Figure 6.5: Applying absorption
some level, the paired partial hypothesis is progressed to a paired type a t the  successive 
level.
Thus each background clause is considered for absorption a t ever increasing levels. B ut 
the level is bounded above by the maximum  num ber of constants and function symbols 
occurring in any clause of the program  — since no new hypotheses can be generated 
a t a greater level.
Now let us follow the pa th  of a paired partial hypothesis which was developed to  a 
restrict one in figure 6.4. A restrict partial hypothesis usually gives rise to some restrict 
partial hypotheses of lower value and a testing hypothesis. The transition  to a testing 
hypothesis is m ade by unflattening the clause generated by f-absorption and  subjecting 
it to a  pruning check. If it fails the check, the  corresponding testing hypothesis is 
not generated and consequently the  clause never becomes the input clause for a later 
application of f-absorption, thus pruning the generalization hierarchy rooted there from 
the search space. In any case a new restrict hypothesis is generated for each optional 
atom  of the source restrict hypothesis by restriction (see definition 3.5).
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W hen the optional atom s of a restrict hypothesis are exhausted, no further restrict 
hypothesis is generated. Thus all the non-pruned clauses generated by f-absorption 
and restriction th a t are represented by a paired hypothesis can be represented as a 
testing hypothesis.
Once a generalization has been m ade, it m ust be tested  before becoming suitable for 
adoption. Testing of a  testing partial hypothesis proceeds incrementally: after each 
step the partial hypothesis is returned  to  the list, updated  according to the results of 
the step. Each step either determ ines some additional cover of the hypothesis or asks 
a question about an atom  in the hypothesis’ cover. This is described in figure 6.6 and 
in more detail in section 6.5.4 following.
W hen fully tested , a testing hypothesis becomes a complete one, comprising a candidate 
hypothesis m arked for adoption. If testing discovered no counter-examples to  the  in­
ductive hypothesis, it is also recorded as a new linear partial hypothesis, thus preparing 
for another generation of generalizations generated by f-absorption. If exceptions were 
discovered during testing then  the corresponding linear hypothesis is not generated, 
thus pruning from the search space the generalization hierarchy rooted a t th a t clause.
Any complete partial hypotheses generated in the search procedure are not returned  
to the  list of open nodes. Instead, they  are compared to the current best complete 
hypothesis — and only the best of these is kept (see figure 6.2) There is no advantage 
in recording every complete hypothesis as a t most one, the best one, is eventually 
adopted.
If the search for a  b e tte r  hypothesis is in terrupted, then  the best adequate one is 
im m ediately assim ilated into the program . Sometimes, the  best one is only the  initial 
unit clause.
6.5 .3  H yp oth esis  syn tax  checking
Sometimes the search space of generalizations by absorption is pruned by analysing the 
syntactic s tructu re  of a  clausal hypothesis and rejecting the clause bo th  as an inductive 
hypothesis and as an input clause for the generation of more general hypotheses by 
absorption. Figure 6.4 places the checking procedure prunecheck in context.
The check rejects a clause for failing to be allowed or for being a duplicate of a previ­
ously investigated clause: these pruning points are identified in chapter 9. The pruning 
check also enforces the  constraints on the occurrence of self-recursive literals and ex­
cepted observational predicate literals as defined in section 5.4.1. If necessary, a  clause 
which includes one suitable self-recursive antecedent is re-ordered to  place th a t literal 
rightm ost in the  body. Clauses violating these constraints are rejected, along w ith ev­
ery clause beyond them  in the absorption hierarchy, as they too inherit the difficulties 
such clauses create for interpreters.
A clause is rejected also if it is too big: if the num ber of literals exceeds a fixed 
predeterm ined bound. In practice, th is bound is very rarely exceeded because the
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search heuristic favours shorter clauses, bu t it is necessary to ensure th a t finite memory 
resources are respected even though it compromises the completeness of the search.
In addition to  the pruning checks, clauses are subject to three non-pruning syntax 
checks a t this time; these checks are not indicated in the code fragm ent of figure 6.4. 
Clauses failing these checks skip the testing and complete stage of developm ent and 
proceed directly to becoming a linear partial hypothesis ready for further generalization. 
Thus these clauses are rejected as candidate inductive hypotheses. A clause fails a non­
pruning syntax check if it is the product of least general absorption (the associated set 
of optional literals is empty); if it is not connex (see definition 9.8); or if it violates the 
term  em bedding bound. The first two checks are justified in chapter 9 and the th ird  in 
section 5.4.1.
6.5 .4  H yp oth esis testin g
Each inductive hypothesis is tested to determ ine its validity and contribution to  the 
theory in case it is chosen for assimilation. Figure 6.6 describes how this is done in 
procedure experiment.
In addition to the inductive hypothesis in question, a testing partial hypothesis com­
prises a  depth param eter and three sets of atoms: query, cover and faulty. The first 
of these is initially em pty bu t whenever it is em pty when the testing hypothesis is 
selected for development, some more cover is evaluated. Procedure cover-deeper uses 
the iterative-deepening cover interpreter to determ ine another subset of the  exclusive 
cover of the  hypothesis, as described in section 5.6. The depth acts as a place m arker 
for recommencing the search for cover at a later step, being set to finished when the 
lim iting dep th  bound is reached.
In program s where there are large num bers of atom s returned  by the cover in terpreter, 
especially in dom ains w ith function symbols, the lim iting depth  bound may be dynam ­
ically reduced from the preset m aximum  bound. This happens when the cover of a 
clause being tested  exceeds the cover of the input clause from which it was generated 
by a preset threshold am ount and the heuristic value of the clause is the  highest yet in 
the  current generalization round (invocation of best-generalization in figure 6.2). Then 
the current testing depth  is made the new lim iting bound for subsequent hypothesis 
testing in the round. This achieves a measure of protection against over-stretched 
memory resources due to a very successful generalization — yielding a large increase 
in cover from a single generalization step. By avoiding deeper testing the need to  use 
memory for more cover is avoided. To be considered b e tte r  th an  the hypothesis in 
question, subsequent hypotheses m ust achieve a b e tte r  cover in equal or less depth .
Having com puted another subset of cover, the new subset is partioned into query: those 
atom s for which the validity is not recorded in the facts database, cover: those atom s 
which are known to be true in the facts database and faulty: those atom s similarly 
known to be false.
W hen selected a t a  later tim e, w ith a non-em pty query set, the validity of a  single
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procedure experiment 
input parameters
H: partial hypothesis of type testing 
output parameters
Next: set of partial hypothesis 
var
Depth: positive integer 
Newcover: set of atom
begin
if H.query =  {} then
if H.depth = “finished” then
Next := {“hypothesis: H.hypothesis; cover: H.cover;
faulty: H.faulty; type: complete"} 
if H.faulty = {} then
Next := Next U {“hypothesis: H.hypothesis; cover: H.cover; type: linear"}
endif
else
/* find some more cover */
Depth, Newcover := cover-deeper(H.hypothesis,H.depth)
Next := {“hypothesis: H.hypothesis; cover: H.cover; faulty:H.faulty; 
query: Newcover; depth: Depth; type: testing”}
endif
else /* test another atom of cover */
A := some atom E H.query 
if question(A) then
Next := {“hypothesis: H.hypothesis; cover: H.cover U {A}; faulty: H.faulty; 
query: H.query — {A}; depth: H.depth; type: testing"}
else
Next := {“hypothesis: H.hypothesis; cover: H.cover; faulty: H.faulty U {A}; 
query: H.query — {A}; depth: H.depth; type: testing"}
endif
endif
end
Figure 6.6: Hypothesis testing
arbitrary atom of query is established or refuted by a membership query, and the atom 
is accordingly moved to cover or faulty respectively.
When the cover interpreter reports that it has returned all the cover and it has all been 
verified, the testing partial hypothesis is transformed to a complete hypothesis com­
prising the inductive hypothesis, the confirmed true exclusive cover and the confirmed 
false exclusive cover.
Further, if no cover was confirmed false, the testing hypothesis also spawns a linear 
partial hypothesis, ready for further generalization. The cover is included in the lin­
ear hypothesis and becomes the starting point for evaluating the successive partial 
hypotheses, since every generalization of the clause has at least the same cover.
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6 .5 .4 .1  D iscovered  facts
During hypothesis testing, whenever a question is answered affirmatively, another true 
atom , uncovered by any clause in the program , is discovered. This atom  is not already in 
M inerva’s theory because it belongs to the exclusive cover of the inductive hypothesis 
being tested . It may happen th a t the hypothesis being tested  is never adopted because 
a b e tte r  one is found — and yet the b e tte r  hypothesis may not cover those discovered 
atom s.
Accordingly, during the search of the partial hypothesis graph, discovered atom s are 
recorded separately from the partial hypothesis list as a discovery set. W hen eventually 
a partial hypothesis is assim ilated into the program , the  discovered facts which are 
not known to be covered by the chosen hypothesis are also assim ilated — simply as 
additional unit clauses. Each atom  of the discovery set is thus included in the revised 
theory and the discovery set is discarded.
6.6 E valuatin g  a P artia l H y p o th esis
During generalization, the partial hypothesis list comprises a  num ber of partial hy­
potheses, each a t a discrete stage of development. At each ite ration  of the generalization 
procedure, the m ost promising hypothesis from the stack is selected for development 
to its next step. The heuristic m etric called value determ ines which hypothesis is the 
m ost promising, aiming to estim ate its value as a revision to  the program  (definition 
6.2). It incorporates both  the cover of the hypothesis, favouring hypotheses th a t  exclu­
sively cover m any true atom s, and the complexity of the  hypothesis, favouring shorter 
hypotheses.
W henever the generalization procedure term inates, the  current best hypothesis which 
is also adequate is selected and assim ilated into the theory. The same value m easure is 
used to  determ ine which is best.
6.6.1 Value o f a partial hyp othesis
In general, the  value of a hypothesis is an optim istic estim ate for the  decrease in 
complexity of the  program  due to assim ilation of the  hypothesis, taking into account 
the facts discovered during the development of partial hypotheses. A hypothesis of 
higher value would include the diagnosed atom  and the  o ther true discovered atom s 
in the theory while increasing the program  complexity to  a lesser extent. A lthough a 
sim pler clause has a higher value than  a more complex one of the  same cover, the  size 
and complexity of the atom s of the true cover of a  clause is a  more significant factor in 
determ ining its value.
Inform al D efin itio n  6.3 (V alue) The value of a partial hypothesis is the negative 
sum of the complexity of the clauses to be asserted in the program. The clauses comprise
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the inductive hypothesis together with unit clauses for each o f the discovered facts that 
are not covered by the hypothesis.
Because the complexity due to  facts not covered by a particular hypothesis equals 
the to ta l complexity of all discovered facts less the complexity of those covered by 
the hypothesis in question, the  relative value of a partial hypothesis is sufficient for 
comparison w ith other partial hypotheses in the partial hypothesis list. Unlike the 
value, the  relative value of a  partial hypothesis is unchanged whenever a new fact is 
discovered in the course of experim entation with a different hypothesis.
In form al D efin itio n  6 .4  (R e la tiv e  value) 77ie relative value of a partial hypothesis 
is the sum o f the complexity o f the exclusive cover of the inductive hypothesis less the 
sum  of the complexity o f the clauses o f the inductive hypothesis.
For some partial hypothesis types the inductive hypothesis it represents and may even­
tually  become is not yet determ ined. For these an estim ate of the complexity is made 
— being an upper bound on the fu ture actual complexity. For most partial hypothesis 
types the cover of the hypothesis is not yet determ ined either. For these the estim ate 
m ade represents a lower bound on the future actual cover. Let us see precisely how 
this estim ate is made for each partial hypothesis type. In the following, the a ttrib u tes  
of a  partial hypothesis are nam ed as they are in the schematic code fragments.
6 .6 .1 .1  L inear ty p e
The value of a linear hypothesis H comprising a single definite clause to become the 
inpu t clause for absorption is calculated by a simple application of the relative value 
principle.
c o m p le x i ty ^ ,  cover) — com plexity  (H .\nput)
6 .6 .1 .2  P a ired  ty p e
A partia l hypothesis H of paired type is a pair of a flat input clause and a flat background 
clause from the program . It is not known whether the pair is suitable for absorption 
bu t on the optim istic assum ption th a t it would be, the value is given by
com plexity^  H.cover) — com plexity  (H. input) — H.level +  com plexity  {V\. background) — 2
This estim ates the complexity of the cover less the complexity of the inductive hy­
pothesis th a t might be generated by f-absorption of the input clause w ith background 
clause. The cover is underestim ated as the cover of the input clause — because the 
more general clause has a t least the same cover. The complexity is estim ated as the 
complexity of the inductive hypothesis of f-absorption, assuming th a t the pair is su it­
able and th a t the body of the  background clause has the same num ber of literals as
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the suitable instance of it. The complexity of this clause would be the complexity of 
the input clause less the complexity of the body of the background clause plus the 
complexity of the head of the background clause. Because it is flat, the latter term is 
exactly one and the complexity of the body of the background clause is the complexity 
of the full background clause less one. Also, H.level extra antecedents are assumed 
to be in the input clause by f-absorption, so these are also taken into account in the 
complexity calculation.
6 .6 .1 .3  R estr ic t ty p e
A restrict partial hypothesis comprises a definite clause generated by absorption, the 
cover of which has not been evaluated. But the cover of a restrict hypothesis is at least 
the cover of the input clause. The relative value of a restrict hypothesis H is
complexity (H.cover) — complexity^ H.absorb)
6 .6 .1 .4  T estin g  ty p e
In a testing partial hypothesis the exclusive cover of a hypothesised clause is evaluated 
by the iterative deepening cover interpreter coupled with verification of the covered 
atoms. Covered atoms not yet verified make up query, but those subsequently found to 
be true migrate to cover and those false to faulty. The relative value of the hypothesis 
optimistically assumes that each atom of query will be found true whenever faulty is 
empty. Otherwise, once even a single exception is found, the relative value assumes 
that the complexity of query is distributed between true atoms and false atoms in the 
same ratio as the complexity of the known atoms in cover and faulty are distributed 
between those two sets. This encourages testing of hypotheses found to have high cover, 
and thus promotes discovery of new atoms, but discourages development of hypotheses 
found to have flaws in proportion to the significance of the flaws.
The clause of the hypothesis is a definite clause but when it is assimilated it will be 
excepted if necessary to exclude any atoms in faulty. Therefore the relative value of 
a testing hypothesis includes a penalty on the complexity of the hypothesis: two for 
the inclusion of an exception literal plus the total complexity of the exceptions for 
exception predicate-defining unit clauses.
Thus the relative value of a testing partial hypothesis H when H.faulty is empty is given
by
complexity (H. cover) + complexity^ H.query) — complexity (H. hypothesis)
When H.faulty is non-empty it is given by
complexity (H. cover)
+  ( r n m n l e r i t v l H  a u e r v l  X cover)- c o m p l e x i t y  {H.faulty) x
' v  P  P'' y )  com plex i ty  (H. cover) -\-complexity(H.faulty) 1
— (complexity (H .hypothesis) +  2 +  complexity (H.faulty))
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6 .6 .1 .5  C o m p lete  ty p e
A complete hypothesis is one for which all the exclusive cover to the depth bound of 
the cover interpreter has been verified. In general its relative value is given by the 
complexity of cover less the complexity of the hypothesis, allowing as before for the 
exception of the hypothesis and the adoption of the exception-defining clauses if any 
cover was found to be false.
Before generalization, the relative value of the initial complete hypothesis at the root of 
the generalization hierarchy is zero because the complexity of the single atom of cover is 
identical to the complexity of the unit clause. For every other complete hypothesis the 
relative value is merely inherited from the testing stage of development. If the complete 
hypothesis H is assimilated it will be excepted if faulty is non-empty. Although in 
practice the hypothesis is only excepted at the time of assimilation, if we assume that 
Clauses in the following expression comprises the inductive hypothesis (H.hypothesis), 
excepted if necessary, together with any associated exception-defining clauses, and we 
see that the relative value of H amounts to
complexity ( H .  cover) — complexity (Clauses)
If the hypothesis is assimilated then the relative value maps directly to the value of the 
revision it represents by subtracting the complexity of the full set of true discovered 
atoms.
6 .6 .2  B e s t  b ack grou n d  c la u se
Earlier we described the pairing of an input clause with each background clause in 
procedure paired (figure 6.5) in preparation for absorption. The background clauses are 
ordered for this purpose, best first. Referring to the value of paired partial hypotheses, 
we can see that the background clause giving the highest value is that of the greatest 
complexity. This is because, if the input clause is suitable for absorption with it, the 
resulting restrict hypothesis will be of highest value. Accordingly, the best-background 
and next-best-background of procedure paired refer to clauses in the program ordered 
by decreasing complexity. Clauses of equal complexity are ordered temporally, as they 
occur in the program.
6 .7  H y p o th es is  A ssim ila tion
Eventually the search for a revision to correct a diagnosis terminates: either because 
it is complete or because it is interrupted. In any case the best revision computed up 
to the point of termination is assimilated into the program.
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6.7.1 A dequacy
The best revision a t a point of in terruption during best-generalization is defined by the 
partial hypothesis of highest value which is adequate.
Any complete hypothesis is adequate. This includes the initial unit clause a t the root 
of the generalization hierarchy, so there is always a t least one adequate hypothesis 
available. Because testing of a hypothesis is time-consuming, especially if it has a large 
cover and a consequentially high value, it is useful to  also perm it a testing clause to 
be adopted w ithout requiring testing to be complete. To im plem ent th is principle, a 
testing clause is considered adequate if, a t the tim e of in terruption , it has no faulty 
atom s and it has a value higher than  a threshold. The threshold value is arbitrary , 
im plem ented as a param eter to MINERVA.
6.7.2 A ssim ilating  a partial hyp othesis
If in terrup ted  during the search for generalizations in procedure best-generalization, the 
highest-value adequate partial hypothesis is transla ted  to a revision and im m ediately 
applied. If its inductive hypothesis is about an observational predicate then  the revision 
comprises the inductive hypothesis supplem ented to include a negative exception literal 
if faulty is non-empty, and auxiliary unit clauses defining each atom  of faulty as instances 
of the exception predicate. On the other hand, if the inductive hypothesis is abou t an 
exception predicate, it cannot be excepted further bu t is instead supplem ented w ith 
auxiliary unit clauses defining each atom  of faulty as instances of the corresponding 
observational predicate.
The revision also comprises unit clauses to be asserted for any true atom s discovered 
during the procedure which are not included in the known cover (cover and query) of 
the hypothesis.
6.8 M in im u m  D escrip tion  L ength
This heuristic value concept embodied in MINERVA is based on the m inim um  descrip­
tion length principle, introduced by Rissanen [1978]. According to th is principle, the 
best theory representation minimises the sum of the description length of a hypothesis 
and the description length of the da ta  coded relative to the hypothesis.
In M in e r v a  the heuristic value identifies the  “description length” of a hypothesis w ith 
the complexity measure. A chosen revision minimises the increase in description length 
necessary to incorporate the da ta  into the theory. Discovered facts not covered by an 
inductive hypothesis contribute to the length by virtue of their own complexity — 
requiring assertion of separate unit clauses. Facts covered by a hypothesis are encoded 
by the hypothesis, hence make no contribution to complexity. Redundancy checking 
during sleeping ensures th a t subsequent changes to the  program  have not m ade clauses
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more complex th an  the facts they exclusively cover: the description length of the d a ta  
m ust justify  a clause.
More commonly, the description length is measured by the num ber of bits in a string 
which encodes a theory representation and da ta  according to some predefined coding 
scheme. For example, M uggleton, Srinivasan and Bain [1992] define a suitable coding 
scheme for program s and facts based on identifying a program  with a universal Turing 
machine program  and the facts as proofs of the da ta  from the program; Georgeff and 
Wallace [1984] define a scheme for bit string encoding of theories and da ta  represented 
as probabilistic finite s ta te  autom ata.
Of course, the coding scheme affects the preference order of revisions. In M in er v a ’s 
model, predicate, function and constant symbols are not encoded as b it strings — 
they represent themselves and each counts once. On the other hand, b it string coding 
schemes can be tim e-consuming to compute and rely on the availability of the complete 
language of observation at the tim e of development of the coding scheme. In our 
interactive learning scenario, this could change with each new example. The m ajor 
observable difference between M inerva’s complexity measure and the bit string coding 
schemes is th a t because they are based on the frequency of occurrence of symbols, the 
la tte r  tend  to  favour hypotheses th a t use symbols which occur often in the program  
and data . This difference is unlikely to be very significant to long-term  learning.
6.9 Sum m ary
T his chapter concludes the procedural description of the learning algorithm  MINERVA. 
It describes a simply evaluated heuristic based on the minimum description length 
principle th a t  induces an order of preference on revisions and which encourages the 
discovery of new facts by experim entation.
The heuristic guides a  decision to specialize either by removing a clause or by generaliz­
ing the definition of exceptions to a clause. In generalization, the heuristic determ ines 
the focus of atten tion  of resources towards alternative generalizations, directing the 
search through the generalization hierarchy defined by absorption. W hen investigation 
of revisions is prem aturely term inated or is completed, the heuristic determ ines which 
of the  revisions evaluated is applied.
The heuristic is also used to simplify the program  structure  occasionally.
M od ellin g  th e  E nvironm ent
7.1 In trod u ction
In order to empirically evaluate the learning performance of M in e r v a , we need some­
thing to  take the part of the environm ent according to the model we have assum ed. 
S a m p l e r  fulfills this role for any co-operative increm ental learner, and in particu lar 
for M in e r v a .
S a m p l e r ’s m ain task is to select examples from a target theory for increm ental pre­
sentation to M in e r v a , and to answer questions posed by M in er v a  by referring to  the 
target. It acts as an interface to the target on behalf of MINERVA, to which the  target 
is available only through examples and questions. SAMPLER draws examples from  the 
language of the target according to a sample strategy, several of which are provided 
by SAMPLER. A ppropriate presentation of examples from a target, especially when 
the language includes function symbols, raises a num ber of difficulties and SAMPLER 
incorporates a  variety of solutions to  these difficulties.
S a m p l e r  also acts as a tim ekeeper for a learner by in terrupting  MINERVA whenever 
it has spent too long responding to a command. This lim its the  tim e available to 
MINERVA for learning from any single example in a way th a t surprises MlNERVA: it is 
not informed in advance of the am ount of tim e available.
7.2 T h e T arget
The target is represented by a logic program. This is an ordinary norm al program , 
th a t may be executed by any PROLOG interpreter. The language of observation made 
available to the learner is the language of the predicate, constant and function symbols
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of the  program . A H erbrand model of the program, as com puted by the Sampler 
in terpreter, is the theory from which examples are drawn and m em bership queries 
answered. Positive examples are true atom s in the model and negative examples are 
false.
7.3 Sam ple S tra teg ies
Exam ples are selected from the target for presentation to M inerva according to  the 
m anner of a user-selected sample strategy th a t determ ines bo th  the examples and the 
order of presentation. The strategies offered by Sa m pler  fall broadly into classes: 
determ inistic, complexity-probability, arity-probability, positive and alternating. The 
basic behaviour of the strategies may be modified by using conditional loading controls 
in the  target program  file.
Depending on the sample strategy, examples are generated and classified by one of 
two program  interpreters, the generating interpreter (g-interpreter) and the testing 
in terpreter {t-in terpreter). Each is a modified SLD NF-refutation procedure; a detailed 
description is given in section 7.4. For every sample strategy questions are answered 
using the t-in terpreter.
Most of the strategies incorporate probability-based random  sampling. The sampling 
of these strategies is modified by the user-selected choice of the probability density 
function used. Before describing the individual sampling strategies, we describe the 
probability functions they use.
7.3.1 P rob ab ility  d istribu tion s
The selection of discrete (integral) random  variables are made from continuous prob­
ability density functions. The corresponding cumulative probability distributions are 
defined by the following functions. They are each param eterized by m m , the least 
possible value for the random  variable and m a x , the greatest possible value for it.
uniform  F { x ) = (x — m in ) /(m a x  — m in  +  1) 
square F( x )  = y /(x  — m in )  /  (m ax  — m in  +  1)
inverse F{x)  = ln (x  — m in  +  1 ) /ln {m a x  — m in  +  2)
Given one of the above cumulative distributions, F , for any integer X  such th a t m in  < 
X  < m a x  the  probability of selecting X  is given by F ( X  +  1) — F ( X ) .
The uniform  strategy makes each value for X  equally likely. The square d istribu tion  
is biased towards lower values for X , and the inverse is biased further towards lower 
values. The inverse function is based on R issanen’s [1983] universal prior probability 
function for the positive integers. His function is not bounded above like ours, bu t an 
upper bound is im portan t in practice because of bounded com puting resources.
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7 .3 .2  D e te rm in is tic  s tra te g ie s  
7 .3 .2 .1  O rd ered  stra teg y
The ordered strategy  presents examples in the order they appear in the target program. 
The atom  a t the  head of each clause, in order of the clauses in the program , is used 
as a goal for which the g-interpreter is invoked. Each answer substitu tion , in the order 
produced by the g-interpreter is applied to the atom , and each result presented as 
an example. Consequently, subject to conditional loading controls, all examples are 
positive. The g-in terpreter’s usual upper bound on the num ber of answers to  a goal is 
not enforced because atom s are not stored.
The ordered strategy is unsuitable for program s representing large theories of m ul­
tiple concepts because it will produce every atom  covered by a single clause before 
progressing to  another concept.
7 .3 .2 .2  H erb ran d  s tr a teg y
The herbrand  strategy generates examples by enum erating the H erbrand base of the 
target program . The chief advantage of the herbrand strategy over the ordered one is 
its completeness — it enum erates the complete H erbrand base even when it is not finite 
due to  the  occurrence of function symbols in the language of the target. A lthough it is 
not a  very useful strategy it is described here as a precursor to more practical variations.
Initially, the  complete program  is examined for the collection of all predicate, function 
and constant symbols occurring in it: the alphabet of the target. Exam ples are gen­
erated  as needed by constructing atom s from the alphabet in order of increasing term  
depth , and then  determ ining their classification using the t-in terpreter. Recalling th a t 
the term  dep th  of an atom  indicates the m aximum  num ber of function symbol appli­
cations to  a term  in the atom  (definition 3.16), th is enables a  complete enum eration 
of the H erbrand base even when it is infinite, because the alphabet is finite. For any 
particu lar te rm  depth , atom s are ordered as follows. Predicate symbols are ordered by 
increasing arity  and, for predicate symbols of the same arity, in alphabetic order. The 
instances of a particular predicate of a particu lar term  depth  are ordered as follows. 
For each argum ent a functor is chosen, in order of increasing arity  and alphabetic order 
w ithin th a t. For functors of non-zero arity, their argum ents are instan tia ted  in the 
same fashion, lim ited by the term  depth. The term s for each argum ent are such th a t 
the rightm ost changes the fastest and the leftm ost the slowest.
It is apparent th a t the order of presentation of examples in the  herbrand  strategy  
resembles a syntactic-sim plest-first approach. W henever the alphabet does not contain 
function symbols, so the H erbrand base is finite, examples are ordered in increasing 
arity  of predicate symbol. W hen function symbols are present, examples are ordered 
in increasing term  depth , and w ithin th a t by increasing predicate symbol arity.
The herbrand  strategy has drawbacks. Although it is complete, examples are never
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repeated. The order of presentation of examples is determ inistic: this would appear to 
be highly unnatural as an environm ental model.
7.3 .3  C o m p le x ity -p ro b a b ility  s tra te g ie s
The com plexity-probability strategies random ly select atom s from the H erbrand base 
of the  target language and then  use the t-in terpreter to determ ine their classification. 
There are three strategies in the class: one for each of the probability d istributions. Ac­
cordingly the strategies are nam ed uniform-complexity , square-complexity and inverse- 
complexity.
These strategies aim to present examples in a “n a tu ra l” way which is random  but 
ensures th a t simple examples are more likely to be presented earlier and more often. 
M uggleton and Quinlan [1993] first suggested the idea to  base probabilistic example 
selection on a complexity measure, random ly sampling the complexity from R issanen’s 
[1983] universal prior probability function.
Atoms are random ly selected from the Herbrand base according to atomic-com plexity , 
which is defined as follows.
D efin itio n  7.1 (A to m ic -co m p lex ity ) The atomic-complexity of atom p ( t \ , .. . , t n) 
is 1 +  £"= i com plexity(U ) where com plexity ft) is defined fo r  term  t as follows. For 
function  symbol f  o f arity m  and terms Si (i =  1 , . .  . ,m j, co m p lex ity^} ( s i , . . . ,  sTIl)) is 
1 +  com plexity  ( s i ) . For constant symbol a, com plexity(a) is 1.
W hen an example is needed, one is constructed like this. F irst, a  complexity factor 
greater th an  zero bu t less th an  a predefined fixed upper bound is selected random ly 
from the indicated probability function. If one exists, an atom  of atom ic-complexity 
equal to  the complexity factor is constructed using the target language symbols as 
follows. Random  selections made during the construction of the atom  are all taken 
from the uniform distribution.
An arity  less than  the complexity factor is chosen randomly: each arity  of predicate 
symbols in the  language other than  zero is equally likely. One of the predicate symbols 
of th a t arity  is then  chosen randomly. Having decremented the complexity factor to 
allow for the predicate symbol, term s for instantiation of the argum ents of the predicate 
symbol are constructed. A complexity factor for each argum ent is random ly chosen, in 
a random  order, to sum  to the complexity factor. Terms of each of those complexities 
are constructed  as before: for each term  the arity of a functor is chosen randomly, 
a function symbol of th a t arity  chosen randomly, and its argum ents are chosen in a 
random  order. W hen the complexity factor of a term  is to  be zero, a random  constant 
is selected to instan tia te  th a t term .
Finally, the classification of the example is determ ined by the t-in terp re ter acting on 
the atom  as a  goal.
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W hen the alphabet contains no function symbols, the com plexity-probability s tra te ­
gies coincide: generating atom s about each predicate w ith uniform  probability, each 
argum ent instan tia ted  by constants with uniform probability. This offers a reasonable 
random  dom ain-independent sampling strategy. Exam ples, especially simple ones, are 
often repeated by the complexity-probability strategies.
A difficulty of the complexity-probability strategies is th a t the process of example gen­
eration may be quite slow, especially for languages w ith function symbols bu t no un itary  
function symbols. The example generation process may often spend tim e a ttem pting  
to construct an atom  of a complexity for which there is no atom  in the language. The 
arity-probability sampling strategies are more efficient than  probability-based sampling 
strategies.
7.3 .4  A r ity -p ro b a b ility  s tra te g ie s
The arity-probability  strategies also use a complexity-based probability d istribu tion  to 
construct atom s from the H erbrand base of the target. Like the  com plexity-probability 
strategies they are param eterised by the choice of probability density function, so the 
strategies in th is class are uniform -arity, square-arity and inverse-arity. The arity- 
probability strategies random ly sample from the probability d istribu tion  to  determ ine 
the arity  of a functor for a term  as it is being constructed. This is often more effi­
cient th an  the com plexity-probability strategies, b u t it is difficult to  characterise the 
probability d istribution of the examples constructed in this way.
As each example is required its predicate symbol is chosen random ly from all the  
predicate symbols of the target, such th a t each symbol is equally likely. Each argum ent 
of the  predicate symbol is chosen by first selecting an arity  according to  the selected 
probability d istribution. A functor of the chosen arity  for th a t term  is selected random ly 
from all the functors of th a t arity  in the alphabet — each being equally likely. If the 
chosen functor is of non-zero arity  (tha t is a function symbol) then  each argum ent term  
is constructed in the same way. In each case the param eters of the  d istribu tion  function 
are defined by m in  being the least arity  of function and constant symbols in the target 
and m a x  being the greatest arity. W henever there is no functor of arity  equal to the 
random  arity  selected, another arity  is independently selected. In all cases a fixed 
upper bound on the term  depth  is imposed to ensure th a t the sampling term inates in 
bounded time.
In th is way an atom  is built up, using the selected probability d istribu tion  to  determ ine 
the arity  of each term  functor. Construction of a term  term inates when a functor of 
arity  zero is chosen, and is more likely to term inate sooner for lower arities. This ensures 
th a t atom s of lower term  dep th  are more likely, b u t exactly how likely is difficult to 
characterise. The uniform strategy makes each arity  equally likely: hence examples 
drawn from the uniform strategy tend  to be deep. The square strategy  favours lower 
arities, so the examples tend to be simpler, and the inverse d istribu tion  even more so.
W hen an atom  has been constructed in th is way its classification is determ ined by the 
t-in terpreter.
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In practice, the examples produced by the arity-probability strategies are sim ilar to 
those of the corresponding com plexity-probability strategies. The m ajor difference is 
th a t arity-probability strategies present an example of each predicate symbol w ith equal 
probability, while com plexity-probability strategies present examples of predicates of 
lower arity  w ith a higher probability. A predicate symbol of an arity  the same as m any 
other predicate symbols is less likely to  have an example of it presented than  a predicate 
symbol w ith an arity  shared by few other predicate symbols.
Although in practice arity-probability  and complexity-probability strategies present 
examples w ith those of greater simplicity being of higher probability, and hence more 
frequent, an empirical problem  arises. In relatively complex program s incorporating 
m any function and constant symbols, m ost of the complex atom s of a particu lar pred­
icate are negative examples. Indeed, complex positive examples may be so rare th a t 
a learner may learn a very simple and false theory which has a very high degree of 
accuracy on the examples. The positive strategies address this deficiency.
7.3 .5  P ositive  stra teg ies
The positive sample strategies are also probability based bu t they present only positive 
examples. There are three strategies in the class: uniform -positive , square-positive and 
inverse-positive corresponding to  each probability function. For these strategies the 
chosen probability function is used to  random ly determ ine a factor and an atom  of 
th a t  atom ic-complexity is random ly selected from a pre-com puted set of true atom s if 
one exists.
The set of true atom s is constructed  by treating  an instance of each predicate, instan­
tia ted  by distinct variables in each argum ent position, as a goal for invocation by the 
g-interpreter. Each answer substitu tion  is applied to the goal, giving true atom s. The 
atom s thus formed are grouped into atomic-complexity classes.
The presentation of examples proceeds by random ly selecting a complexity in the range 
up to  the m aximum  complexity of the  pre-com puted examples. The selection is done 
by the inverse probability d istribu tion , setting m in  to 1 and m ax  to the m axim um  
complexity. One of the  positive examples of th a t complexity, if there is one, is selected 
(each w ith equal probability) and is presented to Minerva.
The positive strategies present only positive examples. For typical domains true atom s 
of a  given atom ic complexity are sparse am ongst all atom s of th a t complexity, especially 
for higher complexities, so the approach economises on storage requirem ents. However, 
m ost learners need negative examples to  counter a tendency for over-generalization.
7.3 .6  A ltern atin g  stra teg ies
The alternating strategies offer a  compromise between the positive-only positive s tra te ­
gies and the m ostly negative com plexity-probability or arity-probability strategies.
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The alternating  strategies draw examples from a pair of other strategies. One strategy 
of the pair is a positive strategy and the other is either a  probability-com plexity or 
an arity-com plexity strategy. Any of the three probability d istributions may be used 
for sampling bu t the same distribution is used for b o th  strategies of the pair. This 
perm its six alternating strategies: each of the three positive strategies paired w ith the 
corresponding probability-com plexity strategy and each of the three positive strategies 
paired w ith the corresponding probability-com plexity strategies.
Each example of the alternating strategy is drawn w ith equal probability from one of 
the  paired strategies comprising it. This means th a t positive examples are presented 
w ith probability of a t least one-half and examples of lower complexity are presented 
w ith a higher probability. However, when true atom s are sparse the ratio  of unique 
negative examples to unique positive examples increases w ith the sample size, because 
the rarer positive examples are more likely to be repeated.
7 .3 .7  U ser-control o f exam ple selection
Finer control over sampling may be achieved using conditional loading control facilities 
of NUPROLOG [Thom and Zobel 1990] in the target program . Using a special goal 
evalonly w ith the conditional loading facility, it is possible to  define a subset of the 
atom s of the target from which Sa m pler  selects examples according to  the sample 
stra tegy  chosen. This subset may be defined by a subset of the predicate, function and 
constant symbols of the target or by a subset of atom s or clauses of the target program. 
In any case, the complete target is used for evaluation of the classification of atom s for 
examples or questions.
7.4  T arget P rogram  In terp reters
Two interpreters, the t-interpreter and the g-interpreter, are used for the  evaluation 
of goals w ith respect to the target program. They are sim pler and less robust than  
the in terpreters of M inerva because a designer has control over the s truc tu re  of the 
program .
7.4.1 T esting ground atom s
The t-in terp re ter is used for testing evaluation of ground atom ic goals which arise 
as questions posed by a learner or as atom s selected from the H erbrand base. It is 
alm ost a standard  PROLOG interpreter, being an SLD N F-refutation procedure w ith a 
com putation rule which always selects the leftmost atom  in a goal and selects clauses 
in the order they appear in the program . This im plem ents unsafe negation.
The only non-standard  feature of the t-in terp reter is the  use of a  fixed dep th  bound to 
lim it the  length of SLD-derivations constructed in the search for an SLD NF-refutation.
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This depth  bound, presently set a t 50, avoids some non-term inating com putations but 
does not prevent them  in the cases of example 3.9.
7.4.2 G enerating  ground atom s
Ground atom s for positive examples are generated from a program  representing a ta r ­
get by the g-interpreter. The goals for g-interpretation may be non-ground; standard  
SLD NF-refutation procedures typically encounter non-term ination difficulties w ith such 
goals. To resolve this, the  g-interpreter searches SLDNF-trees in an iterative-deepening 
fashion (see section 3.6 . 2.1), and bounds the search with a  lim it on the length of SLD- 
derivations, presently being 25. The standard  com putation rule which selects left-most 
literals is used: resulting in unsafe negation. Subsidiary SLD-derivations constructed 
during evaluation of negative literals in goals are bounded in length bu t are explored 
in the  standard  depth-first fashion ra ther than  by iterative deepening.
The g-interpreter also imposes an upper limit on the num ber of unique answers returned  
in the search for the SLD NF-refutations of an initial goal. The upper bound, currently 
set a t 500, enables storage of the  atom s during the execution of Sampler. Because 
of the iterative-deepening nature  of the g-interpreter, the instances recorded are those 
w ith the shortest top-level SLDNF-refutations — typically the “sim plest” ones.
The designer of the target program  m ust ensure th a t answer substitu tions com puted 
by the g-interpreter are ground. If it is not possible to design the target program  in 
this way then  sample strategies using the g-interpreter m ust be avoided.
7.5 Tim e Limits
Sa m p l e r  enforces user-defined tim e limits on example processing by a co-operative 
learner program . A param eter to  S am pler  defines the real tim e in seconds available 
to the learner for each example. This can be either a fixed num ber for every example, 
or the upper bound of a range from which the num ber for each example is uniformly 
random ly sampled. W henever SAMPLER presents an example to the learner a  tim er 
is s tarted . If the learner asks questions during processing of the example the tim er 
is suspended until SAMPLER makes the answer available. W hen the tim e lim it has 
expired S a m ple r  in terrupts the learner by a signal, presents another example to the 
learner, and s ta rts  the tim er again. If the learner requests another example before the 
tim e has expired then  the tim er is reset for the next example.
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7.6 O ther SAMPLER features  
7.6.1 Sleep control
SAMPLER can schedule regular sleep commands for the learner under its control. This 
is done by providing param eters to Sa m ple r  th a t specify the frequency and duration. 
The frequency is defined by the num ber of intervening examples to be presented be­
tween sleep commands; the duration is specified as the num ber of seconds available for 
the  learner to respond to the command. If it has not responded earlier, SAMPLER in­
te rru p ts  the learner after the specified tim e period with a signal, and another example 
is presented.
7.6.2 Statistics
SAMPLER collects a num ber of statistics during the life of the learner under its control 
and reports them  on term ination. These include the to ta l num ber of positive and 
negative examples presented, the num ber of those th a t were unique, the  num ber of 
questions th a t were answered, the num ber of times sleep was scheduled, and the num ber 
of tim es th a t example processing by the learner was in terrupted  by tim e out signals.
7.7  S um m ary
S a m p l e r  is an environm ental modelling tool. It selects examples from a program  
representing a target theory according to a user-controlled sample strategy. Sample 
strategies present examples determ inistically or randomly; some of the random  ones 
present simple examples sooner and more often than  complex ones.
S a m p l e r  also enforces tim e limits for example processing or sleeping by a learner. The 
learner is in terrupted  by a signal when a tim e allowance is expired.
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8Perform ance evaluation
8.1 In trod u ction
In th is chapter the learning performance of M inerva is illustrated  by analysing a t­
tem pts to  learn several different target theories. Some of the theories are taken from 
the machine learning literature to enable comparison of MINERVA w ith other ILP learn­
ers. In m any cases reported  experim ents w ith other learners are as nearly as possible 
replicated for evaluation of MINERVA. M inerva’s performance is evaluated according 
to  the reported  criteria applied to those other learners.
The reader should be aware th a t M inerva is designed for conditions and purposes 
quite different to  other learners of the machine learning literature. The final series of 
experim ents in the chapter evaluate M inerva in term s of its ability to achieve the goals 
for which it was specifically designed.
For the  experim ents described here MINERVA and SAMPLER were compiled under 
N u p r OLOG version 1.5.24 [Thom and Zobel 1990] and executed on a Sun Sparcsta- 
tion IPX  configured w ith 32 Mb memory. The im plem entation of MINERVA is an 
experim ental prototype and has not been optim ised for tim e or space efficiency.
8.1.1 E xperim en ta l design
For m ost experim ents the Sa m pler  tool was used to  generate examples. A single ran ­
dom seed of value 1 was used unless otherwise indicated. In repeat exercises sequential 
seeds were used ( 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ) .
Exam ples were selected from the target according to  the sample strategies described in 
chapter 7. The sample strategy was chosen according to characteristics of the target
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domain. In large dom ains (particularly  where there are function symbols) an a lte rn a t­
ing strategy  was used to  ensure a  reasonable ratio  of positive examples occurring in the 
input. A complexity probability strategy was preferred to an arity-probability strategy 
in smaller problems, b u t the improved efficiency of the example generation for larger 
problem s again led to  the choice of an arity-probability strategy. In domains w ithout 
function symbols the probability distribution is irrelevant. In domains with function 
symbols, an inverse probability was usually used to ensure a high probability of early 
presentation of simple examples.
Experim ental results are reported  in term s of num bers of “unique” examples presented 
to  M inerva in order to learn a particular theory. This does not count repeated exam ­
ples nor any example which M inerva has already asked about prior to its presentation.
In m ost cases regular sleeping was perm itted  for lengthy periods of tim e. Personal 
judgem ent was used to  set example-processing tim e limits and sleep duration param ­
eters. Larger and more complex domains, particularly highly recursive ones, usually 
require longer tim es for effective learning, bu t the times used for the experim ents were 
not necessarily the m inimal necessary to achieve the reported  results — in most cases 
learning performance was not sensitive to small variations in the param eters and no 
a ttem p t was made to minimise them . Of course, the actual tim e period used is not 
very meaningful as the extent to which it correlates with the tim e available for learn­
ing by M inerva depends on machine configuration and other com pute activity. The 
param eters used for the  experim ent are reported but a close exam ination of them  is 
unw arranted.
W hen these general principles require adjustm ent for particu lar experim ents justifica­
tion is given.
8.2 L earning by A b sorp tion
In the first experim ent we compare the performance of MINERVA w ith its closest rela­
tive, MARVIN on an English gram m ar domain [Sammut 1981b]. M arvin  also generalizes 
by absorption, although in a  different way to M inerva . It has no diagnosis or revi­
sion capability and generalization performance is very strongly dependent on optim al 
ordering of carefully chosen input examples. M inerva achieves similar results w ith a 
random  presentation of examples.
The target theory describes a very small English gram m ar. A “d ictionary” is given 
as initial background knowledge to the  learners: defining two each of nouns, proper 
nouns, determ iners, intransitive verbs, and transitive verbs as follows.
noun (giraffe )*- 
noun( apple)*— 
pnoun(john)*-
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pnoun(mary)<— 
det(the)<— 
det(a)<— 
iverb (dreams )<— 
iverb (sleep s)<r- 
tverb ( dreams )<— 
tverb( eats)*—
In addition to the dictionary, the target defines four predicates: np for noun phrase, 
vp for verb phrase, sent for sentence and list for word sequences. Also in the target 
there are the binary function symbol for sequence construction and the constant 
“[]” for sequence term ination: these symbols are represented in the  custom ary no tation  
for PROLOG in the  program  fragm ents below.
MARVIN required specially crafted examples, w ith unique constant symbol “nam es” 
given to  each noun phrase, verb phrase and list, in order to  enable MARVIN to locate 
“relevant” background knowledge. MINERVA does not require these symbols. The 
examples for our experim ent were drawn directly from the target theory, represented 
by the program  reported as successfully learnt by MARVIN [Sammut 1981b], using a 
uniform  alternating  arity-probability strategy.
The problem  dom ain is fairly simple because it involves only a small num ber of symbols, 
bu t the use of a function symbol and the need for m utually recursive and non-nvi clauses 
make it beyond the capabilities of some learners.
8 .2 .1  R e su lts
MINERVA was perm itted  60 seconds for each example and one un in terrup ted  sleep 
afterw ards. Learning was term inated  after its program  appeared to  be stable. This 
happened when a to ta l of 46 examples had been presented, although only ten  of these 
were distinct positive examples. Only the following eight positive examples prom pted 
revision of the program  by M in e r v a  and in each case M in e r v a  was in terrup ted  when 
learning them .
sent([a, giraffe, dreams, john], []) 
sent([the, giraffe, eats, a, giraffe], []) 
list][eats, a, giraffe])
np([mary, eats, a, giraffe], feats, a, giraffe])
np([the, apple, dreams, the, giraffe], [dreams, the, giraffe])
list][dreams])
sent([mary, dreams], [])
vp([dreams, mary], [])
M in e r v a  asked a to ta l of 117 questions, of which only 15 were answered negatively, to 
learn a correct program  of the initial program  plus the following clauses. A part from 
clause order and m inor notational differences, the program  is the  same as th a t learnt 
by MARVIN:
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np([XI Y], Y)*— list(Y), pnoun(X) 
vp([X], [])i— iverb(X)
np([X, Y| Z/, det(X), list(Z), noun(Y) 
list([])i—
Hst(x)i— vpfx, y ;
senifX, T jf -  nppf, vp(Z, Y)
vp([X\ Y], [])<- np(Y, []), tverb(X)
In the course of learning the following clauses were also adopted by MINERVA but later 
removed from the program  because they were redundant or too complex.
sent([X, Y, Z, U], [])*— tverb(Z), noun(Y), det(X), pnoun(U) 
sent([X, Y, Z, U, Y], [])<r- tverb(Z), noun(Y), det(X), det(U) 
list([X, Y, Z])i— tverb(X), noun(Z), det(Y)
The num ber of hand-picked examples given to Marvin is not reported. In contrast 
w ith M inerva’s 117 questions, MARVIN asked only 23 questions to learn the same 
program . Marvin depends on carefully chosen examples and the teacher’s instruction 
to  term inate search for hypotheses when the teacher recognizes the current hypothesis 
to  be the desired one. M inerva instead depends on comprehensive environm ental 
experim entation to  choose hypotheses.
8.3 In crem en ta l Learning
In th is experim ent the ability of MINERVA as an incremental learner is dem onstrated 
by comparing it w ith the incremental ILP learner, CLINT. In many respects, CLINT is 
close in natu re  to M in e r v a , although the language of program s of M in er v a  is greater, 
MINERVA is in terruptib le, and the techniques for generating covering clauses are very 
different.
To dem onstrate M in e r v a ’s performance we replicate a reported  experim ent w ith C lin t  
[De R aedt and Bruynooghe 1992] in the well-known dom ain of the  the card game 
Eleusis [Dietterich and Michalski 1986]. Although the dom ain was also used for FOIL 
perform ance evaluation [Quinlan 1990], the CLINT experim ent is so unlike the FOIL one 
th a t sim ultaneous comparison is not possible.
Initial background knowledge is comprised of definitions for 20 predicates in term s 
of the constant symbols for suits: hearts, diamonds, clubs, and spades, and ranks: 
ace, two, three four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, jack, queen, and king. The form 
of the  definitions is not reported  for the CLINT experiment: we used ground unit 
clauses for definitions for the unary predicates odd-rank, non-odd-rank, odd-suit, non­
odd-suit, face, non-face, red, and non-red; and for the binary predicates precedes-rank 
and precedes-suit. We used functor-free definite clauses for the unary rank and suit 
and the binary same-colour, non-same-colour, non-precedes-rank, non-precedes-suit, 
lower-rank, non-lower-rank, lower-suit, and non-lower-suit.
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The 4-ary target concepts legall and legal2 are defined in the  target program  by the 
successfully learnt definitions of the CLINT experim ent, given below. We assume for th is 
purpose th a t the fourth clause is m isprinted in the report [De R aedt and Bruynooghe 
1992]; otherwise the problem is too simple and too unlike the FOIL experim ent, legall 
is satisfied when a face card is followed by a non-face card or vice versa. Iegal2 is 
satisfied when a card is followed by one of the succeeding rank b u t a non-lower su it, or 
by one of the preceding rank and a lower suit.
We hand-picked input examples to achieve the desired results: like for CLINT we need 
only one positive example for each clause of the two target concepts, as follows.
legall (ace, diamond, two, spade) 
legall (three, spade, queen, heart) 
legal2(four, heart, five, diamond) 
legal2(five, spade, four, club)
SAMPLER answered questions with reference to the target and interrupted Minerva 
after 180 seconds for each example.
8.3.1 R esu lts
Minerva learnt the following correct clauses. All b u t the second is the same as those 
learnt by Clint.
legall(X,Y,Z,U)<— suit(Y), suit(U), non-face(Z), face(X) 
legall (X, Y,Z,U)<r- suit(U), legall (Z ,Y ,X ,Y )  
legal2(X,Y,Z,U)<r- non-lower-suit(Y,U), precedes-rank(X,Z) 
legal2(X,Y,Z,U)<r- lower-suit(Y,U), precedes-rank(Z,X)
Instead of the second, Clint learnt the equivalent bu t longer clause:
legall(X,Y,Z,U)<r- suit(Y), suit(U), non-face(Z), face(X).
Minerva asked 924 questions, in contrast to Clint’s economical 37. A few of Min­
erva’s are due to missing answer diagnosis where all existing clauses are suspect ir­
respective of whether they were initially given, but the major portion are due to its 
attempt to exhaustively search a larger hypothesis space and to exhaustively test in­
ductive hypotheses under consideration — continuing even after a suitable hypothesis 
has been found.
8.4  T h eory  R efin em en t
Theory refinement algorithm s, such as AUDREY [Wogulis 1991], EITHER [Mooney and 
O urston 1991], ABE [O’Rorke et al. 1989] and FORTE [Richards and M ooney 1991, 
Richards and Mooney 1995] are designed to correct an initially incorrect program  to 
account for errors indicated by a batch of examples. In this experim ent we examine 
the perform ance of Minerva as a theory refinement algorithm  by com paring it w ith
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FORTE. Performance is m easured by the accuracy of the learnt theory w ith respect to 
a test set th a t is a  subset of the target theory.
Again we use a family relations domain, although a larger one than  previously. The par­
ticu lar problem  presented here was selected by Richards and Mooney [1995], who give 
perform ance results for FORTE along with results for the non-revising single-predicate 
ILP learners GOLEM [Muggleton and Feng 1990] and FOIL [Quinlan 1990] on the same 
problem . We aim to replicate the experiments on MINERVA to enable comparison with 
all three.
The target is represented by a program  describing relations between 86 people across 
five generations. There are twelve target binary predicates to  be learnt: wife, husband, 
mother, father, daughter, son, sister, brother, aunt, uncle, niece, nephew for which 
there are altogether 744 true atom s. The target also defines two “interm ediate” binary 
predicates au and sibling and three “basic” binary predicates gender, married, and 
parent. The basic and interm ediate predicates are not represented in examples but 
complete and correct definitions for the basic predicates are given as an initial correct 
program . Clauses of the initial program  are ground un it, except for one: married(X, 
Y)<^-married(Y,X).
Here is an “ideal” correct definition for the interm ediate and target predicates:
wife(X, Y)<— gender(X, female), married(X, Y)
husband(X, Y)<— gender(X, male), married(X, Y)
mother(X, Y)<— gender(X, female), parent(X, Y)
father(X, Y)<— gender(X, male), parent(X, Y)
daughter(X, Y)*— gender(X, female), parentfY, X)
son(X, Y)<— gender(X, male), parent(Y, X)
sister(X, Y)+- gender(X, female), sibling(X, Y)
brother(X, Y)<r— gender(X, male), sibling(X, Y)
aunt(X, Y)<— gender(X, female), au(X, Y)
uncle(X, Y)i— gender(X, male), au(X, Y)
niece(X, Y)<— gender(X, female), au(Y, X)
nephew(X, Y)<— gender(X, male), au(Y, X)
au(X, Y)<— married(X, Z), sibling(Z, U), parent(U, Y)
au(X, Y)i— sibling(X, Z), parent(Z, Y)
sibling(X, Y)<— parent(Z, X), parent(Z, Y), noteq(X, Y)
In the FORTE experim ent noteq, true  for any two different ground argum ents and used 
in the  definition of sibling, is an inbuilt predicate. For Minerva we gave the defini­
tion  eq(X,X)<—gender(X, Y) as additional background knowledge in the initial program , 
trea ting  eq as a basic predicate and replacing noteq in the ideal program  by ~  eq.
Although th is theory is m oderately large, it should be relatively easy to learn because 
simple definitions exist, having no function symbols, only one clause per definition and 
a t m ost three antecedents per clause.
Forte is aided by auxiliary information describing the dependency structure of desired 
predicate definitions; there is no comparable hint given to Minerva. For MINERVA the
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particu lar difficulty with this dom ain is the large num ber of clauses and lack of structu re  
in the initial program: being largely comprised of un it clauses.
8.4.1 E xperim en tal m eth od
We replicate two experiments of Richards and Mooney: an induction experim ent and 
a refinement experim ent. In each, MlNERVA was given five exercises — each exercise 
using a different random  example sequence drawn from the target program  using the 
alternating  uniform complexity-probability sample strategy. Results are reported  at 
points where 10, 25, 50 and 100 positive examples (discounting repeated examples) 
respectively were observed. O ur distribution of negative examples is slightly less than  
50% overall, bu t as there are many more false atom s in the target, the ratio  of unique 
negative to unique positive examples grows with the sample size. For the o ther learners 
examples were generated random ly bu t ensuring th a t on average tw o-thirds of examples 
were negative.
In each exercise of MlNERVA, 200 seconds was allowed per example and sleeping was 
permitted for 200 seconds after every 20 examples.
The results of figures 8.1 and 8.2 represent the average sample sizes and achieved 
accuracy for the five repeated exercises of M inerva, compared w ith those reported  by 
Richards and Mooney [1995]. M inerva’s accuracy measure differs from the one used 
for the other learners in the figure. For them  Richards and Mooney define a sample set 
comprising all true  atom s of the target predicates (744) and a subset of the  false atom s 
of the  target predicates: 1488 random ly generated false atom s. Exam ples for each 
learning exercise are drawn from this sample set, and the rem aining atom s comprise 
the  tes t set for th a t exercise. Accuracy is defined as the proportion of the atom s in the 
test set th a t are correct in the learnt theory. For M inerva’s learning we use examples 
of the target predicates drawn random ly from the target by SAMPLER. We define 
accuracy for MlNERVA as the proportion of atom s in the sample set of Richards and 
M ooney th a t are correct in the learnt theory. The difference relatively overrates our 
reported  accuracy by at most 1.2% at the greater sample sizes, and usually much less.
8.4.2 In d u ction  experim en t
In the induction experim ent the initial program  for FORTE, FOIL and GOLEM comprised 
complete and correct definitions for the basic predicates. It is not clear w hether defini­
tions for the interm ediate predicates were included; for MlNERVA they have not been. 
The performance of FORTE was compared with the perform ance on the same sample 
set by GOLEM version 1.0<a and FOIL version 5.1. As the la tte r  two are single predicate 
learners, they were given an easier problem  of twelve independent learning tasks, one 
for each target predicate.
Figure 8.1 shows com parative results: all b u t those for MlNERVA are interpolated  from 
the empirical m easurem ents of Richards and Mooney [1995]. In the figure, “FORTE-”
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Positive Accuracy %
Examples Minerva FORTE- FORTE GOLEM FOIL
0 66.7 67 67 67 67
10 74.0 62 76 67 67
25 80.8 72 92 67 86
50 85.6 82 97 67 86
100 92.9
Total Accuracy %
Examples Minerva FORTE- FORTE GOLEM FOIL
0 66.7 67 67 67 67
17 74.0 60 68 67 67
50 80.8 68 85 67 73
125 85.6 79 97 67 83
334 92.9
Figure 8.1: Experimental results for induction
refers to  a version of FORTE with its “relational pathfinding” com ponent disabled: 
a  com ponent which Richards and Mooney consider particularly  well suited to  th is 
domain.
Because of the  difference in d istribu tion  of examples, we have shown two comparison 
points: the  first compares perform ance a t equal num bers of positive examples and 
the second a t equal num bers of combined positive and negative examples. In th is 
experim ent, because of the  extent of the initial background knowledge, the negative 
examples presented play a very m inor role in Minerva’s performance.
We can see that MlNERVA’s performance compares well with relational batch learners. 
Minerva is aided by the ability to ask questions, unavailable to the other learners, but 
the various extra-logical hints given to the other learners are unavailable to MINERVA.
8 .4 .3  R efinem ent exp erim en t
The second experiment investigates the ability of Minerva to deal with a theory- 
refinement problem in which a revising learner is given an incorrect theory and a set 
of examples with which to correct it.
For the FORTE experim ent the  ideal program  given above was random ly corrupted and 
used as an initial program  for learning, supplem enting the correct definitions for the 
basic predicates. A corruption is an application of one of the following corrupting 
operators: delete rule; add rule (1-3 antecedents); delete antecedent; add antecedent; 
change antecedent (delete plus add); and change variable. The form of corruptions 
corresponds closely w ith the predefined classes of errors which FORTE is designed to
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Examples Accuracy % 
Minerva forte
0 86.8 92
15 89.4 93
44 90.0 97
115 90.9 99
236 93.9 100
Figure 8.2: Experimental results for refinement
correct, so we should expect th is to aid the perform ance of FORTE. The reader is 
referred to  R ichards and M ooney’s [1995] account for more detail.
In our experim ent also five random ly corrupted versions of the ideal ta rge t program  
were generated. These programs were generated, as nearly as possible, in the same way 
as those for the  FORTE experim ent. We used two program s containing three corruptions 
and three program s of four corruptions each to achieve the same average corruption 
as for the FORTE experiment: 3.6 corruptions per program . In two cases the corrupt 
program s contained a clause w ith a variable in the head not occurring in the body of 
the clause: such clauses are not acceptable in M in e r v a ’s program . To each such clause 
the literal gender(X, U), was added to the body, where X  is the variable in question 
and U is a new variable not occurring elsewhere in the  clause.
The corrupt program s supplem ented the correct definition for the basic predicates as 
an initial program  before learning commenced.
Our initial average accuracy was 86.8%, due predom inately to errors in true atom s; 
some of the  program s are completely correct for the false atom s. The initial average 
accuracy for the five program s of FORTE was much higher a t 91.7%. This difference 
highlights the  variability of the problem, and m ight be significant for the reported  
experim ental results.
The results are presented in figure 8.2 with the com parative results for FORTE in terpo­
lated from Richards and M ooney’s [1995] results as before. The table entries represent 
accuracy achieved for exercises with 0, 10, 25, 50 and 100 unique positive examples 
respectively in the experim ent w ith M in e r v a . This tim e the  accuracy reported  in the  
figure is com pared w ith the accuracy achieved by FORTE in term s of to ta l (positive and 
negative) sample sizes, since the negative examples have an im portan t role to play in 
detection of initial false clauses. The version of FORTE for the  results here is the b e tte r  
one on th is domain: th a t also labelled FORTE in figure 8.1.
The results for MINERVA are based on ju st one exercise for each corrupted program  at 
each sample size, using the same (random) example presentation for each, and averaged 
over the  five exercises. Individual exercise results are highly variable. For example, the 
fifth program  has accuracy of 97.2% after only 10 positive examples.
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Given the high variability of the results, due to the nature of the corruptions and the ex­
ten t to  which examples enable their diagnosis, conclusions drawn from this experim ent 
m ust be weak. Recall th a t the corruptions are designed to be alm ost exact reversals of 
the correcting operators of FORTE. Subject to these considerations, we conclude th a t 
M inerva m ight be a weaker theory refinement algorithm  than  others.
8.5 L earning M u ltip le  P red ica te  T heories
We have already dem onstrated  in section 8.2 th a t MINERVA is capable of learning 
program s defining m ultiple inter-dependent concepts. Usually such program s are the 
dom ain of increm ental learners, bu t MPL [De R aedt et al. 1993] is a  batch learner 
designed for them . In th is experim ent we show th a t for a simple problem , M inerva’s 
learning performance compares well w ith th a t of MPL.
M p l ’s first experim ent is replicated for M inerva . Initially the learners were given a 
background program  of ground unit clauses as follows.
male (prudent)*— 
male(leon)*— 
male(luc)*—
female (laura)*— 
female (alice)*— 
female (lieve)*— 
female (lucy)*—
parent(bart, stijn)*— 
parent(bart, pieter)*r- 
parent(luc, soetkin)*— 
parent(willem, lieve)*— 
parent(willem, katleen)*— 
parent(rene, willem)*— 
parent(rene, lucy)*r- 
parent(prudent, esther)*—
male(willem)*r- 
male(rene)*r- 
male (pieter)*—
female( esther)*r- 
female (yvonne )*— 
female (soetkin )*—
parent (katleen, stijn)*— 
parent(katleen, pieter)<r- 
parent(lieve, soetkin)*— 
parent(esther, lieve)*— 
parent(esther, katleen)*— 
parent(yvonne, willem)*— 
parent(yvonne, lucy)*—
male( etienne)*r- 
male(bart)*— 
male (stijn)*—
female (rose )*— 
female (katleen ) in­
fernale (an)*—
parent(leon, rose)*— 
parent(alice, rose)*— 
parent(etienne, luc)*— 
parent(rose, luc)*— 
parent (etienne, an)*— 
parent (rose, an)*r- 
parent(laura, esther)*—
Exam ples of the binary target predicates ancestor, mother and father were drawn by 
Sa m pl e r  from a target program  with a uniform complexity-based sample strategy, a 
100 second tim e lim it for each example and sleeping perm itted  only after all examples 
were presented. In De R aedt et a l.’s [1993] experim ent the complete set of atom s 
abou t the target predicates in the Herbrand base were used. In M inerva’s experim ent 
learning was halted  after all 78 true atom s were presented, either as positive examples 
or as answers to questions, irrespective of the num ber of negative examples presented 
a t th a t  time.
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8.5.1 R esu lts
M inerva added the following clauses to the initial program , resulting in a  correct 
program . Only six examples prom pted revision; all o ther atom s of the theory were dis­
covered by experim entation or generalization when revising for those six examples.
ancestor(X, Y)<— parent(Z, lieve), parent(X, Z), parentfbart, Y)
mother(X, Y)+- female(X), parent(X, Y)
ancestor(X, Y)<— parent(Z, Y), parent(X, Z)
ancestor(X, Y)<— parent(X, Y)
father(X, Y)<— male(X), parent(X, Y)
ancestor(X, soetkin)+- female(Y), parent(X, Y)
The program  learnt by M inerva is identical to th a t reported  for MPL on clauses for 
mother and father. The clause defining ancestor in term s of parent is also identical. 
B ut MPL learnt only one other clause for ancestor: ancestor(X,Y) <—parent(X,Z), an- 
cestor(Z,Y) in place of M inerva’s three. Because the dom ain is so small, M inerva’s 
definition of ancestor is heavily dependent on the presentation order of examples.
The experim ent with M inerva was repeated four more tim es w ith different random  
presentation orders. In every exercise correct program s were learnt, including the same 
clauses for mother and father , bu t the clauses for ancestor varied. In one of the  five 
exercises the program  learnt by MINERVA was identical to  th a t of MPL.
8 .6  L e a r n i n g  w i t h  MINERVA
Having investigated M inerva’s performance on several problem s to  enable performance 
comparison w ith a range of other inductive learners, we now tu rn  to  investigating 
the capabilities of MlNERVA by intensive analysis of perform ance in a single domain. 
In particu lar we investigate variations to several factors: the am ount of background 
knowledge available; the sampling strategy for examples; the extent of interleaving 
examples of interdependent concepts; the tim e allowed for learning and sleeping; and 
the presence of noise in the environment.
8.6.1 T he graph dom ain
This series of experim ents deals w ith a dom ain based on graph relations depicted in 
figure 8.3. The dom ain concerns thirty-five constant term s related by the predicate arc 
into five disconnected graphs. arc(a,b) should be in terpreted  to  m ean th a t  there is a 
directed arc from node a to node b. In addition to  arc, we are interested in four other 
binary predicates and a unary predicate th a t should be understood as follows.
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quokkaemu
wombatkangaroo
west origin
south
green
yellow
orange
violetred ^
Figure 8.3: Graph relations domain
path(a,c): There is a path, or sequence of arcs, from a to c. 
revpath(c,a): There is a path from a to c. 
cycle (red): There is a path connecting red back to red. 
conn(a,c): There is a path from a to c or from c to a. 
bicycle (quokka, red): quokka and red belong to disjoint cycles.
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arc (a, b)*— 
arc(b, c)*— 
arc(c, d)*— 
arc(d, e)*~ 
arc(e, f)* -
a r c (f , g ) < -  
arc(g, h)*— 
arc(h, i)*— 
arc(i, j)i 
arc (j, k)i—  
arc(m, n)<r- 
arc(n, o)*— 
arc(o, p)*— 
arc(p, q)i—  
arc(q, r)<—
arc (kangaroo, bilby)<—
arc(bilby, wombat)*—
arc (wombat, quokka)*—
arc(quokka, kangaroo)*—
arc (kangaroo, emu)<—
arc (kangaroo, dingo)*—
arc (red, orange)*—
arc(orange, yellow)*r-
arc (yellow, green)*—
arc (green, blue)*—
arc (blue, indigo)*—
arc(indigo, violet)*—
arc (violet, red)*—
arc (origin, north)*-
arc(origin, east)*-
arc(origin, south)*—
arc (origin, west)*—
path(X, Y)*- arc(X, Y)
path(X, Y)*— arc(X, Z), path(Z, Y)
revpath(X, Y)*— path(Y, X)
cycle(X)*- path(X, X)
conn(X, Y)*— path(X, Y)
conn(X, Y)*— path(Y, X)
bicycle(X, Y)*— cycle(X), cycle(Y),  ~  conn(X, Y) 
Figure 8.4: Graph relations program
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Figure 8.4 shows a target program  correctly defining the complete domain. The target 
theory represented by the program  comprises num bers of true and false atom s respec­
tively as follows, arc: 32 and 1193; path : 147 and 1078; revpath: 147 and 1078; cycle: 
11 and 24; conn: 229 and 996; and bicycle: 56 and 1169.
8.6 .2  Learning interleaved in terdepend en t pred icates
Beginning w ith an initial program  comprising the ground unit clause definition of arc 
given in figure 8.4, Minerva is given examples of the predicates path , revpath and 
cycle. For this experim ent, good definitions for cycle and one of path or revpath, as in 
the target program  of figure 8.4, depend on a good definition of the other of path or 
revpath.
The examples are random ly selected by SAMPLER from the relevant subset of the target 
theory, represented by the program  of figure 8.4, by the uniform -arity  sample strategy. 
The probability distribution (in this case uniform) is irrelevant because of the absence 
of function symbols, bu t the arity-probability class is used to ensure th a t each predicate 
is d istribu ted  uniformly in the example set. Because positive examples are not sparse 
in the distribution, there is no need to use an alternating strategy and the arity- 
probability strategy is sufficient: generating positive and negative examples according 
to their d istribution in the target. By the uniform -arity strategy each predicate is 
equally likely and every atom  of th a t predicate, whether true or false, is equally likely.
MINERVA is permitted 100 seconds for each example, and sleeping is permitted at 
intervals of 20 examples for 200 seconds.
Snapshots of the learnt theory are taken at five sample points: when 4, 10, 25, 50 
and 100 positive examples respectively have been presented. For th is purpose negative 
examples are not counted but the positive examples a t the sample points included bo th  
repeated  examples and examples given earlier as answers to questions.
The experim ent is repeated for five exercises, each using a different random  example 
presentation from the same strategy.
8.6.2.1 Results
The results for each of the five exercises are summ arised in figure 8.5. The figure shows 
the accuracy of each exercise at each sample point and the average accuracy for the 
five exercises a t each sample point. Accuracy is reported only for the concepts cycle , 
path and revpath, because an accurate definition for arc was provided initially.
In addition, the  second and th ird  columns of the figure show average to ta l unique 
examples presented a t each point (not including repeated examples or those given as 
answers), and the average to ta l examples (positive and negative examples, counting 
repeats) presented a t each point. The first line of the figure is a reference point being 
the accuracy of an em pty program  th a t is completely correct for the false atom s of the
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Pos
Ex
Av Uniq 
Pos Ex
Av Tot 
Ex 1 2
Accuracy % 
3 4 5 Av
0 0 0 87.7 87.7 87.7 87.7 87.7 87.7
4 3.6 34.6 89.3 89.4 89.1 90.0 88.4 89.2
10 7.6 74.2 91.0 94.9 90.8 89.0 90.1 91.2
25 11.6 180.6 95.0 100.0 - 92.6 99.9 96.9
50 13.8 359.2 100.0 100.0 95.1 94.4 100.0 97.9
100 15.6 707.6 100.0 100.0 98.2 97.7 100.0 99.2
Figure 8.5: Learning three graph relations
target.
Let us examine the results of the first exercise in more depth. Following is the program  
learnt a t the  reporting point of 50 examples, excluding the clauses for arc which rem ain 
unchanged from the initial input program.
cycle(red)<—
cycle(wombat)*-
cycle(X)<r- arcfX, Y), cycle(Y)
path(X, Y)<- arc(X, Y)
path(X, Y)i— arc(Z, Y), path(X, Z)
revpath(X, Y)t— path(Y, X )
Although slightly different from the relevant part of the target program  of figure 8.4, 
the acquired program  is correct and concise. The definition here for cycle could be 
found earlier th an  th a t in the figure because it does not depend on a good definition of 
path. Because cycle is only a unary predicate there are fewer true  or false atom s about 
cycle in the target, so the arity-probability sampling strategy ensures th a t  a higher 
proportion of instances of cycle are presented relatively early in the learning session. A 
lower proportion of path instances (particularly positive ones) are incorporated in the 
developing theory a t the same point.
Earlier clauses acquired during learning th is program  included several ground unit 
clauses for each of the predicates and more complex clauses like path(X, Y)<—arc(Z, 
U), arc(X, Z), arc(U, Y) and the pair revpath(k, X)<—path(a, X), not revpathP (k, X ) 
and revpath0 (k, k)<—. A lthough true, these were all recognised to  be redundant when 
the more general definitions were adopted later, and were removed during sleeping.
Similar b u t not identical results were obtained for the o ther four exercises. Those 
exercises th a t did not achieve 100% accuracy a t the  100 examples sample point were 
completely correct for the true atom s bu t included some overly-general clauses th a t 
covered some false atom s. Revisions to correct these clauses would be m ade when a 
covered false atom  is diagnosed due to the occurrence if an appropriate  example in the 
input a t a  later time.
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Time
(secs)
Accuracy
%
True
Questions
False
Questions
10 91.9 80 22
25 94.1 137 34
50 100.0 222 12
100 100.0 239 12
200 100.0 354 23
random 91.8 94 91
Figure 8.6: Varying the learning time
The accuracy point missing from the figure, for the th ird  exercise, denotes a point 
where in terpreta tion  of the learnt theory by a th ird-party  in terpreter was very tim e- 
consuming or non-term inating and so the accuracy measure was difficult to obtain. 
The later results for th a t exercise indicate th a t MINERVA was able to recover from the 
difficulty a t a later point in learning through the sleeping mechanism. In fact, the clause 
revpath(X,X)<—path(X, Y), revpath(Y, Y) was removed from the program. Although the 
clause is true , it is easy to see why it leads to non-term inating in terpreta tion  when a 
correct definition for path has been acquired in the domain where cycles are present.
The results overall dem onstrate M in e r v a ’s ability to learn a concise representation 
of a  theory of interdependent concepts presented as random  examples, achieving good 
accuracy even with only a small num ber of examples.
8.6 .3  V arying th e  learning tim e
In the  previous experim ent MINERVA was perm itted  up to 100 seconds (real tim e) to 
process each example presented. In this experiment we examine the effect of varying 
th a t  tim e allowance: over a range of 10 to 200 seconds per example. The same example 
presentation is used for each exercise, w ith results reported at the point of 25 positive 
examples presented in each case. The 25 examples includes repeats and examples 
presented earlier as answers to questions. In other respects, the experim ental conditions 
of the  previous experim ent are duplicated.
We also repeat the experim ent once using a random  tim e lim it. In this case the tim e 
lim it for each example is random ly selected from a uniform distribution between 0 and 
200 seconds.
8.6.3.1 Results
The results are sum m arised in figure 8.6. The second column indicates the accuracy 
achieved for the three relations. The th ird  column indicates the num ber of questions
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Sleep Sleep No. Accuracy No.
Freq D uration Sleeps % Clauses
5 200 21 100.0 11
20 200 5 100.0 11
50 200 2 100.0 11
100 200 1 100.0 11
20 50 5 100.0 11
20 100 5 100.0 11
20 200 5 100.0 11
20 300 5 100.0 11
20 500 5 100.0 11
- - 0 100.0 17
Figure 8.7: Varying the sleep pattern
asked by Minerva during the exercise th a t were answered true  by Sampler and the 
fourth  column similarly indicates questions answered false.
As we m ight expect, the results indicate th a t learning perform ance, m easured as accu­
racy, improves w ith tim e available up to the tim e sufficient to learn the theory correctly. 
Q uestion efficiency decreases as Minerva spends spare tim e searching for increasingly 
less likely hypotheses. The result for the single random  tim e exercise suggests th a t 
perform ance for random  tim e lim it learning is m uch poorer th an  the  average tim e 
lim it allowed, bu t many more exercises of this natu re  would be required for strong 
conclusions.
8.6 .4  V arying th e  sleep  p attern
Now we tu rn  to examining the effect of the frequency and duration  of sleep on the 
learning problem. In this experim ent we reproduce the conditions of the  first exper­
im ent on this dom ain to learn the graph relations path , revpath and cycle, b u t vary 
the sleep patterns perm itted  for Minerva. Using only one example presentation of 25 
positive examples (including repeats) we perm it sleeping to occur a t intervals ranging 
from 5 to  100 to ta l examples and for tim es ranging up to m aximum s of 50 to 500 real 
tim e seconds. We compare these results w ith an exercise under the same conditions 
bu t perm itting  no sleep a t all.
8.6.4.1 Results
The results are reported in figure 8.7. The table is grouped in three sections: the 
first shows the results for variations in the sleep frequency; the  second for variations 
in sleep duration and the final section shows when no sleep is perm itted . In addition
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to accuracy, the table shows the num ber of clauses defining the three relations in the 
learnt program : this is significant because sleeping aims to remove redundancy in 
the program . The actual num ber of sleeps perm itted  in each exercise is also shown 
because it depends on the to ta l num ber of examples presented ra ther th an  the num ber 
of positive examples alone.
The results indicate th a t for this particular experiment varying the sleep p a tte rn  makes 
alm ost no difference to the  learnt program. Indeed, only one sleep is as good as many, 
whatever the duration. Although this p a tte rn  is frequently exhibited it is not neces­
sarily m aintained for other domains or even example presentations: experience demon­
stra tes  th a t sleeps become more im portant in highly recursive and m any-concept do­
mains. Its beneficial role in learning was dem onstrated earlier in one exercise of the 
the first experim ent in the graph domain.
8.6.5 T olerating noise
Although MINERVA does not include any particular mechanisms designed for handling 
noise in examples and answers to questions, there is some ability to  to lerate noise as 
a consequence of other design features. In th is experim ent we briefly observe M in ­
er v a ’s performance in a noisy environm ent on the three-predicate graph problem  as 
before. Exam ples and answers generated by Sa m pler  are subject to  m utation  with a 
probability fixed for each exercise between 0 and 20%. If an example is selected for 
m utation  its classification is reversed (positive-to-negative and negative-to-positive). If 
an answer to a  question is selected for m utation it is complemented (true-to-false and 
false-to-true).
Accuracy is m easured after 25 genuinely positive examples have been presented, irre­
spective of the classification given to them  after m utation. The sample strategy  and 
background knowledge of the earlier experim ents are duplicated, w ith a tim e limit of 
100 seconds imposed and sleeping perm itted  for 200 seconds after each 20 examples.
8 .6 .5 .1  R e su lts
The results are reported  in figure 8.8. The second column of the figure represents 
accuracy of the learnt theory over the complete target, and the th ird  colum n accuracy 
of the  learnt theory on the true atom s of the target alone. We can see th a t overall 
accuracy decreases w ith increasing noise, bu t th a t in most cases the decrease in accuracy 
of a  learnt theory is much less th an  the error rate  in the environm ent. The decrease 
in accuracy is mostly due to under-generalization in learning as can be seen by the 
relatively poor accuracy on the true  atoms.
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Noise
%
All Accuracy 
%
True Accuracy 
%
o H 100.0 100.0
2 99.3 99.0
5 92.9 44.4
10 94.4 58.9
15 89.4 27.6
20 88.4 18.1
F igu re  8.8: Tolerating noise
Strategy Accuracy %
1 2 3 4 5 Av
Uniform-positive 
Uniform -arity
95.6 97.4 100.0 89.5 96.8 95.9
96.9
F igu re 8.9: Learning from positive examples
8.6 .6  L earning from  p ositive  exam ples
Now we consider changing the sample strategy for the three-predicate graph problem. 
Because positive examples play the m ajor role in prom pting learning by MINERVA, 
in th is experim ent we use a positive-only sample strategy. For the  m ost p a rt, M in ­
erva  finds the  counter examples needed to avoid over-generalization during hypothesis 
testing.
We use five example presentations drawn from the positive only uniform-positive strat­
egy, each selecting 25 positive examples. Minerva is permitted 100 seconds for each 
example and sleeping for 200 seconds after each 20 examples. Because learning is 
terminated after 25 examples, this permits only one sleep in each exercise.
8.6.6.1 Results
Figure 8.9 gives the  accuracy results for the five exercises together w ith their average. In 
the  second row the figure shows the com parative average accuracy for the uniform-arity 
sample strategy under the  same conditions (from figure 8.5). We can see th a t there is 
little  difference in the  accuracy results between a sample where positive examples are 
represented according to  their proportional occurrence in the target (as in the unform- 
arity  strategy) and another where only positive examples are presented (the uniform ­
positive strategy), provided th a t the num ber of positive examples in the  sample is 
m aintained.
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Predicate
em pty 1
Accuracy % 
2 3 4 5 Av
arc 97.4 97.7 98.0 98.1 97.9 97.8 97.9
path 88.0 95.3 94.4 94.7 95.8 96.7 95.4
revpath 88.0 95.1 94.4 94.5 95.8 96.8 95.3
cycle 68.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 97.1 100.0 99.4
Overall 90.9 96.1 95.7 95.8 96.5 97.1 96.2
Figure 8.10: Confusing the background knowledge
8.6 .7  C onfusing th e  background know ledge
So far in the graph dom ain M inerva has commenced learning w ith a complete and 
correct definition for arc initially provided. In this experim ent we show th a t th is is not 
necessary: although the problem becomes much harder it is still possible for Minerva 
to learn definitions for the concepts.
In a  sequence of five exercises we use the uniform -arity sample strategy  to draw ran ­
dom examples from the target predicates arc, path , revpath and cycle in five different 
sequences. We perm it 150 seconds per example and sleeping for 200 seconds after each 
20 examples. We examine the learnt theory after 100 positive examples have been 
presented.
8 .6 .7 .1  R e su lts
The results in figure 8.10 show the accuracy for each predicate of each learnt theory in 
the  five exercises as well as the the overall accuracy for each theory and the average 
accuracy for all five exercises. In the second column the accuracy for an em pty definition 
of each predicate is given for comparison: these figures represent for each predicate the 
proportion of false atom s in all atom s of the predicate in the target.
It is notable th a t the accuracy for arc is particularly low. The inability to find a good 
definition for arc hinders the development of good definitions for the other predicates. 
The reason for the inability to find a good definition for arc is a consequence of two 
factors: the relative sparsity of positive examples of arc in the target (so th a t only 
four to  eight positive examples occurred in the input for each exercise) and the lack of 
interesting generalizations of an atom  of arc in term s of other predicates. This la tte r 
factor inhibits the ability of MINERVA to find its own examples as it tests generalizing 
hypotheses: experim ents yield too many negative answers, directing the search towards 
highly specialized hypotheses.
Nevertheless, although the learnt program s are fairly complex in each case, the experi­
m ent dem onstrates M inerva’s ability to learn a reasonably accurate theory even when
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Predicate
em pty 1
Accuracy % 
2 3 4 5 Av
conn 81.3 97.6 100.0 100.0 97.6 92.1 97.5
bicycle 95.4 96.8 99.3 97.1 100.0 99.6 98.6
Overall 88.0 98.6 99.8 99.3 99.4 97.9 99.0
Figure 8.11: Learning five graph relations
fundam ental background knowledge is presented by examples interspersed w ith those 
of dependent concepts, ra ther than  a priori identified and supplied.
8.6 .8  E x te n d in g  th e  p ro b le m
In a final group of experim ents in the graph relations dom ain we investigate learning 
two more concepts, conn and bicycle, on top of those already learned.
In each exercise of th is group Sampler selects examples by the uniform -arity sample 
strategy. Accuracy results are reported a t points where a fixed num ber of positive 
examples have been presented; repeated examples and examples previously known to 
M inerva by answers to  questions are included in the count, bu t negative examples are 
not.
For five exercises learning commences with a program  of correct definitions for arc, 
path , revpath, and cycle as initial background knowledge. The initial program  itself 
has previously been learned by MINERVA from an initial program  defining arc and a 
presentation of fifty positive examples of the  other predicates. It was indeed the first 
program  learned in the graph domain experim ents of section 8.6.2. Sampler  selects 
examples of the  predicates conn and bicycle, in a  different random  presentation for 
each exercise, stopping a t 50 positive examples. MINERVA was perm itted  200 seconds 
for each example and sleep for 300 seconds after each 20 examples.
8 .6 .8 .1  R e su lts
The accuracy results for each of the five exercises are presented in figure 8.11. The 
figure shows the accuracy for the conn and bicycle predicates separately, as well as 
the overall accuracy for the each theory of all five predicates, excluding arc. Average 
accuracy for the  five exercises and the accuracy of the em pty program  is also shown.
These results can be compared w ith an exercise in which the five predicates are pre­
sented interleaved, commencing only w ith an initial ground un it clause definition for 
arc. In th is case, a t the point of 100 interleaved positive examples of path , revpath, 
cycle, conn and bicycle, Minerva has observed the same to ta l num ber of positive ex­
amples as in the exercises of figure 8.11, allowing for the 50 used in developm ent of
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Predicate
empty
Accuracy %
1 2 3 4 5 Av
conn 81.3 100.0 94.6 97.0 100.0 98.7 98.1
Figure 8.12: Learning a single extra graph relation
the initial background knowledge. B ut in this case we find the accuracy of conn to 
be 99.5%, bicycle to  be 95.0% and the overall accuracy to be 98.6%. R epeating the 
exercise w ith a  different presentation order, we find the accuracy of conn to be 97.1%, 
bicycle to be 100.0% and the overall accuracy to be 97.1%.
There is clearly high variability in these exercises, and many more exercises would be 
needed for strong conclusions, but we can observe that MINERVA is capable of learning 
a highly accurate program of multiple interdependent concepts from small numbers of 
examples, even when the examples of five different concepts are interspersed.
Although there is little difference in the accuracy, there is a notable difference in the 
form of the learned program s depending on the presentation order of predicates. The 
la tte r  two exercises produced program s of 67 and 191 clauses respectively, while the 
former five exercises produced final programs of only 46 to 69 clauses, w ith an average 
of 57 clauses each. These include the 32 initial arc clauses.
8.6.8.2 A smaller extension
Finally, we consider learning only a single predicate, conn, commencing w ith the same 
initial program  defining arc, path, revpath, and cycle. Because it is an easier problem 
(there is less background knowledge to search), we can reduce the tim e per example to 
150 seconds and sleeping tim e to  200 seconds, leaving the sleeping frequency a t every 
20 examples.
After five different presentations of examples of conn, its accuracy is given in figure 8.12. 
Accuracy is m easured after 25 examples — this being half of the num ber of examples 
for the  exercises w ith conn and bicycle in figure 8.11. Because true atom s about conn 
are more common th an  true atom s about bicycle in the target, this actually represents 
a  point of fewer positive examples of conn than  in the earlier exercises (figure 8.11).
By comparison with the accuracy of conn in figure 8.11, it appears th a t learning conn 
alone, given appropriate  background knowledge, is an easier problem  for Minerva 
th an  learning conn and bicycle together. Nevertheless, given the ex tra  tim e for each 
example, Minerva performs well on the more difficult task.
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8 .7  Sum m ary
In th is chapter M inerva’s learning performance has been dem onstrated  on several 
domains: English gram m ar, Eleusis, family relationships and graph relations.
In the earlier experim ents, experim ental conditions designed for other learners were 
nearly as possible replicated for MINERVA, enabling a dem onstration of M inerva’s 
perform ance in a range of learning settings. These experim ents show th a t M inerva’s 
perform ance compares well to th a t of batch and increm ental learners; of revising and 
non-revising learners; of m ultiple and single-predicate learners and of learners w ith a 
range of background knowledge representations: from ground unit atom s through to 
norm al clauses.
In the la tte r  suite of experim ents the M inerva’s capabilities were tested  in a range of 
problem s based on the graph relations domain. We found th a t although MlNERVA is 
capable of learning interdependent concepts from random ly sequenced examples, learn­
ing perform ance is not independent of example order. Learning is improved when basic 
concepts are well understood before examples of dependent concepts are introduced. 
This is not surprising: it reflects a very common principle in hum an education. We 
found also th a t example efficiency increases bu t th a t  question efficiency decreases as 
more tim e is made available for learning from each example.
We also experim ented w ith a range of other param eters in the environm ent. We found 
th a t some sleep is beneficial for learning performance bu t th a t increasing sleep occur­
rence and duration indefinitely is not beneficial. The optim um  m inim um  am ount of 
sleep for a learning problem  is likely to be dom ain-dependent.
Although M inerva is not specifically designed for noisy environm ents, we found th a t 
a small error rate  in the  environm ent barely affects learning perform ance. We also 
dem onstrated  th a t positive examples have a much greater role th an  negative examples 
in learning by M inerva.
In all the experim ents of the chapter, Sampler proved to be a flexible tool for simu­
lating a wide variety of environm ental conditions for increm ental learning evaluation.
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9G enera liza tion  by A b so rp tio n
9.1 In trod u ction
We have argued th a t M inerva’s learning strategy m ust be responsive to  a single ex­
am ple, be founded on active experim entation, make use of background knowledge, and 
support increm ental improvement. In this chapter we study  absorption, a  generalizing 
operator which offers these features.
In chapter 3 the model of generality known as generalized subsum ption was introduced. 
It deals with the generality of definite clauses with respect to  background knowledge 
represented as a  definite program . The inverse-resolution operator, absorption, was 
introduced as a  tool for generalizing definite clauses according to generalized subsum p­
tion.
In th is chapter we explore the properties of absorption in depth. We present some 
new results for the completeness of absorption. We introduce mechanisms for reducing 
the non-determ inacy inherent in absorption thus simplifying the structu re  of the  search 
space. We extend absorption to enable generalization of normal clauses and we propose 
a model of generality for normal clauses according to  which it generalizes.
This chapter places M inerva’s generalization procedure on a formal foundation, devel­
oping the particu lar absorption operator called f-absorption  th a t is used in MINERVA. 
The practical implications of the analysis were described in section 5.3.2, where M in­
erva’s generalization procedure was outlined. The stepwise search through the gen­
eralization space of chapter 6 builds upon the theoretical s truc tu re  m apped out here. 
Readers preferring to avoid a detailed view of M inerva’s theoretical foundations m ay 
skip to  the next chapter.
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9.2 A b sorp tion
Previously we gave a loose description of absorption and showed how it could be in ter­
preted  as reversing a step of the  deductive inference rule known as binary resolution. 
Here we give a more precise definition describing the form of absorption used in M IN ­
ERVA.
F irst we define absorb, a  particu lar instance of the more general absorption operator 
of M uggleton and Buntine [1988]. Although absorption is usually applied to a pair of 
definite clauses, we will find it convenient to use the notation to refer also to  absorption 
of a  definite clause or goal body w ith a definite clause. The absorption of a clause w ith 
a  clause produces a set of clauses; the absorption of a goal body with a clause produces 
a  set of goal bodies.
D e fin itio n  9.1 (A b so r p tio n  o f  a goa l, absorb) Let <—I  be a definite goal and B  be 
a definite clause such that I  and B share no common variables. Let 6 be a substitution 
for the variables of B  such that Bq9 C I . Then absorb(I, B ,9), the absorption of I  
with B  using 9, is the set of clause bodies G such that
G = (I — Bq9) U {Bq0} U 5
for some S such that S  C Bq9.
Also, absorb(I, B ), the absorption of I  with B , is the set of clause bodies G such that 
there exists a substitution, 9 such that G G absorb(I, B , 9).
<—I  is called the input goal and B is the background clause. The atoms in the set 
S  ({} C S  C (Bq9)) are called optional and the substitution 9 is called the suitable 
substitution.
D efin itio n  9 .2  (A b so r p tio n  o f  a c lau se , absorb) Let I  and B  be definite clauses 
with no common variables. Let 9 be a substitution for the variables of B  such that 
Bq9 C I . Then absorb(I, B ,6), the absorption of I  with B using 6, is the set of 
clauses H such that Hq = I q and Hq G absorb{I%, B ,9).
Also, absorb(I, B ), the absorption of I  with B, is the set of clauses H such that Hq = 
Iq and Hq G absorb{lQ, B ) .
In this role, I  is called the inpu t clause and B  is the background clause.
Here we introduce a notational convention: sometimes we write [5] to refer to an arb i­
tra ry  subset of set S. This enables us to refer to an arb itrary  clause H  G absorb(I, B , 9) 
as H  — Iq<—(Iq — Bq9) U {Bq9} U [Bq9].
E x a m p le  9.1 (A b so rp tio n ) Let I  be the input clause
grandfather(X,Z)<— father(X,Y), father(Y,Z)
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and B  be the background clause
parent(U, V)<r- father(U, V).
Then absorb(I, B) is the  set of clauses
grandfather(X,Z) <— parent(Y,Z), fa ther(X ,Y ) 
grandfather(X,Z) <— parent(Y,Z), fa ther(X ,Y ), father(Y,Z) 
grandfather(X,Z) <— parent(X,Y), father(Y ,Z) 
grandfather(X,Z) «— parent(X ,Y), father(Y,Z), fa ther(X ,Y)
□
One particu lar m em ber of the absorption of a given inpu t clause w ith a  given back­
ground clause using a  given suitable substitu tion  is distinguished: the  least general 
[Muggleton 1991]. It is less general than  the others because it is 0-subsum ed by them . 
It is only equivalently general to the input clause w ith respect to  any program  which 
contains the background clause, so least general absorption does not strictly  generalize 
— see my proof of a very similar result [Taylor 1993]. We can also distinguish the most 
general which ^-subsumes the others.
D e fin itio n  9.3 (L east gen era l a b so rp tio n , M ost gen era l a b so rp tio n ) Let I
and B  be definite clauses such that I  and B  share no common variables and 6 be 
a substitution for variables in B  such that B®6 C 7®. Then the least general ab ­
sorption is the clause I q * -I® U {B qO}. The most general absorption is the clause 
I © ~  B®0) L) {B e 9}.
A nother distinguished application of absorption we call unit absorption — when the 
background clause is a  un it clause. It is a particu lar case of least general absorption 
because there are no optional atom s. It can be applied to  any input clause since the 
suitable subset condition holds trivially. It produces only one clause for each suitable 
substitu tion , and each of these is equivalently general to  the  input clause.
Any clause constructed by absorption may be generalized fu rther by using it as the 
input clause to a  successive application of absorption w ith another background clause. 
We call the linearly iterated  absorption function absorbfc and the corresponding closure 
function absorb*. Variables in a background clause m ust be renam ed as they  are used so 
th a t no variables also occur in an earlier background clause or earlier ite rated  absorption 
products.
D efin itio n  9 .4  (I tera ted  ab so rp tio n  o f  a goa l, absorbk) Let G be a definite 
goal (called the initial input goal,) and let P  be a definite program, absorb0 (G , P) 
is the set {G}. absorbk[G , P) for k >  0 is the set of clause bodies H  such that there is 
a clause body G' E absorb :^_1 (G , P) and a clause B  that is a variant of a clause B ' E P  
with new variables such that H  E absorb(G ' , B ) .
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D e fin itio n  9.5 (A b so rp tio n  c losu re  o f  a goal, absorb*) Let <—G be a definite goal 
and P  be a definite program. Then absorb* (G, P ) =  { H \ H  G absorbk (G ,P ) fo r some 
k > 0 }
For brevity, assume th a t the functions iterated absorption o f a clause (absorbk )  and 
absorption closure o f a clause (absorb*) are also defined for an initial input clause and 
a program . In each case the clauses in the set have heads th a t are ju st the same as the 
head of the initial input clause. Their bodies are each members of the set produced by 
the corresponding function on the body of the initial input clause.
9.2.1 Features o f absorption
Use of background knowledge
Generalization by absorption can be seen as “justified” by background knowledge. 
A bsorption generalizes a concept description to cover other instances which are “like” 
those already covered, where the likeness is determ ined by background knowledge. In 
the example (9.1), the relation father  in the input clause is replaced by the relation 
parent in the generalization because the background clause describes parent as being a 
more general “feature” than  father.
By contrast, truncation  (generalization by 0-subsum ption) assumes, in isolation of back­
ground knowledge, th a t some “feature” of a concept description is irrelevant and should 
be discarded. In the nom enclature of Michalski [1983], truncation  implem ents the turn­
ing constants to variables and dropping condition rules whereas absorption implements 
the climbing generalization tree rule.
Soundness
A bsorption is sound for generalizing according to generalized subsum ption: for clauses 
I  and B , every clause in absorb(I, B )  is more general than  I  by generalized subsum ption 
w ith respect to  any program  containing B . Further, any clause in absorb* (I, P) is more 
general than  I  by generalized subsum ption. Proofs of very similar results are given by 
Jung  [1993] and by myself [Taylor 1993].
Increm entality
A bsorption is well suited to an active, increm ental, in terruptible learner because it 
enables a stepwise investigation of the generalization hierarchy rooted at an initial 
inpu t clause. A bsorption may be applied to an input clause to  generate an inductive 
hypothesis which may then  be tested. If the test is successful, then the hypothesis may 
become the input clause for further generalization by absorption. If testing reveals th a t 
a  particu lar generalization is false, then the generalization hierarchy rooted there may 
be pruned away because every clause more general is also false.
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By iterated  applications in this way the one operator can increm entally generate the 
generalization hierarchy.
N on-determ inacy
The extent of the non-determ inacy in its application is a  source of difficulty w ith 
absorption. Consider, for example, com puting the absorption closure from an initial 
input clause. At each step of expansion of the search hierarchy, for each input clause in 
the set, there may be a num ber of suitable background clauses in the program . For each 
of these, there may be m ultiple suitable substitu tions. For any input clause, background 
clause, and suitable substitu tion  there is a product generated for each subset of the 
instan tia ted  atom s in the body of the background clause. Finally, in the  more general 
form of definition 3.4, the num ber of inverse substitu tions yielding distinct clauses may 
be large.
In order to contain the indeterm inacy, learners th a t generalize by absorption usu­
ally employ a special instance of the general operator we have described. For exam ­
ple, CIGOL [Muggleton and Buntine 1988] restricts background clauses to  un it clauses; 
FORTE [Richards and Mooney 1995] always chooses the  optional literals to be the  em pty 
set; and MARVIN [Sammut and Banerji 1986] lim its its use of un it absorption and inverse 
substitu tion . These restrictions are detrim ental to the  completeness of the  operator.
A nother approach, underlying the generalization strategy  of ITOU [Rouveirol 1991b] 
and closely related to GOLEM [Muggleton and Feng 1990] uses ite rated  least general 
absorption, called saturation, followed by a final truncation  step. Saturation  initially 
com putes a starting  clause by exhaustive iterated  least general absorption of the  input 
clause — effectively com puting the theory corresponding to  the background program  
combined with the body of the input clause. The starting  clause is only equivalently 
general to  the input clause. It is then truncated , thus generalizing by Ö-subsumption. 
The indeterm inacy in a more general use of absorption is replaced by the indeterm i­
nacy of truncation. B ut 0-subsum ption is a generality relation which does no t take 
account of background-knowledge, so having compiled out the background knowledge 
the generalization step is knowledge-free. Usually it is desirable to  prune the search for 
a suitable truncation  generalization a t this point by referring back to  the  background 
knowledge for detection of logically redundant literals.
Incom pleteness
The procedure coupling least general absorption and truncation  is claimed to  be com­
plete for generalized subsum ption [Rouveirol 1991a, Rouveirol 1991b]. Jung  [1993] 
gives a proof for a restricted  class of program s. B ut unfortunately  it gives up the  m ost 
promising features of absorption as a  generalizing operator. Background knowledge is 
used only to  define the theory — the generality relationships between concepts cap­
tu red  in the program  structure  is not exploited. No inductive hypothesis a t all can be 
determ ined until the  starting  clause is constructed; th is construction may take a long
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tim e if it term inates a t all, and the starting  clause itself may be huge, incorporating 
redundant and irrelevant literals. The search of the generalization hierarchy does not 
take advantage of the background knowledge to  enable pruning and to  give direction 
in the  search.
Instead, M inerva searches the generalization hierarchy by iterative absorption, avoid­
ing truncation  entirely. We shall see how this may be done efficiently by generating 
only the m ost interesting members of the absorption closure a t each level, w ithout 
giving up the completeness of the search.
This m otivates a new completeness proof for absorption. In this approach we strike 
a compromise between using absorption determ inistically and using it to  increm en­
tally  generate successive candidate hypotheses with increasing generality. We find th a t 
we can remove some of the indeterm inacy of absorption by exploiting its relation to 
SLD-resolution, while retaining its basic nature as an operator for generalization in 
increm ents guided by background knowledge.
We find th a t  we do still need a final inverse substitu tion  step for com pleteness, b u t we 
present an argum ent in favour of avoiding it anyway.
9 .3  C o m p le te n e s s  o f  A b s o r p t io n
9 .3 .1  P r e lim in a r y  d e f in it io n s
In order to  exploit the  close relationship between absorption and SLD-resolution, we 
now trea t definite clauses and definite goals as having m ultisets of atom s in their bodies 
ra th e r th an  sets. Logic program ming usually trea ts goal and clause bodies as sequences 
of atom s b u t the order of the atom s is irrelevant to the results used here. L ater we 
re tu rn  to the  view in which clause bodies are treated  as sets of atom s or literals. 
To enable transla tion  between representations we introduce set(C) to  be a function 
m apping a m ultiset to  the  corresponding set or a m ultiset-based clause to  a  set-based 
clause. The notation C® is reused to  refer to the m ultiset comprised of the atom s in 
the  body of the goal or clause, C.  The symbol Qm  refers to  the sub-m ultiset relation.
Now let us define an absorption operator on m ultiset-based input goals and background 
clauses to produce a m ulti-set based goal. It corresponds to most general absorption, 
having no optional atom s.
D e fin itio n  9 .6  (M u ltise t  a b so rp tio n  o f  a goal, absorbm ) Let <—G be the definite 
goal <—G i , . . . ,  G j, . . . ,  G^, . . . ,  Gn and B  be the definite clause B q <—B i , . . . ,  B rn such that 
G and B  share no common variables. Then absorbM {G, B) is the set of goal bodies G' 
such that there is a substitution, 6 for the variables in B  such that B®0 Qm  G (say 
B \0 , . . . ,  B rn6 is identical to G j , . .  .,G k) and G' is G \ , . . . ,  Gj~i ,  Gk+i, • •., Gn, B q6.
D e fin itio n  9 .7  (M u ltise t  a b so rp tio n  o f  a c lau se , absorbM) Let I  and B  be defi­
nite clauses which have no common variables. Then absorbM ( I , B) is the set of clauses
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H  such that H q is I q and H® E absorbM(I®, B ).
In this role, I  is called the input clause and B  is the background clause.
Similarly, the  reader may assume the appropriate definitions for absorbkM and absorb*M 
on goals and  clauses, by referring to the earlier definitions of absorbk and absorb*, 
adding the subscript (m ) to occurrences of absorb, absorbk and absorb* there.
9 .3 .2  Inversion  o f SL D -resolution
The following theorem  tells us th a t a single application of absorbs  reverses a  single 
derivation step  in an SLD-derivation. It also says th a t the symbols ( th a t is, constant, 
predicate and  function symbols) in the input clause are preserved in the generalization 
when they do not occur in the background clause. This second result is obvious bu t 
later we shall see th a t its less obvious consequences enable us to reason about properties 
of absorption.
T h e o re m  9.1 ( A b s o rp t io n  as  in v e rs io n  o f  S L D -re s o lu tio n )  Let B  be a definite 
clause and let <r-G' be a definite goal and let 5 be a substitution such that B  and G' 
share no common variables. Let *—G be derived from ^—G' and B  using mgu p. Let B ' 
be a variant of B  that shares no variables with G orGS. Then G'p8 E absorbs (G8, B ') . 
Let p be a predicate symbol in G. Then p occurs in B  or in G '. Let c be a constant or 
function symbol in G. Then c occurs in B  or in G '.
P ro o f . Let B  be the clause A<r-B\ , . . . ,  B q. Let <r-G' be the  goal
<—A i , . . . ,  A m , . . Ak  and A rn be the selected atom  in G '. By definition 3.7, G =  
( A \ , . . A m - i}B i , . .  . ,B q, Am+ i , . . . ,  A k)p and A rnp = Ap. So for any substitu tion  5, 
G5 = ( A i , . . . ,  Am_ i, B \ , . . . ,  B q, Am+ i , . . . ,  A k)p8. Let p be the  renam ing substitu tion  
so B 'p  = B  and B p  — B.
Now consider absorbM{G8, B '). G' and B  share no variables and B'^ppS = B i , . . . ,  B qp8 
so we can see th a t  B'^ppS C m  G8. By definition 9.6, absorbm {G8, B ') includes 
(AipS , . . . ,  A ni- ip 8 , A rn+ip 8 ,. . . ,  A kp8, App8) =  ( A i , . . . ,  A k)p8 which is G'pS.
Now each literal in G is an instance of a literal in B  or G' so a  predicate symbol p 
occurring in G also occurs in B  or G '. Each constant or function symbol in G is in 
( A i , . . . ,  Am_i ,  B i , . .  . ,B q, Am+i , . . . ,  A k) or in the ou tpu t of p. If the former holds for 
c, then  c occurs in B  or G' because each of these literals occurs in B  or G '. If the 
la tte r, because p is an mgu for Am and A, c occurs in A rn or in A. If c occurs in Am 
then  A occurs in G '. If c occurs in A then  c occurs in B. □
Now we are ready to  show how repeated applications of absorption step  through an 
SLD-derivation in reverse, as illustrated  in figure 9.1.
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SLD-derivation Iterated Absorption
G 09i ... 0 n
G J02 ... 0
Figure 9.1: Absorption as inversion of an SLD-derivation
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L e m m a  9.1 (R e v e rs in g  a  d e r iv a tio n )  Let the sequences of definite goals
substitutions # 1 ,0 2 ,..., @n> and definite clauses B \ , . . . , B n 
be an SLD-derivation. Let S be a substitution. Let 6n+\ be the iden­
tity substitution. Then for each Gk in the derivation (0 <  k <  n),
Gkfik+i-■ -dn^n+id G absorFfifi1 (Gn8, { B \ , . . . ,B n}). Furthermore, any symbol in 
Gn also occurs in some B{ (k < i < n ) or in Gk.
P ro o f .  The proof is by induction starting  from the end of the derivation (when 
k = n) and working backwards. For the base case, set k = n  and the result follows 
directly from the definition of absorb°M.
Assume the lem ma holds for k where k >  0 and k < n  and show it holds for k — 1. 
Gk is derived from G k-1 and Bk using mgu 6k. Let B'k be a  variant of Bk w ith new 
variables, not occurring in any G ß i+ i.. .$n+i£, any Bi, or any Gi for i > k. Then by 
theorem  9.1 G k-idkfik+i-• -6n+iS G absorb M{Gk6k+i-. .9n+i8,B'k).
By the induction hypothesis GkOk+i-- -6n+i8 G absorbrfi fk{Gn8 ,{ B \ , .. . ,B ri}). 
Also, Bk G { B i , . . . ,B n}. So, by applying absorbM to  each element of 
absorFfifik (GnS, { B \ , . . . ,  B n}) to get absorb1^  ^  {Gn8, {B \ , . . . ,  B n}) we have th a t 
Gk-i0k.0k+i . . .dn+iS G absorb7^ (k (Gn8, { B i , . .
Let s be a symbol in Gn. By the induction hypothesis either s occurs in some Bi 
(i >  k) or in Gk.. If the former then  s occurs in some Bi for i >  k — 1. If the la tte r 
then  s occurs in Gk bu t by theorem  9.1 s also occurs in B k - 1 or in G k - 1 - T h a t is s 
occurs in Gk- 1  or in some Bi for i > k — 1 . □
This enables us to  establish th a t for any goal in a  derivation, an instance of it may 
be recovered by iteratively and linearly applying absorption to a later goal in the 
derivation. W hen Gk is a goal in an SLD-derivation for P  U {Go} we say th a t there is 
a derivation of Go via Gk-
L e m m a  9.2  Let there be an SLD-derivation for P  U {<— G} via {«— G '}. Then there 
exists a substitution 6 such that for any substitution 8, G68 E absorb*M{G '8,P ). Fur­
thermore any symbol occurring in G' also occurs in either G or P .
P ro o f .  The result follows imm ediately from lem ma 9.1 by definition of absorb*M . □
We are nearly ready to identify a starting  point, an initial input goal, from which a 
derivation may be followed backwards using absorption. Because the body of the initial 
input goal for generalization might be unsatisfiable in the program , we need to  separate 
the  p a rt of the refutation which m atches atom s of the initial goal, and the clauses th a t 
are needed to do it, from the rem ainder of the refutation and program . Using Lloyd’s 
prelim inary switching lemma, the succeeding lem ma cuts an SLD -refutation into two 
p arts  — a derivation which arrives a t a goal w ithout using certain  unit clauses of the 
program  and a refutation of th a t goal using the unit clauses alone.
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For notational convenience henceforth, when G is a set of atom s, the  set of unit clauses 
{(*— A)\A  G G} is w ritten  simply as G.
L e m m a  9 .3  (S w itc h in g  le m m a ) Let P  be a definite program and G 
be a definite goal. Suppose that P  U {Go} has an SLD-refutation
G o ,G i , ..  . ,G g _ i ,G ,,G g+ i , .. .,G „  with input clauses G i , . . . ,G n and m gus 
0\ , . . . 6 n . Suppose that Gq - 1  is <—A i , . . . ,A i - i , A i , . . . , A j - i ,A j , . . . ,A ] e
and Gq is i (-^l* • • •, A{~i, Cq^ , . . . ,  A j—i, A j , . . . ,  A]f)Qq and Gqy \  is 
( A i , . . A i- i ,C qiS), . . . ,  A j_ i,G 9 +i 0 , . . Ak)0q0q+i. Then there exists an SLD- 
refutation of P  U {Go} in which A j is selected in Gq - 1  instead of Ai and A{ is selected 
in Gq instead of A j . Furthermore, if a is the computed answer for P  U {Go} from the 
given refutation and o' is the computed answer from the new refutation then Goer is a 
variant o f Goer'■ [Lloyd 1987b, lem m a 9.1]
L e m m a  9 .4  ( S p li t t in g  a  r e f u ta t io n )  Let U be a set of ground unit clauses and P  
be a definite program. Let <r-G be a goal. I f  there is a refutation o f P  U U U {<—G} 
then there is a derivation for P  U {«— G} terminating in a goal <—G' and a refutation 
of U U {«—G '}. Furthermore there is a substitution 7  such that se t(G 'j)  C U .
P ro o f .  Let the refutation of P  U U U {•<— G} be the sequences of goals 
<r-Go, «—G i , . . . ,  <—G „, substitu tions 0\, O2 , . . 0n , and clauses B \ , .. . ,B ri.
F irstly  consider the cases th a t either no clause from U occurs in B \ ,.  . . ,B n or every 
one of B \ , .. . ,B n is a clause from U . Then the lemma is trivially satisfied.
Now assume th a t there are m  (0 <  m  < n) occurrences of a variant of a  clause from 
U in B \ , .. . ,B n. Let j  be the least of the indices l , . . . , n  such th a t  B j G U. Let Aj 
be the literal in <—G j - 1 which is selected and unifies w ith B j. Now repeatedly apply 
the switching lem ma (9.3) to delay the selection of Aj in the refu tation  until there is a 
goal w ith no other literal. Bj is unit so the derivation step when Aj is selected is now 
the last step  of the new refutation.
R epeat th is transform ation m  — 1 times for each step of the refu tation  th a t a clause 
from U is used. T h a t is, successively delay the selection of atom s which are resolved 
w ith a  clause in U, moving each to  the end of the current refu tation . Let th is new 
refu tation  be the sequences of goals 4- G q, <— G ^ , . . . ,  <—G'n, substitu tions 6[ , .. .,6'n , and 
clauses B [ , . . . ,  B'n. G q is Go-
Every clause in B [ , . . . ,  B'n_rn is a variant of a clause from P. Every clause in 
B'n_rn+1, . . . ,  B'n is a ground clause from U. The goal <—G'n_rn contains only atom s 
which unify w ith ground atom s in U . The sub-sequences of the derivation commencing 
w ith <—Gln_rn, 6'n_rn+i and B'n_rn+1 comprise a refutation. The com puted answer 
for this refu tation  (definition 3.11) is the composition 0!n_ rn+1. . .0'n which grounds 
variables in G'n_rn because each constituent substitu tion  is an mgu  w ith a ground 
atom . Therefore for each atom  A  such th a t A  occurs in G ^_m0't_m+1 . . .6'n , it m ust be 
th a t  (A <—) G U. CD
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Having established the relationship between iterated  absorption of goals and SLD- 
derivation, the  completeness result for SLD-resolution may be used to  establish a com­
pleteness result for the absorption closure of a goal. The SLD-resolution completeness 
result a ttr ib u te d  to Hill is reproduced first.
T h e o re m  9 .2  (C o m p le te n e s s  o f  S L D -re s o lu tio n )  Let P  be a definite program and 
G a definite goal. Suppose that P  U G is unsatisfiable. Then there exists an SLD- 
refutation of P  U {C}. [Lloyd 1987b, theorem  8.4]
T h e o re m  9.3  (C o m p le te n e s s  o f  m u lt is e t  a b s o rp t io n )  Let P  be a definite pro­
gram, U a set of ground unit clauses G a definite goal and 5 a substitution. I f  
P  ö  U \= 3G then there are substitutions a and e and a definite goal <—G' such that 
set(G'e) C U and GaS £ absorb*M(G'8, P ) . Furthermore any symbol occurring in G' 
also occurs in G or P.
P ro o f . By the completeness of SLD-resolution (theorem  9.2) if P ö U  |= 3G ( th a t is, 
if P U t/U { 'f-G '}  is unsatisfiable), then  there exists an SLD -refutation of P ö U U{<— G}. 
By lem ma 9.4 there is a derivation for P  U <—G term inating in a goal <— G' and a refu­
ta tion  for U U {«—G 7} and a substitu tion  e such th a t set(G'e) C U. By lem m a 9.2 there 
is a  substitu tion  a  such th a t GaS £ absorb*M(G'8, P) and any symbol in G' also occurs 
in G or P. □
Using these results we can establish a result for the  completeness of absorbs for gen­
eralizing w ith  respect to  generalized subsum ption. The following technical lem m a is 
necessary for the  form ulation of the completeness result.
L e m m a  9 .5  Let I  and I ' be sets of literals. Let 0 be a substitution mapping variables 
to distinct constants which do not occur in I ' nor in I . I f there is a substitution e such 
that I'e  C 10 then there is a substitution 5 such that I '8 C I .
P ro o f . Let J  be the  subset of I  such th a t I'e = JO. Let O' C 0 such th a t for each 
Vi/ti £  O', Vi occurs in J . Then JO =  JO'. Let O' be { v \ / t \ , . . . , v n / t n } .  Then the  t i s are 
d istinct constan ts and no L occurs in I  or I ' or J . Let e' be the subset of e such th a t 
for each Ui/si £ e' , U{ occurs in I ' . Then I'e = I 'e '. Some of the  o u tpu t term s of e' may 
have some of { U , . . . , t n} occurring in them . Define substitu tion  8 as follows. For each 
Ui/Si £ e' , let Ui/s'i £ 8 where s\ is constructed from Si by replacing each occurrence of 
tj in Si by vj in s'i for each V j / t j  £ O'. Now no variables in { u i , . . .,vn} occur in I ' or 
I'e' so I '80' = I 'e '. Further, no term  in { t \ , .. . , tn} occurs in I '  or J  (by assum ption) 
or in I '8 by the  definition of 8.
Now we have th a t  I '80' = JO'. Consider v \ / t \  in O'. Let 0" be {^2 /^2 , - .  .,un / t n }. v\ 
occurs in no ti so O' =  0 "{v i/ti} . v\ occurs in J  by definition of O'. Assume v\ does 
not occur in I '8. Then t\  does not occur in I '80' so ti  does not occur in JO' so v\ does
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not occur in J . So v\ occurs in bo th  JO" and I'SO" and because t \  is a constant which 
occurs in neither and I '50"{ v \ / t \ }  = J 0 " { v i / t \}  it m ust be th a t I'50" =  JO".
Continue successively removing each V i/tfi2 < i <  n) in th is m anner and eventually 
we have th a t I ' 5 =  J .  Further J  C / ,  so I '5 C I . □
Now we show the completeness of absorption for definite clauses. It tells us th a t 
iterated  absorption operating on subsets of the body of the input clause is complete 
for generalization, provided th a t we allow for an inverse substitu tion  to  be applied as 
a  final step. This theorem  is a m ajor result of the chapter.
T h eo rem  9 .4  (C o m p le te n e ss  o f  m u ltise t a b sorp tion  for d efin ite  c lau ses) Let
H  and I  be definite clauses with distinct variables and P  a definite program such that 
H  >zp I . Then there are substitutions cr and 7 and a goal <—I r such that H q g  is iden­
tical to I q and se t(I ')  C s e t( I^ )  and H q G ^  G absorb*M ( I ' , P ) . Furthermore, each 
predicate, constant or function  symbol in I ' also occurs in P  or in H q g .
P ro o f. By the testing theorem  (3.1) if H  >zp I  then  there is a substitu tion  a  such 
th a t H q g  is identical to I q  and a substitu tion  0 which distinctly grounds the variables 
in I  using new constants not occurring in H , I  or P  such th a t P  U I qO |= 3 (H qg O). 
W eakening th is, P  U I q O f= 3{H q g ).
Now se£(/®0) is a set of ground unit clauses so by the completeness of absorption 
for goals (theorem  9.3) there are substitu tions a  and e and a goal <—G' such th a t 
set(G 'e) C sei(i®0) and for any substitu tion  /3, H ^ G a ß  G absorb*M {G'ß,  P )  and the 
symbols in G' occur in H qg  or P . In particular no constant in the ou tpu t of 0 oc­
curs in G' because if one did it would also occur in P  or H qg  which would contradict 
the construction of 0. Therefore lemma 9.5 applies and there is a substitu tion  5 such 
th a t  set(G 'S) C sef(7(g)). Letting ß  be 5, H q g c x S  G absorb*M (G'5, P ). Let I '  be G'5 
(so se t(I ')  C se£(/(g))) and let 7 be a<L Then H q g ^  G absorb*M ( I ' , P ). Because the 
symbols in G' occur in H qg or P , so do the symbols of I ' . □
9 .3 .3  C om p leten ess o f absorption  for d efin ite  clauses
O ur trea tm en t of clause bodies as m ultisets of literals is a source of redundancy in our 
generalization hierarchy. W hen a literal is duplicated in a clause body, the clause is 
equivalently general to  the clause w ithout the duplicated literal. This is easily seen 
w ith reference to the definition of generalized subsum ption. More commonly in ILP 
clause bodies are regarded as sets of literals. We have used the m ultiset approach in 
order to draw directly on the results of logic program ming, bu t now we modify our 
approach and use clauses, goals and the absorb function we defined initially. Note th a t  
absorption acting on an input clause may now generate a set of more general clauses 
for each suitable substitu tion .
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To show th a t the completeness of absorption also holds for clauses we show th a t for 
every clause generated by absorbs, the corresponding set-based clause is generated by 
absorb, and so the completeness of the former carries to the latter.
T h e o r e m  9.5  (R e la t in g  m u lt is e t  a b s o rp t io n  to  a b s o rp t io n )  Let B  be a clause 
<—G and,*—I  goals such that G G absorbm  (I , B ) . Then set{G) G absorb(set(I), se t(B )) . 
Furthermore the symbols occurring in I  also occur in B  or G.
P ro o f .  Let G be a goal such th a t G G afrsor&jv/( / ,  B ) and let 9 be the substitu tion  
used to  generate G. Let B  be a  clause such th a t B9  is the clause A6<r-Bß,.. . ,Bn0 
where n  >  0 and A  is an atom  and each B ß  (i = 1 , . .  .,n )  is a m ultiset of identical 
atom s B ß  and the atom s of B ß  and BjO are distinct when i ^  j .
Because B i , . . . ,  Bn9 I ,  I  can be represented as B ß , .. .Bn9, T \ , .. .Trn where ra >  0 
and each Ti(i = 1 , . .  .,ra) is a m ultiset of identical atom s fi and the atom s of Ti and 
Tj are d istinct when i ^  j  bu t the atom s of any Ti are not necessarily d istinct from 
the atom s of some BjO. Assume th a t each of B \0 , . . Bk0 contain identical atom s 
respectively to each of T \ , . . . ,T k (0 < k <  m  and k < n) and elsewhere each B ß  is 
d istinct from every Tj. Then { B ß , . . . ,  B k6} is identical to  { I i , . . . ,  I k} and, by the 
definition of absorbitfiG B), G is T \ , .. .,Trn, A6 and set(G ) is { I \ , . . . ,  I rn} U {A6{.
Now set(I)  is { B ß , .. . ,B n0 , I k+i , .. . , Im} and set(B)^6  is { B ß , . . . ,  B n0} so 
se t(B )&9 C set(I).  Therefore each m em ber of absorb(set(I), set(B),0)  is 
( { B ß , . .  . ,B rß , I k+i , .. . , Im} - { B ß , . .  . , £ n<9})U{AÖ}US for some S  C { B ß , .. . ,B n9}. 
Let S,  the optional literals, be { B ß , .. .Bk0}. Then we see th a t there is a G' G 
absorb(I,B ) such th a t  G' is { B ß , . . . ,  B ß ,  ifc+i, . . . ,  / m} U i ^ } -  Recalling th a t 
{ B ß ,  . . . , B k6} is identical to { I i , . . . , I k}, G' is { Iu  . . . ,  I k, I k+U . . . ,  Im} U {A9} which 
is set(G).
The argum ent in the  proof of theorem  9.1 may be used here also to  establish th a t the 
symbols occurring in I  also occur in B  or G. □
We have shown th a t  absorption on goals computes a t least the same generalizations 
as m ultiset absorption on goals, and th a t the m ultiset absorption closure for clauses 
is complete for generalized subsum ption up to an inverse substitu tion  (theorem  9.4). 
The completeness theorem  for the absorption closure for definite clauses follows by a 
simple inductive argum ent, om itted for brevity.
T h e o re m  9.6 (C o m p le te n e s s  o f  a b s o rp t io n  fo r  d e f in ite  c la u se s )  Let H  and I
be definite clauses with distinct variables and P  a definite program such that H  >zp I . 
Then there are substitutions a and 7  and a goal <—I' such that H q(j  is identical to 
I q and I '  C I® and G absorb* ( I1, P ) . Furthermore, each predicate, constant or
function symbol in I '  also occurs in P  or in Ff<$a.
This im plem entation of absorption as an operation on sets of atom s offers several 
advantages. We no longer represent duplicate antecedents in clauses of the  absorption
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hierarchy. Using a set-based suitability  test we can reduce the num ber of applications of 
absorption required to  generate a particular generalization when the suitable instance 
of the  background clause contains duplicate atom s — we no longer need to apply 
absorption a sufficient num ber of tim es to an input clause to duplicate the atom  there. 
We no longer need to consider every m ultiset comprised of atom s of body of the initial 
clause as roots of alternative absorption hierarchies. Now we need consider only each 
subset of the body of the initial clause.
The most significant disadvantage of the set-based approach is th a t absorption of an 
inpu t clause w ith a background clause given a particular substitu tion  yields a num ber 
of alternative generalizations, one for each combination of optional atom s. Each of 
these should be considered as candidate hypotheses, bu t they can be organised into 
a sub-hierarchy of generalizations using most-general absorption (definition 9.3) and 
restriction (definition 3.5).
9 .4  E lim in atin g  R ed u n d an cy
The generalization search space defined by the absorption closure of an initial input 
clause includes m any equivalently general clauses. By avoiding generating and exploring 
m ultiple clauses of the same equivalence class we can reduce the size of the search space. 
Consequently in th is section we aim  to reduce it to one which is complete in the sense 
th a t for every clause more general th an  the input clause an equivalently general clause 
is represented in the search space. B ut we take care to note th a t although some clauses 
m ay be redundant as inductive hypotheses, this does not imply th a t the search space 
defined by the absorption closure may be pruned a t those nodes. It is often the case 
th a t  such clauses m ust rem ain as input clauses for further applications of absorption 
in order to generate o ther non-redundant hypotheses.
9.4.1 C onn ex  clauses
Atoms in a  clause body which are not related to the other atom s by a pa th  of shared 
variables are a source of generalization redundancy. Such atom s may be discarded from 
the clause resulting in an equivalently general bu t smaller clause.
D e fin itio n  9 .8  (C o n n ex , C o n n ected ) Let C  be a definite clause. Then an atom  
A  E C,g) is directly connected i f  a variable occurring in A  also occurs in C q . A  is 
connected i f  A  is directly connected or i f  a variable occurring in A  also occurs in a 
distinct atom B  E C<$ and B  is connected, connex(C ) is the set o f atoms A  E C 0  such 
that A  is connected. I f  C  is identical to connex(C ) then C  is connex.
E xam p le  9 .2  (C on n ex ) This clause is not connex: p(x, y)^-q(y), t(z, a). This clause 
is connex: p(x, y)^-q(y), r(y, z), s(z), t(x, a). □
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Every atom  in a connex clause is connected to the head of the clause by a pa th  of 
atom s, each sharing a variable w ith its successor in the path . Non-connex clauses 
are another source of generalization redundancy because for every non-connex clause 
in the absorption closure there is an equivalently general connex clause also in the 
absorption closure. The size of the generalization search space may therefore be reduced 
by removing non-connex clauses w ithout compromising completeness.
Rouveirol [1991b] claims w ithout proof th a t a non-connex clause has the same least Her- 
brand  model as the  corresponding connex clause formed by deleting the disconnected 
literals. Instead, in theorem  9.7 we show th a t a  non-connex clause is equivalently 
general to  the corresponding connex clause. The generality is defined by generalized 
subsum ption w ith respect to a program  — bu t not ju s t any program .
We express the relationship in the circum stances th a t the non-connex clause is con­
structed  by iterated  absorption of an initial input clause with the program . We require 
th a t there is an instance of the initial clause body which is a  logical consequence of 
the program . This is quite reasonable — it am ounts to  assuming th a t the  initial input 
clause does cover a t least one atom  and is not ju s t trivial.
L em m a 9.6  (A b so r p tio n  e x is te n c e )  Let i—C and *—/  be definite goals and P  be a 
definite program such that C  G absorb* ( / ,  P ) . Let T  be any Herbrand interpretation in 
which P  is true and 31 is true. Then 3C is true in T .
P roof. The proof is by induction on iterations of absorb. We show th a t  for each 
k >  0, assuming If. G absorbk (Jo, P) and If. is true in T  implies th a t for any Ik+i such 
th a t Ik+1 G absorbk+1(Io, P), 31^+1 is true in T. The result then  follows from the 
definition of absorb* (Iq, P).
For the base case, let Jo be / ,  then  3/o is true in T  by assum ption. For the  iterative 
case, consider some Ik+i G absorbk+1 (Iq, P ) . Then there is an If. G absorbk (Iq, P) and 
a substitu tion  6 and a clause J 3 G P  such th a t I f +i is (If — B qO) U {B qO} U S  for some 
S  C B qO and B qO C If,. By the inductive assum ption 31 f  is true  in T. and so there is 
a  substitu tion  7 such th a t I f 7 is ground and true.
Consider first when S  is maximal. T h a t is let I' = If.. U {B qO}. N ow B qO7 is ground 
and true  in T  because it is a subset of I fy.  Now W(Bq<—B q ) is true in T  because B  is 
a definite clause in P  and P  is true in T. So W(BqO'j ) is true in T  and V ({B qO')} U If*/) 
is true in T. Therefore 3(If  U { B qO}) is true in T , th a t is, 31' is true in T.
Relaxing the choice of 5 , for every possibility for Ik+i it holds th a t lfc+i C I'  so 3If+i 
is also true in T. □
T h eo rem  9 .7  (E q u iva len ce  o f  n o n -co n n ex  c lau ses) Let P  be a definite program 
and I  a definite clause such that P  (= 3Iq . Let C be a definite clause such that 
C  G absorb* ( I , P ) . Then C is equivalent by generalized subsumption with respect to P  
to Cq+—connex(Cq ) .
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Proof. Let C  be the  clause Cq <t- connex (Ct,®). Let A  be an atom  covered by C  in 
an in terp reta tion  T. Then, referring to  the definition of cover (3.2), C  also covers A  
because C  and C  share the same head and C ;® C C®. Therefore C  >zp C.
Now let A  be an atom  covered by C  in in terpretation T  where P  is true in T . Then there 
is a 6 such th a t C 'qO is identical to  A  and so Cq6 is identical to A  too. Futherm ore, 
3(C'<$6) is true in T . Now C® may be partitioned into C'® and R  where these two 
sets share no common variables by definition of C ' . By lem ma 9.6 3C® is true  in T. 
Therefore 3C x® is true in T  and 3R  is true in T . Because 3 (C'®9) is true  in T  and the 
input of 6 does not include variables in R , 3(C®0) is true in T . Therefore C  covers A. 
Therefore C  >zp C .
We have shown C' >zp C  and C  >zp C  so they are equivalent w ith respect to P . □
Because of the completeness result, the  connex clause corresponding to  a  non-connex 
clause in absorb* is also in absorb*, so non-connex clauses need not be considered as 
candidate hypotheses. U nfortunately, we cannot prune branches of the  search space 
rooted in a non-connex clause because a generalization of a non-connex clause may be 
connex.
9.4.2 D u p lica te  clauses
Typically there are a num ber of alternative paths in the absorption closure (th a t is, 
a lternative choices of background clauses at each step) yielding identical clauses as 
generalizations. Taking care in the  exploration of the search space to avoid re-working 
duplicates can improve the efficiency of the search.
We can do th is by m aintaining a record of clauses as they are generated. W henever a 
new clause is generated by absorption, if the clause already appears in the  record then  
there is another pa th  through the hierarchy to the same clause and so fu rther iterated  
absorption of the present clause is unnecessary.
9.4 .3  Least general absorption
Each clause which is the result of least general absorption of an input clause is equiva­
lently general to the input clause. Therefore clauses generated by least general absorp­
tion, including those generated by un it absorption, need not be considered as induc­
tive hypotheses. U nfortunately though we cannot exclude the generalization hierarchy 
rooted there from the search space for generalizations because the clause may be needed 
to  act as the input clause for a later absorption step.
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9.5  R ed u cin g  th e  Search Space Further
Shortly we will show how the search space may be simplified fu ther by changing the 
representation language of program s and clauses. Meanwhile there are two rem aining 
issues of the completeness theorem  th a t may be addressed.
9.5.1 Free variables in a background clause
W hen a background clause has variables in the head th a t do not also occur in the body, 
the  suitable substitu tion  is not well constrained by the subset condition of absorption. 
A suitable substitu tion  may replace such a free variable in the head of the  background 
clause by any other variable occurring elsewhere in the input clause or by any constant 
symbol or deeper term . Indeed, when the language of the program  and input clause 
includes function symbols, the num ber of alternative suitable substitu tions, each yield­
ing different generalizations, is unbounded. Although each of these generalizations is 
equivalent in generality, all may be necessary to act as input clauses for later absorption 
steps, yielding non-equivalent generalizations.
A solution to  this problem  is to lim it the language of program s. W hen each clause of 
the background program  is allowed then there are no such free variables in the  head of 
a clause, so suitable substitu tions for absorption are constrained by the subset property  
on atom s in the body of the background clause.
Furtherm ore, the absorption of a non-allowed input clause w ith an allowed background 
clause cannot yield an allowed clause because variables in any atom  introduced to  the  
input clause m ust also occur elsewhere in the body of the clause. Therefore when 
only allowed generalizations are sought, the  generalization search space beyond a non- 
allowed clause may be pruned away.
9.5.2 C hoosing th e  root
Now let us describe absorption in a less abstract way to  understand  the effect of some 
rem aining choices.
Let us characterise the  predicate symbol of each atom  in the body of a clause to  be 
generalized as a feature of the concept m em bers covered by the clause. We can regard 
each step  of non-unit absorption as generalizing some features —  replacing a set of 
features by a single more general one. The replacem ent feature is more general in the 
sense th a t it implies the  features it replaces — like a movement towards the root of a 
feature hierarchy defined by background knowledge, called the climbing generalization 
tree rule by Michalski [1983]. Notably a feature of the input clause is only removed by 
absorption when it is replaced by another more general feature; features are dropped 
from a generalization only when sanctioned by background knowledge. On the o ther 
hand, un it absorption does not generalize bu t adds a new and possibly irrelevant feature 
to  the clause, so th a t the feature is available for further generalization.
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Now assume th a t a non-unit clause for which generalizations are sought is an example 
for learning. The completeness theorem  (9.6) describes a set of absorption closures — 
one rooted a t each subset of the body of the example. The theorem  also says th a t 
in every generalization of each closure, every feature of the root is either retained or 
replaced by a more general feature. T ha t is, the only way to tre a t a feature of the exam ­
ple as entirely irrelevant is to drop it from the body before the first step of absorption. 
B ut if we prefer th a t every feature of the example remains in a generalization unless 
its removal is sanctioned by background knowledge, then th is is exactly w hat we want. 
In th is case, choosing to search only the absorption closure which is rooted a t the full 
body of the  example and ignoring those rooted a t its subsets reduces and simplifies the 
search space while elegantly implementing a kind of relevance assum ption: assuming 
th a t  every feature of the example is relevant.
9.6 C hanging  th e  R ep resen ta tion
The completeness result of theorem  9.6 is weaker than  we would like: although it 
allows us to search for generalizations of an input clause in an hierarchy structu red  
by absorption, for completeness we m ust consider hierarchies rooted at each subset 
of the body of the input clause. For each clause represented in the hierarchy, we 
m ust also consider as a candidate hypothesis each clause generated by applying an 
inverse substitu tion . Each absorption step m ust consider each background clause of 
the program . Every unit background clause, having an em pty body, may be used for 
absorption w ith any input clause.
We have characterised the predicates in the body of an input clause as the features 
of an example. B ut w hat of the constant and function symbols of the input clause — 
the symbols representing the objects concerned in the example? In the completeness 
theorem  (9.6) we can see th a t constant and function symbols initially present in an 
input clause usually rem ain in the generalizations in the hierarchy until the final inverse 
substitu tion . A bsorption removes a symbol only when a background clause has th a t 
symbol in its body bu t not its head. Such background clauses may be present in a 
program , bu t they are not typical. Removing the symbols by applying a final inverse 
substitu tion  is as problem atic as deleting literals from the body of an input clause 
for the  root of the absorption closure — it is a generalization which is made w ithout 
reference to  background knowledge.
This is particularly  evident when we consider an initial input clause consisting of a 
ground unit atom  — the usual form of examples in ILP. The input body is em pty so 
the first steps of absorption m ust be unit absorption, each introducing new features, 
and later steps generalize only the introduced features. The objects which are present 
in the  initial example occur in the head of the clause so they are ignored entirely until 
the  final inverse substitution!
To solve th is problem  we can employ the flattening representation change (definition 
3.6) which translates the constant and function symbols in the input clause and the 
background program  to predicate symbols. Then all these symbols may be trea ted
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uniform ly in generalization and an initial ground unit input clause becomes a functor- 
free, non-unit input clause.
9.6 .1  F la tten in g  for absorption
By initially flattening an input clause and a background clause each constant and 
function symbol in the clauses is represented as a predicate symbol. Replacing a ground 
term  by a variable in the deep representation is equivalent to  removing some flat atom s 
in the flat representation.
E x a m p le  9 .3  (F la t te n in g  a n d  a b s o rp t io n )  Consider the program
q(a)<r-
q(b)<-
q(c)+-
Let I  be the clause p(a)<—. Absorbing I  w ith the  first background clause gives 
p(a)<r-q(a). B ut f l a t ( I )  is p(x)<—ao(x). Absorbing f l a t ( I )  w ith the flattened first 
background clause, q(y)<^-ao(y) gives p(x)<-q(x), [ao(x)J. Choosing the m ost general 
of these, the  feature ao of the input clause has been replaced by the “more general” 
feature q in the generalized clause. □
A nother example of the effect is given a t the beginning of section 2.6. Notice th a t  a 
constant symbol in a clause does not appear in a  generalization when it is replaced by a 
predicate which holds for th a t symbol. In this way the mechanism by which absorption 
replaces predicates by more general ones elegantly extends to  constant and function 
symbols. Any term  in the input clause is replaced by a variable in a generalization 
exactly when sanctioned by background knowledge. U nflattening removes extraneous 
flat atom s th a t do not affect the clause and binds again some variables to  other term s 
stood for by rem aining flat atoms.
9.6.2 L im iting unit absorption
Because every unit clause in a program  may participate  in absorption w ith any input 
clause a t every step of iterated  absorption, lim iting the use of un it absorption is crucial 
to improving the efficiency of generalization by absorption.
The flattening representation change can also help here. In a program  which is the 
flat representation of an allowed program , every unit clause defines a flat symbol —  a 
constant or function symbol in the deep representation. B ut the unit clauses themselves 
do contain constant and function symbols — so a clause created by unit absorption is 
not flat. Furtherm ore, the clause is significant not as an inductive hypothesis itself bu t 
only as an input clause for a later absorption step. The constant or function symbol 
introduced by a step of un it absorption cannot be removed by a later step of absorption; 
it can only be removed by a final inverse substitu tion . Like the constant and function
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symbols in the initial input clause, we would like these constant and function symbols 
to  be represented only as flat predicate symbols, so they may be removed by later steps 
of absorption when sanctioned by background knowledge.
B ut even in the flat representation, unit absorption m ust be perm itted  for completeness. 
U nit absorption introduces a flat atom  into the body of an input clause which may 
enable absorption w ith a background clause th a t also has an instance of th a t flat atom  
in its body. As in the deep representation, unit absorption introduces another “feature” 
into the input clause for later generalization.
O ur solution is to  disallow unit absorption but instead to  collapse m ultiple unit ab­
sorptions followed by a non-unit absorption into a single new operator called k-unit 
absorption. As before, it is defined for absorption of a goal, bu t the obvious extension 
to  absorption of a clause by replicating the head of the input clause may be assumed.
D e fin itio n  9.9 (k -u n it a b sorp tion  o f  a goal, k-absorb) Let <—I be a functor-free 
definite goal and B  be a non-unit clause in flat program P such that I  and B share no 
common variables. Let there be a variable-pure substitution 6 for variables in B  and a 
set of flat atoms U such that (1) U C B® and (2) (B® — U)6 C I  and (3) U6 fl I  = {} 
and (4) no variable in the input of 9 occurs as the first argument of an atom of U. 
Then the k-unit absorption of I  with B  using 6, k-absorb(I, B ,9), is the set of goal 
bodies ( ( /  U U9) -  {B®9)) U {J3©<9} U [B®0].
Also, k-absorb(I, B) is the set of goal bodies G such that there exists a substitution 9 
such that G G k-absorb(I, B ,9).
<—I is called the input goal and B  is the background clause. The atoms m the set B®9 
are called optional and the atoms of U are called the skipped flat atom s. The number 
of skipped flat atoms is called the level.
The condition (3) on the skipped flat atom s ensures th a t the set is as small as possible 
to enable absorption —  adding only the minimal set of flat atom s which are missing 
from the body of the background clause. The condition (4) on the substitu tion  ensures 
th a t  k-unit absorption is indeed a generalizing ra ther than  specializing operator: it 
constrains the skipped flat atom s to stand for term s occurring in the head of the  deep 
version of the background clause. Of course, k-unit absorption a t level zero coincides 
w ith the definition of absorption of non-unit flat clauses.
E x a m p le  9 .4  (k -u n it ab sorp tion ) Consider the program
C\: married(richard, robyn)*—
C2 ■' mother(robyn, peter)*—
and let I  be father (richard, peter)<r~. Then the flattened program  (w ithout the symbol­
defining clauses) is given by
flat(Ci): married(U,V)*— richardo(U), robyno(V)
fla tfC i)’- mother(V,W)*— robyno(V), petero(W)
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and f la t ( I )  by father(X,Y)-t—richardo(X), petero(Y).
The k-unit absorption of f la t( I )  w ith f la t(C \)  a t level 1 is the  clauses of the  form
father(X,Y) married(X,U), peter^(Y), [richardo(X), robyno(U)]
One of these, call it is father(X,Y) <— married(X,U), petero(Y), robyno(U) Gener­
alizing further, k-absorb(I' , f la t(C 2)) a t level 0 includes
father(X,Y) <— married(X,U), mother(JJ,Y).
□
At level k , k-unit absorption introduces k existential variables to the body of the gen­
eralized clause. Unlike unit absorption, k-unit absorption does not introduce constant 
or function symbols to the clause, th a t is, it generates functor-free clauses. Notice th a t 
in the  deep representation, the most obviously “relevant” kind of un it absorption — 
when the constant and function symbols of the background clause also occur in the 
input clause — is transform ed to k-unit absorption a t level 0 in the flat representation. 
This can be seen in the second step of the example.
W hat is the  effect on completeness of the generalization hierarchy when unit absorption 
is not perm itted  bu t absorption is replaced by k-unit absorption? Consider a sequence 
of ite rated  absorption of an initial input clause, comprising some unit absorption steps 
to  produce an interm ediate clause, and then a step of non-unit absorption of the in­
term ediate  clause. Let us call the clauses produced by the non-unit absorption step 
the absorption products. Now the interm ediate clause would not be represented in the 
k-unit absorption closure, bu t as it is only equivalently general to the input clause th is 
will not affect the generality spanned by the rem aining clauses. W hen the later ap­
plication of non-unit absorption generates a strictly  more general absorption product, 
k-unit absorption instead generates a functor-free clause directly from the initial input 
clause. Every absorption product clause is an instance of a functor-free clause created 
by k-unit absorption.
B ut the  instan tia ting  substitu tion  merely binds variables occurring as the first argum ent 
of a  skipped flat atom  to the term  they stand  for. Because the skipped flat atom s are 
all optional, they are dropped from some of the clauses generated by k-unit absorption. 
This m eans th a t the clauses represented by k-unit absorption include all those of the 
absorption product plus some more general ones th a t have replaced constant or function 
symbol features in the input clause by “more general” predicate symbol features.
E x a m p le  9 .5  (R e la tin g  k -u n it ab so rp tio n  to  a b so rp tio n ) Reconsidering 
example 9.4, a  unit absorption step gives the interm ediate clause
C  = absorb(flat(I), (robyno(robyn)+-))
= father(X,Y)<r- richardo(X), petero(Y), robyno(robyn)
A succeeding absorption step absorb(C' , fla t{C\))  gives
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fa ther(X ,Y ) <— married(X,robyn), petero(Y), [richardo(X), robyno(robyn)]
These clauses are instances of the clauses of k-absorb(flat(I), fla t(C i)):
fa ther(X ,Y ) «— married(X,U), petero(Y), [richardo(X), robyn^(U)]
The instan tia ting  substitu tion  is {U/robyn}. Unflattening the clauses of 
absorb{C ' , fla t{C \))  we have
father(X, peter)<— married(X, robyn) 
father(richard, peter)<r- married(richard, robyn)
B ut unflattening the clauses of k-absorb(flat(I), fla t(C i))  we have
father(X, peter)i— married(X,U) 
father (richard, peter) married(richard, U) 
father(richard, peter) <— married (richard, robyn) 
father(X, peter)<— married(X, robyn)
□
9.7  A  S tra teg y  for G eneralization  by k-unit A b sorp tion
Now we can do a complete generalization search by replacing absorption in the com­
pleteness theorem  (9.6) by k-unit absorption of flattened clauses. Beginning w ith an 
example th a t is a un it clause, flatten the clause and put each clause made of its head 
and any subset of its body into an initial working set. Apply k-unit absorption to  each 
clause in the set paired w ith each suitable flattened background clause (excluding unit 
symbol-defining clauses), and include the resulting clauses in the set. Continue doing 
so indefinitely or un til the set no longer grows. This set is the k-unit absorption closure 
of the flattened example, k-absorb*.
Consider any clause in the set as an inductive hypothesis. Also consider any clause 
for which there is a substitu tion  which can transform  it to one in the set. All of these 
are candidate inductive hypotheses more general than  the example. Some of them  will 
contain flat atom s and should be unflattened before adoption.
B ut there rem ain some ways th is procedure may be simplified.
9.7.1 Free variables in a background clause
Earlier, when working in the deep representation we suggested th a t variables in the 
head of a background clause th a t do not also occur in the body of the clause give rise 
to  a  large range of possible suitable substitu tions for absorption. We suggested th a t by 
restricting the language of background clauses to allowed clauses th is problem  does not 
occur. U nfortunately, when an allowed program  which includes function symbols (of 
non-zero arity) is flattened, it is no longer allowed. Although the flat form of a  clause
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is allowed if the clause itself is allowed, the symbol-defining clauses for the function 
symbols are not allowed.
However, using k-unit absorption, such a unit background clause is never directly used 
for absorption. The choices for a suitable substitu tion  in unit absorption are replaced 
by choices for the substitu tion  in k-unit absorption. Fortunately, for k-unit absorption 
we need only consider variable-pure substitu tions at th is stage, thus considerably con­
straining the substitu tion . Furtherm ore, like for absorption in the deep representation, 
if an input clause is not allowed then  the result of k-unit absorption w ith an allowed 
background clause is also not allowed. Because MINERVA seeks only allowed clauses, 
the  search space may be pruned a t any non-allowed clause.
9.7.2 C hoosing th e  root
Ju s t as when we were working in the deep representation, the completeness theorem  
(9.6) requires consideration of generalization hierarchies rooted a t each subset of the 
body of the example. For the deep representation we suggested th a t a meaningful 
relevance assum ption is made by considering only the absorption closure rooted a t the 
m axim al subset.
The same argum ent applies to the flat representation. W hen the clause for generaliza­
tion is a unit clause example, the features in the body of the flattened example are the 
constant and function symbols of the example. By searching for inductive hypotheses 
only in the k-unit absorption closure of the full body, completeness is sacrificed bu t 
the  original features are either retained or replaced by more general features in every 
hypothesis considered. This is w hat M inerva does.
E x a m p le  9.6 (C h o o sin g  th e  m axim al ro o t) Let P  be a definite program  includ­
ing the clause q(a)<—. Let P'  be the flattened form of P.  Let I  be p(a,b)<—. Then 
f la t ( I )  = p(x,y)<r-anix), bniy). Let I '  be p(x,y)<r-an(x). Let P  be p(x, y)<—q(x). Now 
H  G k-absorb* { I \  P ' )  b u t H  <£ k-absorb*(flat(I),  P '), although H  y P I .  □
9.7 .3  A void ing inverse su b stitu tio n
W orking in the flat representation does not obviate the  inverse substitu tion  in the 
completeness theorem  (9.6). For completeness, some clauses th a t  do not occur in the 
k-unit absorption closure m ust be considered as inductive hypotheses, viz. those for 
which an instance occurs in the closure. Each clause in the closure is flat and functor- 
free b u t an inverse substitu tion  could replace m ultiply occurring instances of a single 
variable by distinct variables. W hen the variable occurs as the  first argum ent of a 
flat atom  in the clause th is corresponds to  replacing a term  by a variable in the deep 
representation. This is undesirable by the relevance assum ption — either the new 
clause already occurred in the k-unit absorption closure or the generalization is not 
justified by background knowledge.
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B ut the  inverse substitu tion  may instead replace a variable occurring m ultiply in atom s 
about observational predicates by distinct variables. Again, in th is case the  available 
background knowledge does not sanction the generalization.
For th is reason, M inerva avoids the final inverse substitu tion  when working in the 
flat representation. The consequence of this decision is th a t when a feature appears 
m ultiply in an input clause every considered hypothesis replaces every occurrence of 
the feature by the same more general feature.
E x a m p le  9 .7  (A v o id in g  in verse  su b stitu tio n ) Consider the program  P
q(*)<r-
r(a)<—
If P ' is the  corresponding flattened program  and I  is the clause p(a,a)<f-, then  f la t ( I )  
is p(x,x)<—ao(x) and k-absorb*(fla t(I) , P') is
p(x,x)<- a0(x) 
p(x,x)<- q(x), [a0(x)J 
p(x,x)<r- r(x), [a0(x)J 
p(x,x)i q(x), r(x), [a0(x)J
N otably it does not include the clause p(x,y)<r-q(x), r(y) although it is more general 
th an  I  w ith respect to  P. □
9.8 G enera liz in g  N orm al C lauses
So far in th is chapter we have been concerned with using absorption to  generalize def­
inite clauses w ith respect to background knowledge represented as a definite program . 
W hat happens when clauses are perm itted  negative antecedents, as in MINERVA? To 
answer th is question we first develop a model of generality for norm al clauses with 
respect to  norm al program s, and then  we show how absorption can generalize in this 
model. To simplify th is discussion, we retu rn  again to  the deep representation of clauses 
and program s.
9.8.1 N orm al su b su m p tion
The generalized subsum ption model for definite clauses and definite program s is ex­
tended to  model generality of norm al clauses with respect to normal program s by the 
au thor [Taylor 1993]. The model of generality is known as normal subsumption  and co­
incides w ith  generalized subsum ption when only definite clauses and definite program s 
are concerned. Like generalized subsum ption, normal subsum ption relates clauses th a t 
are abou t the  same predicate.
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D e fin itio n  9 .10  (N orm al S u b su m p tio n , Up ) Let C and D be normal clauses 
and P  a normal program. Then C  Zip D (C is more general than D with respect 
to P  by norm al subsum ption) if  for any Herbrand interpretation I  (for the language of 
at least P , C, and D ) such that comp(P) is true in I , and for any atom A  such that 
D covers A  in I , C  also covers A  in I .
Normal subsum ption can be tested  by a com putation of a logic program m ing system . 
This is established by the following lem ma and theorem  which are included here to 
aid the reader’s understanding of normal subsum ption. The result is analogous to 
B untine’s [1988] “operational” view of generalized subsum ption (theorem  3.1).
L em m a 9 .7  (E v a lu a tin g  N orm al S u b su m p tio n ) Let C and D be normal clauses 
and P  a normal program. Then C Ap D if  and only if  there exists a substitution 0 
such that CqO = D q and comp(P) (= V(D®—>CqO).
P ro o f. ( I f  p a rt)  Assume Cq 6 =  D q and comp(P) f= V(D®—>-(7®$). Assume th a t 
A  is an atom  covered by D  in / ,  an appropriate in terpreta tion  in which comp(P) is 
true. Then there  is a substitu tion , say cr such th a t D qg = A  and 3 (D®<r) is true. 
Therefore there  is a substitu tion  Qcr such th a t CqOg = A. Further, 3(D®cr) is tru e  in 
/ ,  so there exists a ground substitu tion  7 for the variables in D®cr such th a t  D®cr7 
is true  in I. Because comp(P) is true in I  and comp(P) |= V(D®—>-C®0), 3C q 6ct~/ is 
true  in I .  Therefore 3CqOct is true in I. Therefore C  covers A  in I  (definition 3.2). 
Therefore C  □ p  D.
(Only i f  p a rt)  Assume C  I3p D. Then there exists a 0 such th a t  CqO = D q , by defi­
nition 9.10. Let I  be any appropriate in terpreta tion  in which comp(P) is true . Now, 
for any ground substitu tion  < 7  such th a t D®<r is true in / ,  D  covers the ground atom  
D qg  (definition 3.2). Because C A p  D , C  also covers D®<r, so 3C q0ct is true  in I. 
T h a t is, in / ,  D®cr—>3Cq 0ct. Recalling th a t a  is any ground substitu tion  it follows th a t 
V(D®—>C®#) holds in I. Recalling th a t I  is any in terpreta tion  in which comp(P) is 
true , comp(P) \= V(D®->C®0). □
T h eo rem  9 .8  (T estin g  for norm al su b su m p tio n ) Let C, Cq <—C i , . . .C ti and D  
be normal clauses and P  a normal program. Let 0 be a substitution for variables in Cq 
such that CqO =  D q . If for all Ci £ Cq the safe computation of PU{<—(DQU{~CiO})} 
finitely fails then C 33p D .
P ro o f. By soundness of NAF (theorem  3.2), for each Ci, comp(P) \= V(*— D®A~C70). 
T h a t is, comp(P) f= V(«— D ® A ~C i0)A .. .AV(<—D q A ~ C u0). Rearranging, comp(P) (= 
V(~D® V (C ±0,.. .,C n0)). Rearranging, comp(P) |= V(D®—>CqO). Therefore, because 
CqO — D q , the  lem m a (9.7) applies and C Ap D. □
U nfortunately  th is  test is not always useful because of the requirem ent th a t  the  com­
putations be safe. Even if the program  and the clauses involved are allowed, the
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com putation may flounder. It is, however, easy to show th a t the com putation is al­
ways safe when the program  and clauses are allowed and the more general clause (C  
in theorem  9.8) is nvi (definition 3.15).
9.8 .2  N orm al absorption
The absorption operator of M uggleton and Buntine has been extended to generalize 
normal clauses w ith respect to normal programs by the au thor [Taylor 1993]. This 
new operator, called normal absorption , generalizes according to norm al subsum ption. 
It coincides w ith absorption when only definite clauses are involved. The definition is 
m otivated by a kind of closed world assum ption. If some negative literal occurring in 
a  background clause is not represented by an instance in the body of an input clause 
then  norm al absorption dictates th a t it can be assumed to be there, as long as there is 
no evidence to  the contrary.
The notation  C© is used to m ean {A \A  G C® and A  is an atom} and Cq is used to 
m ean G C® and A  is an atom}.
D efin itio n  9.11 (N o rm a l S u ita b ility ) Let I  and B  be normal clauses with dis­
tinct variables and let P  be a normal program. Let 0 be a substitution fo r  variables 
in B . Then I  and B  satisfy the normal suitability criterion relative to P  using 0, 
su ita b le p (I , B ,0 ), when B q 9 C I®, and com p(P) V(J® —> B q 9).
D efin itio n  9 .12 (N orm al A b sorp tion ) Let I  and B  be normal clauses with dis­
tinct variables and let P  be a normal program. Let 6 be a substitution such that 
s u i ta b le p ( I ,B ,6). The normal absorption of I  with B  using 0, n-absorbp(I, B ,6), 
is the set o f clauses
S> — U { B q 6} U [5®#])0 
where 0  is any inverse substitution.
The literals in B®9 are said to be optional. In this role I  is called the input clause and 
B  the background clause.
The clause including every literal of B®9 in the body and with © as the identity inverse 
substitution is called least general normal absorption with respect to P .
I proved elsewhere [Taylor 1993] th a t normal absorption is sound: it does indeed gener­
alize norm al clauses with respect to normal program s according to normal subsum ption.
9 .8 .2 .1  C o m p u tin g  norm al ab sorp tion
The application of normal absorption follows in the same m anner as for definite ab­
sorption apart from the determ ination of the suitability criterion. Sometimes there is 
more th an  one substitu tion  w ith the desired properties and there is usually a num ber
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of choices for inclusion of optional literals and the inverse substitu tion . As for definite 
absorption, these choices may be made according to the  learning strategy in which the 
absorption operator is embedded.
The following theorem  describes a com putation which can be perform ed by a logic 
program m ing system  with a safe com putation rule th a t is sufficient to  determ ine su it­
ability.
T h eo rem  9.9 (D eterm in in g  norm al su ita b ility )  Given a normal program P  and 
normal clauses I  and B with distinct variables, if there is a substitution 6 such that 
B q9 C I®, and if for each literal Li such that ~Li E B q , the safe computation of 
P  U {<— U {LiO}} finitely-fails, then suitablep( / ,B ,6).
P ro o f. By the soundness of NAF (theorem  3.2), if each com putation fails then  for 
all Li defined as above <r-I® U {LiO} is a logical consequence of comp(P). T h a t is, 
comp(P) [= (V~(J® U {LiO]))A.. .A(V~(i® U {Ln6})). Rearranging, comp(P) \=
V(/®—)-(~L i0A .. .A ~Ln#)). T h a t is, comp(P) (= V(i®—>Bq6). □
The effect of normal absorption is illustrated  in the following example. A lthough 
the predicate denoted father® in the example is an invented predicate, it is trea ted  
identically to any other predicate in generalization by normal absorption, and could be 
replaced by an observational predicate such as stepfather instead.
E x a m p le  9.8 (N orm al a b sorp tion ) Consider the normal program  P , describing 
p a rt of the family of figure 2.1.
mother(kim, kate)<— 
married(bill, kim)i— 
stepfather (bill, kate)<— 
mother (sally, james)<r- 
mother(sally, mary)<— 
married(john, sally)<— 
brother(matthew, john)<r- 
brother(andrem, john)-e- 
father® (X ,Y )<— stepfather (X ,Y)
father(X,Y)<r- married(X,Z), mother(Z,Y), ~  father® (X ,Y)
Let B  be the la tte r  clause of P. Assume a positive example
uncle(andrew, james)
led to  the inductive hypothesis P.
uncle(U,V) <— brother(U,F), married(F,W), mother(W,V)
Then su itab lep(I,B ,0) w ith 0 = {X /F , Z /W ,Y /V }  because a safe com putation of 
P  U {+-brother(U,F), married(F,W), mother(W,V), father® (F,V)} finitely fails. So 
n-absorbp(I,B,0) is the set of clauses
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uncle(U,V) «— brother(U,F), father(F,V),
[married(F,W), mother(W,V), ~  father® (F,V)[
□
9.8 .3  D ifficu lties w ith  norm al absorption
U nfortunately th is theoretical model for normal absorption of normal clauses has some 
significant drawbacks.
9 .8 .3 .1  T h eo r e tic a l sh o rtco m in g s
Normal absorption does not share w ith definite absorption a natu ral in terpreta tion  as 
the inversion of one step of binary resolution. The input clause (the resolvent in the 
corresponding resolution step) may fail to include some negative literals th a t occur 
in the  product of absorption and hence in the resolvent constructed from it and the 
background clause. However, we may view normal absorption as comprising two steps: 
the negative literals missing from the input clause are first added to  its body, then  
absorption of th a t input clause w ith the background clause proceeds as for definite 
absorption. In th is case, the second step being absorption of normal clauses does 
correspond to  inversion of resolution. The first step is justified by the closed world 
assum ption: add the negative literals unless there is a evidence th a t it should not be 
done, as embodied in the suitability  criterion. The closed world assum ption is not a 
classical logic inference rule, so the non-existence of a counterpart resolution step is 
not surprising.
It is also difficult to  cast normal absorption as the inversion of SLD-resolution, or even 
SLDNF-resolution, as we did for definite absorption. For absorption this enabled both  
the reduction of some of the indeterm inacy custom arily required of the operator and a 
completeness result. It is not obvious th a t an analogous route may be taken for normal 
subsum ption.
9 .8 .3 .2  Safe and  efficient co m p u ta tio n
One of the  advantages of definite absorption as a generalization mechanism is its ability 
to generalize from background knowledge by the evaluation of a  simple subsum ption 
test. The simplicity is not inherited by normal absorption which requires a  resource- 
expensive com putation, possibly involving reference to all other clauses in the program  
in order to  evaluate the suitability criterion. This test is necessary because of the global 
na tu re  of the  closed world assum ption.
C om putation of the suitability  criterion might not even term inate. It might be unde- 
cidable. The non-term ination problem  was discussed in dep th  in a more general context 
in chapter 5, bu t it rem ains a disadvantage of normal absorption.
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Furtherm ore the suitability criterion is dependent on a safe com putation by the logic 
program m ing system. This is not always possible for arb itrary  program s, although it 
can be guaranteed for allowed input clauses w ith allowed program s. In th is case the 
goal of each com putation is the body of an allowed input clause plus some positive 
literal, so it is also allowed.
9.8.3.3 Strictness
As for definite absorption, normal absorption is a generalizing operator. Every atom  
covered by an input clause rem ains covered by every product of norm al absorption: 
there can be no exceptions. B ut sometimes this requirem ent is too strong. Errors in 
the  background program  may m ean th a t some false atom  is covered by a clause w ith 
respect to the program  although it is not covered by the clause in the  target. By 
perm itting  such exceptions a correct inductive hypothesis could be form ulated even 
when background knowledge is incorrect. Later corrections to  the program  could fix 
the  source of the problem, and there would no longer be an exception to  the  clause in 
question.
Moreover, sometimes expression of a concept in term s of a general rule together w ith 
exceptions is natural and com pact, as in the clause defining father of example 9.8.
9.9  T h e S tra tegy  for G enera lization  in M IN E R V A
Because of the difficulties of the theoretical model of norm al absorption and the special 
na tu re  of negative literals in the clauses of M inerva — as exception predicates — M in­
erva does not use the normal absorption operator. Instead, M inerva approxim ates 
the operator using the k-unit absorption operator (definition 9.9).
9.9.1 Im plem enting norm al absorption
W hen generalizing, a negative literal may be included in an inductive hypothesis for 
the  purpose of excluding certain exceptions from being covered by the clause. At th is 
point an inductive hypothesis should be viewed as a set of clauses: the generalization 
produced by absorption then  modified by exception, supplem ented w ith clauses defin­
ing the exceptions to th a t clause. Although the excepted clause could be generalized 
further, M inerva does not do so, pruning the generalization search space a t the node. 
This is for pragm atic reasons — prelim inary experim ents suggested th a t little is gained 
by generalizing further. Exceptions arise when the clause covers a  false atom  w ith 
respect to the background program . W hen an exception atom  is also covered by the 
clause in the target, it is often the case th a t investigation of an alternative generalization 
which is not excepted leads to  a b e tte r  inductive hypothesis th an  further generalization 
of the excepted one. W hen the atom  is covered w ith respect to the program  bu t not 
in the  target, the errors in the program  continue to interfere w ith each more general
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hypothesis and tend  to obscure recognition of an otherwise good hypothesis.
Nevertheless, excepted clauses may be adopted and become part of the program  under 
construction by Minerva. Such clauses become candidates as background clauses 
in subsequent generalization steps. Normal absorption could be used to  generalize 
an input clause w ith such a background clause, bu t instead Minerva simply deletes 
the negative literals from the background clause and then  performs a definite k-unit 
absorption step. Recalling th a t the negative literals are intended only to  represent 
exceptions to  a clause, th is action am ounts to ignoring exceptions otherwise covered by 
a background clause. To illustrate the effect of this approxim ation to normal absorption 
by ignoring exceptions, the earlier example is revisited.
E x a m p le  9.9 (Im p lem en tin g  norm al ab sorp tion ) Consider program  P, input 
clause I  and background clause B  of example 9.8. Then in Minerva, the ab­
sorption of /  w ith B  is im plem ented as the k-unit absorption of I  w ith B ' where 
B ' = f  o th er{X ,Y )± -m a rried {X ,Z ), m o ther(Z ,Y ). Then 6 =  { X/ F,  Z /W , Y / V }  is 
the only suitable substitu tion  and k-absorb(I, B ',6) is given by
uncle(U,V) <— brother(U,F), father(F,V)[married(F,W), m other(W ,V)]
In th is case the approxim ation of normal absorption misses some of the clauses of the 
norm al absorption —  it does not have the clauses which include the negative literal.
□
9.9 .2  Im p lem en tin g  k-unit absorption
Given th a t we have excluded the participation of negative antecedents, the  formal 
analysis of absorption in th is chapter suggests the generalization strategy for Minerva 
described in section 5.3.2 and figure 6.2. Generalizations of a flattened missing atom  
are generated by iterated  applications of most general k-unit absorption coupled w ith 
restriction (definition 3.5). For brevity, outside this chapter we have called m ost general 
k-unit absorption of a flat clause / - absorption. Here is a definition for it, taken from 
the earlier definition of k-unit absorption (definition 9.9) modified to take account of 
negative antecedents and appropriate for coupling with restriction. It generates a set 
of pairs each comprising a flat clause and a set of optional atoms: the clause being the 
m ost general k-unit absorption of the  flattened input clause and background clause a t 
a  given level.
D e fin itio n  9 .13 (f-ab sorp tion , f -absorb )  Let I  be a functor-free definite clause 
(called the input clause) and B ' be a clause of normal program P  such that I  and 
B ' share no common variables. Let B  be constructed from B ' by deleting negative an­
tecedents and flattening. Then the f-absorption of I' with B  at level K  is the set of 
pairs of an inductive hypothesis I@4—((/<g> U U9) — (B®6)) U {B qO} and a set of optional 
atoms {B®6} such that there exists a variable-pure substitution 6 for variables in B  
and a set of K  flat atoms U such that (1) U C B® and (2) (B® — U)6 C I® and (3) 
U6 H /(g) =  {} and ( f)  no variable in the input of 6 occurs as the first argument of an 
atom of U .
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Before f-absorption can be applied, a definite input clause to be generalized is flattened. 
A background clause from the program  is selected, negative antecedents are deleted 
and  it is flattened. Then f-absorption and restriction can be iteratively applied to 
generate flat generalizations. These are unflattened prior to  experim ental evaluation 
and  adoption.
E x a m p le  9 .10  (f-ab sorp tion ) Reconsider program  P , input clause I  and back­
ground clause B  of example 9.8. Then the f-absorption of I  w ith B  generates the 
clause uncle(U, V) ^-brother(U,F), father(F, V) and the optional atom s {married(F, W), 
mother(W , V)}. □
A num ber of im portan t questions are not answered by f-absorption. W hile building 
up the hypothesis space, which clause in the space should be chosen as the next for 
developm ent? W hich suitable background clause should be chosen? W hen is restriction 
of a hypothesis a b e tte r  next step th an  f-absorption of the hypothesis? How can 
experim entation be used within the scheme to reject some hypotheses before they 
are evaluated — to prune the search in the hypothesis space? How can exception 
predicate invention be incorporated to m anage errors in the  background program  during 
generalization? Of the hypotheses in the set, which one should be adopted eventually 
and  assim ilated into the program ? These questions were answered heuristically in 
chapter 6.
9 .10  S um m ary
In th is chapter we have described the generalization operator absorption and showed 
how it acts as a  complete generator for the space of generalizations of a  single clause, 
as defined by generalized subsum ption. Although we initially presented absorption 
as an operator on clauses w ith m ultiply occurring antecedents, we have dem onstrated  
advantages to  be gained by working w ith absorption on clauses w ith unique antecedents. 
Coupled w ith the restriction operation to struc tu re  the clauses generated by a single 
application of absorption, a search space for inductive hypotheses more general th an  
an inpu t clause is m apped out.
Some of the  clauses in the space may be ignored as inductive hypotheses w ithout 
comprom ising completeness, bu t m ust rem ain in the  generalization hierarchy to enable 
generation of o ther hypotheses. In particular this applies to  non-connex clauses, clauses 
generated by least general absorption, and clauses generated by unit absorption. We 
have described how k-unit absorption may be used to delay the representation of nodes 
of the la tte r  kinds until needed for a later generalization step.
We have described two ways in which the search space for generalizations may be 
significantly simplified a t the expense of completeness: by considering only one initial 
subset and avoiding the final inverse substitu tion  step. B ut we have argued th a t, w ith 
the  aid of the  flattening representation change, we only give up some generalizations 
which are not justified by background knowledge.
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We then  tu rned  to considering generalization of normal clauses. After developing a 
model for generality of such clauses, a normal absorption operator was defined and 
analysed. B ut, considering the lim ited use of negative antecedents in Minerva and 
some difficulties of the  operator, we have described a practical approxim ation using the 
definite clause absorption operator.
Finally we named this practical absorption operator based on the most general k- 
unit absorption operator for flat definite clauses: f-absorption. This, coupled with 
restriction, is the incremental generalizing operator of MINERVA.
10
C onclusions
10.1 In trod u ction
In this final chapter the threads of the  argum ent developed in the  thesis are draw n 
together by a sum m ary of the work and identification of the opportunities it creates 
for further research.
10.2 Sum m ary o f  th e  T hesis
This work reports the foundational theory, practical im plem entation and perform ance 
results for an active, incremental, first order learner called MINERVA. The learner is 
continuously interacting with an environm ent which is the source of learning goals, 
initial and experim ental observations, tim e resource bounds and ultim ate  perform ance 
evaluation.
MINERVA is set apart as a learning algorithm  by its design for increm ental improvement 
whereby it continuously searches for improved inductive hypotheses until its a tten tion  
is dem anded. In complex domains, when background knowledge is weak or faulty, or 
when examples are observed in a confusing sequence, MINERVA requires more tim e to 
develop a good inductive theory. B ut something will be learnt even if only the examples 
themselves. Given a little more tim e, diagnosis enables deeper problem s in the theory 
to  be repaired. W ith  more tim e again, it invokes an active learning strategy  to  eagerly 
a ttem p t to learn more about the concept a t fault.
Fundam ental to the increm ental improvement of MINERVA is the  use of the absorption 
operator for generalization, and predicate invention for specialization. These operators 
have been placed on formal foundations in the work. A special form of the  generally-
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known absorption operator for definite clauses has been defined, offering advantages for 
increm ental generalization while preserving completeness. A new absorption operator 
for generalization of norm al clauses has also been developed. It generalizes clauses in 
the  context of background knowledge represented as a normal program , justified by a 
new generality model.
A heuristic evaluation function has been introduced to support the stepwise devel­
opm ent of revision hypotheses by generalization, specialization and experim entation. 
The heuristic anticipates the value of an inductive hypothesis in term s of its syntactic 
simplicity, taking into account the new facts it brings to a theory.
Minerva incorporates the tools of logic program ming technology for in terpreta tion  
of the  program s it learns and for declarative diagnosis of errors. These tools enable 
effective learning of m ultiple interdependent concept theories. In Minerva the conven­
tional tools have been adapted to the needs of a learner with an unusually expressive 
description language.
In the thesis, the environment is simulated by SAMPLER, a new tool providing random 
incremental sampling of examples from a user-defined domain and answering the learn­
er’s questions about the domain. Samples are drawn according to a user-defined sample 
strategy: some strategies are designed to present simple examples more frequently than 
complex ones.
The learning performance of Minerva has been dem onstrated by experim ents w ith 
some “s tandard” dom ains from the machine learning literature. Further experim ents 
dem onstrated  the unique features of Minerva’s relationship w ith its environm ent.
O pportunities for further research building on the achievements of this thesis may be 
placed along two significant dimensions. The first comprises “tun ing” improvements 
th a t  m ight improve perform ance in the framework we have set up. The second relaxes 
the assum ptions about the problem  th a t MINERVA is designed to solve.
10.3 Im p rovem en ts to  M IN E R V A
F irst we consider some ways th a t enhancem ents to Minerva might improve its learning 
perform ance on the kinds of problems we have dem onstrated in the experim ents of 
chapter 8.
R e c o g n iz in g  lim ite d  m em o ry  resou rces
Minerva models the  finiteness of resources only in term s of tim e limits, bu t the search 
for a  theory often traverses a large space and memory bounds can be significant too. 
Although the im plem entation of Minerva for which experim ental results are reported  
here could be improved to be more space efficient, in any case finite memory resources 
will bound the search eventually.
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In MINERVA a num ber of fixed param eters are used to bound the use of memory re­
sources for different purposes: such as the size of fact memory, the depth  of derivations, 
and the size of the partial hypothesis list. B ut as these bounds are independently fixed 
they do not always make the  best use of available memory. Moreover, they are not 
always sufficient to ensure th a t  the available memory is not exhausted: sometimes the 
execution is prem aturely  halted  for lack of memory. This problem  is com pounded when 
S a m ple r  and M inerva are executed on the same com puter as in the experim ents of 
chapter 8 — so less m em ory is available to M inerva exactly when it needs more.
If MINERVA had the introspective ability to determ ine memory usage and to  act accord­
ingly, performance could be improved. Indeed, this capability is probably essential to 
the successful integration of any learner in an intelligent software agent. B ut recogni­
tion alone is not sufficient, a learner m ust be able to modify its behaviour dynam ically 
to allocate scarce memory resources so th a t perform ance degrades gracefully.
Integrating batch  learning
In MINERVA, theory revision is prom pted only by observation of a failing example. This 
focus on increm ental revision offers advantages in responsiveness to  every example and 
readiness for environm ental interruptions. B ut batch  learning has generally had b e t­
ter empirical success w ith accuracy and program  simplicity th an  increm ental learning. 
Indeed, M ooney [1992] concluded from experim ents th a t as a learner is m ade “more in­
crem ental” , learning tim e decreases bu t so too does accuracy and simplicity. Although 
M inerva can improve program  simplicity during the off-line sleeping procedure, the 
underlying theory  is not affected — there is no inductive learning a t this tim e. Perhaps 
M inerva’s accuracy perform ance could be improved by incorporating inductive batch  
learning into the sleeping procedure.
Inventing new  predicates
M inerva’s ability for predicate invention is lim ited. W hen a correct concept defini­
tion necessarily depends on a concept th a t is missing from the language of observation 
[Buntine 1988] the predicate invention capability of M inerva cannot invent a predi­
cate to take its place. The ability to invent such predicates autonom ously is probably 
necessary for an adequate model of “intelligent” learning, underlying the hum an capa­
bility for im agination and scientific discovery. Nevertheless, M in er v a ’s design readily 
supports the incorporation of predicate invention techniques including those suggested 
by De R aedt and Bruynooghe [1992], Hume and Sam m ut [1991b] and Silverstein and 
Pazzani [1991].
D evelop ing  heuristics
W ithin the design of MINERVA there is opportunity  to  study the effect of variations to 
the heuristic-guided choices for hypothesis selection. O ther ways of determ ining clause
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complexity or the value of alternative hypotheses could be considered.
Furtherm ore there are other places within Minerva where a tten tion  to heuristic choices 
could result in b e tte r  performance. Such heuristics could be based on “confidence” in 
the accuracy of the clauses and the predicates on which they depend; on how close 
each choice comes to  enabling a proof; or on the num ber of predicates on which a 
clause depends. Confidence could be based on the age or frequency of use or even the 
heuristic value used elsewhere. This could help to  reduce questions in diagnosis and 
revision and  to improve the generalization search by encouraging generalization w ith 
the aid of background knowledge recognized to be “useful” .
In particu lar, fewer questions m ight be asked in diagnosis by varying the order of 
questions abou t clause antecedents and varying the order of trying program  clauses 
th a t  unify w ith a  missing atom . In Minerva’s present form the top-down version of 
contradiction backtracing is employed partly  because it is amenable to incorporation 
of heuristics, bu t they are not employed.
As program s grow larger over the long life of a learner, it will probably be necessary to 
constrain the generalization search by using a more sophisticated m easure of the rele­
vance of background knowledge to a particular learning problem. This could be aided 
by incorporating a notion of relevance in Sampler too: so th a t examples presented to 
the  learner successively are likely to be “close” in the program. Indeed this idea was 
critically im portan t to the learning performance of Marvin [Sammut 1981b].
Im p ro v in g  m iss in g  an sw er d iagn osis
In Minerva’s missing answer diagnosis the m em bership interpreter is used to find an­
swers satisfying as m any as possible of the literals of the body of a clause, counting 
from the left. This often finds a  substitu tion  to ground the variables in the leftmost 
literal th a t is not provable, enabling a m em bership query to be asked about the lit­
eral instance and thus enabling b e tte r  diagnosis. This could be improved further by 
dynam ically ordering the literals so th a t every order is tried, and thus every ground 
answer to  a  goal th a t is a subset of the literals is tried, before there is a  need to ask 
any questions about non-ground atom s.
The num ber of questions asked in missing answer diagnosis could be reduced even 
fu rther using a selective backtracking approach like th a t of Pereira and Porto [1982]. 
In Minerva, the variables in a literal of the body of a clause are often bound to term s by 
a substitu tion  for the same variables occurring in literals to the left in the clause body. 
W hen th is occurs for some literal instance for which a negative answer is given to the 
m em bership query, the search backtracks chronologically — to the subgoal imm ediately 
to  the  left to  find alternative answers for it, even when those alternatives can not affect 
the  bindings of the variables of the literal in question. Selective backtracking could 
instead find other answers for the earlier subgoals which bound those variables, thus 
avoiding unnecessary questions about the subgoals in between.
Although these enhancem ents to Minerva’s missing answer diagnosis could be made a t
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little cost, in m ost circum stances they could offer only m inor perform ance improvement.
In te r p r e tin g  th e o r y  rep resen ta tio n s
The in terpreters employed in MINERVA have been developed as a compromise to  satisfy 
goals of language expressiveness, soundness, completeness and efficiency. U nfortunately 
the compromise implem ented in MINERVA occasionally lets it down: perform ance is 
im peded by the in terp re ter’s inability to in terpret a goal in a tim ely fashion. This is 
particularly  im portan t when derivations include non-nvi or non-definite clauses and 
when theories grow large. Further development in th is area, possibly requiring restric­
tion of the representation language and changes to the  in terpreters will be required 
for perform ance improvements. It should be possible and beneficial to extend the loop 
check m echanism  already im plem ented in M inerva’s in terpreters and diagnoser to take 
account of negative antecedents.
The use of a m ulti-valued logic like th a t suggested by De R aedt [1992] or th a t imple­
m ented in MOBAL [Morik et al. 1993] could have some advantages, although restric t­
ing expressibility in some ways. More generally, M inerva  should be able to m anage 
contradiction in its theories — either apparent contradiction resulting from resource 
lim itations or deliberate contradiction perm itted  for convenience of expression. Per­
haps M inerva could carry m ultiple theories, each m odulated  by fram ing conditions. 
C ontradictory beliefs are not paradoxical to the young child nor to m any intelligent 
adults.
10.4 E xp an d in g  th e  E nvironm ent
Elem ents of M inerva could be useful for applications in machine learning beyond the 
scope of the  problem  framework of this thesis, such as com puter program  synthesis 
and knowledge acquisition for expert systems. B ut th is thesis has particularly  aimed 
a t the  goal of tim e-lim ited autonom ous concept learning by an agent interacting w ith 
an environm ent. Let us look at some ways we can relax the environm ental model of 
th is work and the implications this would have for MINERVA.
N o ise  in  th e  en v iro n m en t
A practical im plem entation of M inerva in a physical environm ent m ust take account 
of noise. The work reported  here has avoided the issue of noisy input in order to  focus 
on other aspects of the problem.
Nevertheless, the  design of M inerva neatly supports the inclusion of the common 
noise-handling mechanisms described by Brazdil and Clark [1990]. A preprocessing 
stage could filter the input da ta  prior to presentation as examples to  MINERVA, passing 
on only the m ost representative examples — and accessing the current theory to aid the 
filtering process. Ranges of values for a ttribu tes  could be grouped so th a t the coarse
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grain size of the attributes hide small fluctuations in their original values. Alternatively, 
MINERVA could be modified to deal with random errors by incorporating a statistically 
defined reliability threshold in the heuristic evaluation function. Meanwhile, the sup­
port for unit clauses describing observational and exception predicates prevents small 
numbers of isolated errors from disproportionately affecting the theory. Furthermore, 
the fundamentally active nature of Minerva permits re-testing for doubtful facts or 
even querying a teacher for justifications of them.
At present Sampler features the ability to corrupt randomly sampled examples accord­
ing to a user-defined probability parameter. In future work Minerva’s performance in 
the presence of noise will be empirically investigated, beyond the brief attention given 
here, and improved.
In c o m p le te  en v iro n m en t
In the design of MINERVA we have assumed th a t the environm ent is always able to 
answer a question, given sufficient time. This would be an unrealistic assum ption 
for a real world environm ent, even when a teacher is available to answer questions. 
Hume and Sam m ut [1991b] address some of the difficulties of experim entation in an 
ILP framework —  their solutions could be incorporated in Minerva. Alternatively, 
Minerva could be easily adapted  to accept “don’t know” answers by assuming the 
theory is presently correct on such facts during diagnosis and ignoring such facts in 
experim ental evaluation. A more sophisticated solution could be to address the problem 
as part of the the noise handling mechanisms previously discussed.
U n su rp r is in g  in terru p tio n s
The Minerva and Sampler duo model lim ited tim e resources as surprising in terrup­
tions to Minerva. A richer bu t realistic model would have some element of predictabil­
ity of interruptions: MINERVA should be able to estim ate available tim e and to  in ter­
nally allocate resources to  the diverse components of the learning process. This could 
include a capacity for lemma assertion in the program  (also called chunking [Tambe, 
Newell and Rosenbloom 1990] or operationalization [DeJong 1988]) to  increase logical 
redundancy in order to  hasten reasoning. It could also include an ability to recognize 
and reason about the logical inconsistencies introduced into the model of knowledge by 
resource lim itations.
U sin g  a h e lp fu l tea ch er
The model of the environm ent could also be made more “learner-friendly” . There is no 
doubt th a t if a software learning agent is to approach the learning skill dem onstrated 
every day by hum ans, it m ust be able to learn from a wide variety of sources and also to 
understand  the strengths and lim itations of those sources. Active experim entation in 
an environm ent is not enough: dialogue w ith a helpful and benevolent teacher will be
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necessary. Minerva must be able to ask “why?” and to accept explanatory answers. 
Access to  encyclopaedic information sources m ight also be required to enable learning 
from the collected hum an experience. The technologies of intelligent tu toring  system s 
[Sleeman 1983, Sleeman, Hirsh, Ellery and Kim 1990] and foundational knowledge 
representation [Guha and Lenat 1994] could contribute.
One m ight also envisage learning from peers. W hat if two agents, provisioned with 
Minerva’s learning ability and placed in distinct environm ents could be brought to ­
gether to  share their knowledge? Each agent in tu rn  could take the role of Sampler to 
tell w hat they know, although one might expect them  to converse in a more expressive 
language th an  is possible with the external environm ent. The learners’ theories may be 
m utually  inconsistent on some points: perhaps they could resolve their differences by 
further experim entation in the environm ent or by justifying their conclusions in term s 
of the explanatory power or simplicity of the hypotheses which imply them .
10.5 C onclud ing  R em arks
WTe s ta rted  this work with a question: how do intelligent beings learn? W hilst it would 
be overstating the achievements to suggest th a t we have comprehensively answered the 
question, we have contributed a novel model of autonom ous learning th a t is supported  
by theoretical and empirical performance results. We have shown how an agent can 
use observations of an environment to reason about events which are not observed; to 
predict the consequences of actions; and to form an internal model of its world. We 
have dem onstrated  the feasibility of our approach to  learning for im plem entation in 
the  flexible, intelligent autonom ous agents of the future.
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